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TD Utilízation of Foreign Experience ...

1, CONTRACTING PARTIES
1.1 Client: Öeská republika - Správa úloåi5f radioaktivních odpadtr

Registered office: DláZdénâ 6, 110 00 Praha 1, Czech Republic

Represented by: RNDr. Jíií Slovák, Managing Director

lD: 66000769,

Banking details:

Narne of Bank: ÕNB, Na pÍíkopð 2g, praha 1

Account No.: 35-64T26A11|AT1A

Not a payer of VAT

(hereinafter referred to as the ,'Client") and

1.2 Name of company: Posiva Oy (lead party) in consortium with Saanio &
Riekkola Oy

Registered office: Olkífuoto, Fl-27 16A Eurajoki, Finfand

Represented by: Janne fvlokka

lD: 1029258-8

ïax lD: Fll02gZSBg

Banking details:

Name of Bank: Nordea {NDEAFIHH)
Account No": Fl ZB 1660 3001 1003 98

(hereinaffer referred to as the "supplier")
(hereinafter both referred to as the "Contractual Parties"

1.3 Contact persons

1.3.1 The Client authorizes the foiiowing representatives to be responsibie for
communication with the Supplier during the implementation hereot

a) With respect to FA activíties:
lng. lfona Pospíõková e-maíl: pospiskova{ðsurag.cz
Project Manager
lng. Antonín Vokál, CSc. e-ma
Deputy Prcject Manager

b) Wíth respect to contractuaf matters:
RNDr. Jiií Slovák

Managing Director
e-mail: slovak@surao,cz

Qn
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1.3.2 The Supplíer authorizes the following representatives who shall be responsíble
for executing the subject matter of this FA and for communication with the
Client:

a) With respect to FA activities

Name: Kimmo Lehto e-mail: kimmo.lehto@posíva.fi

Project Manager

Jere Lahdenperä e-mail: jere.lahdenpera@posiva.fi

Deputy Project Manager

b) Wíth respect to contractual matters:

Name: Mika Pohjonen e-mail: mika.pohjonen@posiva.fi

1"4 Preamble

1.4.1 The Client has duly completed a Tenderíng procedure in order to procure for
íts requirements for an expert support for the transparent, credible and
justifiable selection of a site for a deep geological repository for radioactíve
waste in the Czech Republíc in such a way as to provide for the optimisation of
siting activities by a Supplíer who has experience in the respective fields of
activity acquired during the siting process for a deep geological repository in
crystallíne rock and concerning which the siting process has reached the
licencing phase. The tendering procedure was led pursuant to Act No.
13712006 Coll., on Public Contracts, as amended {hereinafter referred to as
the "Act") in the form of an open awarding procedure for an above-threshold
public coniract for services with the title the "Utilization of foreign experience in
the siting process for a deep geological repository for radioactive waste in the
Czech Republic" (hereínafter referred to as the "Public Contract" and the
"Iender"). The, completed Tender resulted in the selection of the present
Supplier's tender; the Clíent and the Supplíer fiointly referred to as the
"Contractual Parties") hereby conclude, pursuant to $ 89 of the Act and
pursuant to $ 1746{2) of Act No. 8912012 Coll., the Czech Civil Code, as
amended {hereinafter referred to as the "CCC''}, on the day given below this
Framewcrk Agi'eement (hereinafter referred to as the "FA")

1.5 ldentification data of the public contract

Pubfished in:

Tenders Electronic Daíly - CZ 528231 - 1111212415
under No. - date:

1.6

1.6.1

Union under No. - date:
201515

Definition of basic terms and abbreviatíons

Basic Terms

For the purpose of the Tender documentation the following terms are defined:

Nr(
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1.6.2

Act Act No. 13712006 Coll., on Public Contracts, as amended

Senvices activíties of the Supplier defined in article 2 of the FA

Abbreviations

CCC Act No. 8912012 Coll., ihe Czech CivilCode, as amended

DGR Deep geological repository for disposal of SNF and ior HLW

HLW High Level radioactive Waste

SNF Spent Nuclear Fuel

FA Framework Agreement pursuant to $ 1'! of the Act

TD Tender documentation pursuant to $ 44 af the Act

2. PURPOSE AND SUBJECT OF THE FA
2"1 Purpose of the publíc contract

2.1.1 The purpose of the present publíc contract consists of the conclusion of a
Frarnework Agreernent with one Tenderer under $ 89 of the Act so as to
satisfy the Client's needs in terms of the provision of expert support for the
transparent, credible and justifiable selection of a site for a deep geologícal
repository for radioactive waste in the Czech Republic in such a way as to
provide for the optimisation of sitíng activíties by a Supplier who has
experience ín the respective fíelds of activity acquired during the siting process
for a deep geological repository in crystallíne rock and concerning which the
siting process has reached the licencíng phase, i.e. a request has been made
for authorízation to place the ÐGR in a final location.

2.1.2 According to the updated State Energy Policy two sítes for a DGR should be
chosen by 2A2O and a fTnal síte by 2A25.

2.2 Support will be required in the following areas:

ai the assessment andlor development of procedures and methods for the
selection of the most suitable síte for deep geological disposal, e.g.:

i. the preparation of DGR development strategy and project
management plan,

ií. the preparation of site descriptíve models of the selected sites,

iii. the assessment and orldevelopment of a geological database for data
storage,

iv" the assessment andlor development of specífic site characterisation
methods,

v, the assessment andlor development of a safety case and supporting
safety assessments,

vi. the assessment andl or development of the reposítory design
including manipulation system,

ar),JL
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vii. the assessment and/or development of procedures and methods for
the development of engineered barriers;

b) a cost estímate activities covering the preparation and construction of the
deep geological repository and the relevant cost optimisation:

c) support for communícation activities with the general public, the relevant
authorities and NGOs.

2.3 The Suppfier shall perform these Services via the application of his knowledge
and expertise in the above-mentioned areas, including among others:

aj procedures and methods for the characterisation of selected sites
(including the preparation of siie descriptive models);

b) qualíiy requirements concerning the various siting processes;

c) geo-disciplines (petrography, geomorphology, tectonics, geochemistry,
geophysics, engineer[ng geology, geological modelling, remote sensing
etc.),

d) hydrogeology and hydrology,

e) engineering and project solutions concerning deep geological disposal,

f) envíronmental impactassessment,

g) safety case and supporting safety assessments,

h) cost estimatíon and budgeting of the preparation and construction of the
DGR,

i) communícation skills and experiences acquired during selection of the
most suitable site for DGR.

2.4 The Framework Agreement constitutes a Framework Agreement within the
meaning of $ 11 of the Act.

2.5 The Supplier shall provide the Services to the Client based on individual i
specific orders to be issued by the Client in line with S 92 (1X a) of the Act.

Page 6119
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2.6 Anti structure of the Services stated in Arlicle 2.2:

Type of the Services

andlor development of
methods for the selection of the

most suitable site for

b) Cost estimate activities covering
: preparation and construction of the

Anticipated i Equivalent ,

share ; in hours

Qo/o 2 CI00

ical dis sal

the
deep

1

geological repository and the relevant cost
misation

c) Support for communication actívities with the
general pubiic, the relevant authorities and
NGOs

10% 20

2.V The structure anticipated above does not represent a binding structure for the
Services províded with regard ta the total number of hours or the structure of
individual types of Services. The Client shall not be obliged to use the full
extent of the hours nor follow the presently anticipated structure.

3. CONDITIONS OF SERVICE PERFORMANCE

3.1 The Services shall be perlormed pursuant to individual orders pfaced by the
Client either {i) at the offices or place of business of the Supplier {hereinafter
referred to as "supplier Sites"), and/or (ii) at the registered office or place of
business of the Client, or as the need may arise, at other locatíons (e.9. DGR
exploration areas in the Czech Republic) as may be specified by the Client

{hereinafter referred to as "Clienl Sites"). All the outputs of Services performed

by the Supplier shall be handed over to the Client at the Client's registered
office at DláZdënâ6,110 00, Praha 1.

3.2 The Supplier acknowledges that the Client will not be obliged hereunder to
order Services up to reachíng the total vafue of the public contract. The
Supplier will thus not be entitled to demand that the Client order any of the
activities hereunde¡' nor will the Supplier be entitled to clairn any payments,

wíth the exception of the remuneration provided to the Supplier for servíces
actually ordered and duly performed.

3.3 The Servíces will be performed on the basis of individual orders to be issued
by the Clíent pursuant to $ 92{1)(a) of the Act and only up until the contract
price of the public contract stated in Article 4.1 of the Contract has been

reached.

3.4 The period of the execution of the said Servíces

3.4.1 Anticipated commencement date: July / 2016

3.4.2 The anticípated duration of the Framev,rork Agreement: 4 years

OG

5jo/o ' 16 000

2û 000ïotal 100Õ/o
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TD Utilization of Foreign Experience ..

3.4.3 The commencement date will be subject to the proper completion of the
tendering procedure and timely conclusion of the Framework Agreement' The
Contracting Authority reserves the right to unilaterally change the anticipated
commencement date for whatever reason including with regar"d to its operating
a nd organizatianal req uirements.

3.S The Supplier declares that the followíng elernents of the subject matter of the
subject matter of the Servíces will not be performed by a sub-contractor:

3.5.1 the preparation of DGR development strategy and project management plan,

3.5.2 the assessment and/or developrnent of safety case and supporting safety
assessments,

3.5.3 a cost estimate aciivities covering the preparation and construction of the deep
geological repository and the relevant cost optimisation'

3.6 Exclusion of conflíct of interest

NA

3.7 Review Meetings

3.7-1 Regular perforrnance review meetings will take place at the Client's premises

unlãss the Parties agree othen¡vise throughout the FA period.

3,7.2 The exact timing and frequencíes of such Review Meetings will be determined
by the Clíent fõllowing the conclusion of the FA. lt is anticipated that the
frequency of the Reviéw Meetings will be once per quarter year; the Parties

agree to be flexible concerning the timing of these meetings.

3.7.5 The purpose of the Revíew Meetings will be to review the Supplier's
perlormance under this FA and other Partial Contracts" The agenda for each

Supplier Review Meeting shall be set by the Client and communicated to the
Supplier in advance of such meetings.

g.7.4 The Supplier Review Meetings shall be attended, as a minimum, by the Client
and Supplier representatives stated in Article 1.3 of the FA'

3.8 With respect to the processing of the outputs that will be specified in the

Partial Contracts the Client will requíre that it provídes comments in a draft
version before such outputs are handed over as a final version to the Client'
The Partíes may agree tc modiíy the following prccedure and deadlines
according to the scope of the documents in question:

3.8.1 The Supplier shall process and hand over íts outputs to the Client in the form

of a draft version;

3.8.2 The Client shal! provide ccrn¡'nents wíthin 20'riorking days;

3.8.3 The Supplier will inform the Client on how it will process the Client's comments
ín order to obtain the Client's appraval. This rnay be executed via

correspondence or negotiation.

g5
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3,8.4 The Supplier shall incorporate such comments into the outputs within 10
working days followíng agreement on the manner in which they will be
incorporated.

4.

4.1

4.2

4.2.1

4.2.2

4.3

PRICE AND PAYMENT CONDITIONS

The Price (the "contract price") is set as the maximum price and amounts
2748 9û0 EUR (in words two million sevenhundred fortyeíght thousands
nínehundred) without VAT.

The contract price includes the following pads:

Part of the price that amounts 2 499 0OA EUR {in words two million
fourhundred ninetynine thousands) without VAT corresponding to a labour
intensity of 20,000 (in words: twenty thousand) man hours of which 10%
consists of the category of highly qualified conceptual and coordination work,
50% the category of very challenging and conceptual work, 30% the category
of hard work, 5o/o the category of less demanding work and 5% the category of
auxilíary work for the entire period of performance. and

Part of the price that amounts to 249 9OO EUR (in words twohundred
fortyninethousand ninehundred) without VAT that includes necessary
incidental expenses

The actual (invoiced) price of the execution of the Contract will be determined
on the basis of work actually cornpleted and, on the side of the Client
approved acceptance protocol, wíth a statement of work, according to the:
performed works {expressed in hours) x unit price {hourly billing rate}, which
is:

; ltem
i

; Category of work Average share
of work

t%l

Hourly
billing rate

without VAT

U

166

Á4õtJ()

Auxilia work

4.4 The hourly billíng rates according to Article 4.3 af the FA shall be without VAT.
These rates are agreed as being fixed for the duration of the FA and will be

112

75

40Ê5

iYt(

Highly qualified conceptual
and coordination work

Very challengíng and
conceptualwork

101

5û2

3

work

30

5

Dernand work

Less demand4
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adjusted from 't January each year commencing in 2O17 in line with the
average annual change in the price index of market seryíces (CPV 71351000-
3) according to static statement Eurostat Labour Cost index NACE_Rev.2,
"Professional, scientlfic and technical activities" (wages and salaries total,
baseline value tor 2A15=1A4,2. 1't Jan 2Aß adiustment will be done using
value lor 2016j.

4,5 The amount of the hourly billing rates shall include overheads, travel and
accomrnodatlon expenses within the states of the permanent residence of the
Supplier's personnel. Hourly billíng rates shall not include travel expenses
from and in the states of the pernnanent residence of the Suppliefs personnel
to the Czech Republic and theír accommodation expenses in the Czech
Republic. These shall form part of the incidental expenses of the Supplier and
will be paid by the Client on the basis of docurnentation submítted with the
following lirníts:

a) tourist flights ("economy") class,

b) traín fares in "business" class,

c) car travel expenses wíth a limit according to Article b) of the Article,

di Czech accommodation - EUR 18O I day.

4.6 Expenses for the printing of documents and the translatíon of texts into English
shall be included in the incidental expenses of the Supplier.

4.7 The Supplier will charge the Client a price on the basis of the relevant
acceptance protocol that will include a statement of work actually carried out
according to Article 4.3 of this Agreement. broken down into individual
activities, revísed in accordance with Article 4,3 af this Agreement, on a
quarterly basis, up to the tens day of the month following the end of each
cafendar" quarter of the current year, in the form of a tax docurnent (hereinafter
"invoice"). The day of taxable supply wilf be regarded as the final day of the
final month in the previous calendar quarter. lnvoices witl be accompanied by
a Client agreed Statement of Work documenting the extent of the work
actually carried out by individual workers and a breakdown of the Supplier's
incidental expenses for the period.

4.8 ln'¡oices shall be payable within 30 calendar days of the date of receipt by the
Client. The Contractual Parties agree that the oblígation to make payment will
be fulfllled on the date upon which the respective amount is deducted from the
Client's bank account in favour of the Supplier's bank account as indicated
above, or as may be notified in writíng to the Cllent al a I'atei date

4.9 The Supplier's invoices must prorride detailed timesheet records of actually
performed Services in a structure following the corresponding and actually
ordered tasks in that partícular invoicing period, providing a description of the
specific activíty / conteni for each oi'dered task, the name of experts who
participated ín the provísion of the Seruices and the categoríes of work in
complíance with Article 4.3. The invoíces provided must also fulfil the
requirements of an accounting document and tax receipt according to Act No.

g1
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563/1991 Coll., on Accounting, as amended, and Act No. 23512A04 Coll., on
VAT, as amended. lnvoíces must also contaín a declaration that the invoiced
performance is provided in connection with the respective Project and must
specify the Project title and registration number. Each invoice shall be
accompanied by an acceptance protocol for that particular invoiced
performance approved by the Client pursuant ta 4.7 above. ln the event that
any of the Supplier's invoices fail to respect these requirements, or contain
errors with respect to the amount of the price or errors with respect to the VAT
applicable, the Client shall be entitled to return the erroneous ínvoice to the
Supplier wíthin 30 days of its receipt wíthout payment- ln such a case, the
maturity period for each neitr correcied invoíce shall run anew from the date of
its receipt by the Client. The Supplier shall deliver all invoices to the Client's
registered office using registered post.

5. ORDERING INDIVIDUAL TASKS - CONCLUSION OF PARTIAL
CONTRACTS

5.1 lndividual - partial contracts hereunder {hereinafter referred to as "Partial
Contracts") shall be concluded as follows:

5.1 .1 The Client in compliance with S 92 {1Xa) of the Act will send to the Supplier a
written invitation to perform an individual task order {hereinafter referred to as
the "Orde/'), whích makes up a proposalto conclude a "Fartial Contract".

5.1.2 Each ClÍent Order shall define which Services (tasksi are required, including
requirements for the resulting output of the Services, the extent (the required
specialization of experts or the identification of persons to be involved) as well
as binding deadlines with respect to particular tasks I the subrnission of
resultíng outputs etc.

5.1,3 The Supplier shall revert to the Client in writing within 20 (twenty) business
days of the receipt of the Order with his confirmation or modification of the
Order. The Supplier may modify the Order on the grounds of serious
shortcomings in the Order due to which he coufd not be justly required to
províde performance according to the Partial Contract on the basis of such an
Order.

5.1.4 The Client shall settle all rnodifications by either accepting them or by
províding an expianation as to the reasons for their non-acceptance.

5.1 .5 The Order becomes binding upon the expiry of the 20 (twenty) business-day
period or on the date of receipt of the settfement of modifications by the
Supplier, and thus a Partial Contract is deemed to have been concluded for
the performance as defined in the Order.

5.1.6 The Clíent shall be entitled to cancel any ol its Orders andlar withdraw from a

Partial Contract upon written notice with no sanctions resulting to the Client
provided that the Supplier shall be compensated through the provísion of
partial remuneration corresponding to the already, and ín good faith, expended
costs of the Supplíer at the time of the cancellation. The Supplier shall be

qç
va,
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required to demonstrate the amount of such already incurred costs. Any
claims on the part of the Suppfier for liquidated damages resulting from the
cancellation of the Order shall be excluded.

5.1,7 The Supplier shall be obliEed to provide the requíred cooperation in full with
respect to the successful issuance of Orders.

5.2 The Contractual Parties agree to conclude Partial Contracts usíng the form
íncluded in Annex 4 of the FA.

Ð RIGI.ITS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE CLIENT

The Client shall have the right to have an ínspection performed of the
execution of Services by its employees or similar persons {such as the
external consultants engaged by the Client on a contractual basis).

6.1

at.
7.1

7.2

7.3

7.4

7.4.1

7.4.2

7.4.3

7.4.4
aÊ

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF THE SUPPLIER
The Supplier shall be obliged to perlorm the Services with the corresponding
eflort and due professional care. The Supplíer declares that he is able, in
respect tc providing the performance hereunder, to act / perform with all
pertinent knowledge and due diligence, which ís associated with his position
and status, and recognízes that any conduct falling potentially short of such
due professional care will result in his liability.

The Supplier shall be obliged to reserve for the Cfient sufficient capacíty in
terrns of persons responsible for the extent of each Partial Contract-

The Supplier shall participate in / perform the Services using exclusively the
team members listed in Annex 2 hereto. Any change in terms of the team
members performing the Services on the part of the Supplier, i.e. the
participation of other persons than those listed as team members specifically
in Annex 2, will be permítted only following the prior approval of the Client
íssued in writing.

The Supplíer shall perform hís oblígatíons under this Framework Agreement in
accordance wíth:

the requiremenfs of this Framework Agreement;

ihe ierms and conditions of respective Pariíai Contracts;

afl relevant and applicable standards;

in compliance with all applicable legislatíon.

The Supplie¡'shall bring to the attention ol the Clíent, any conflíct behøeen any
of the requirements of Article 7.4 and shall comply with the Client's decision on
the resolution of any such conflict.

Page 12119
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INTELECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS I COPYRIGHT

Each of the Contractual Parties will be and will remain the sole owner of its
intellectual property rig hts.

All rights to the know-how, information, documents, files, computer software,
equipmeni, work rnethods and other material províded to the Supplier or its
representative by the Client shall belonE to the Client and the Supplier will not
be allowed to use them for any other purpose than the completion of the
Services, nor will the Supplier be allowed to convey them to third parties other
than its affifiates, subcontractors or advisers in accordance with Article 9.

The Supplier undertakes not to breach the rights of third persons in performing
ihe subject matter of this FA, which may arise to such persons in connection
with intellectual property rights, especially copyright pursuant to Act No.

Q1ZOA7 Coll., on Copyright and Rights Related to Copyright and on

A¡"nendments to Certain Acts. as amended {hereinafter referred to as the
"Copyright Act").

Should a result or part of the performance hereunder by the Supplier
constitute a "work" which may be subject to copyright or related rights or
subject to the rights of the maker to a database produced by him, the Supplier
shall provide to the Client, as the author of such work, an exclusive licence to
use such work in all known rnanner and form to an unlimíted extent, from the
date of handing over such work to the Client and for the entire duration of the

existence of the ownership rights to the work and for use throughout the world;

this licence shafl be provided by the Supplier to the Client free-of-charge. The

Client shall also be entitled to publish, process (including translation) modify or
othen¡rise adjust the work and its name and integrate the work with other work

or include it in aggregated work. The Client may grant, in connection with the
provided exclusive unlimited licences, sub-licences or assign the licence to
ihird persons at the Client's discretion; the Suppfíer hereby issues his express
príor consent to alf such acts. The Supplier expressly waives his rights to be

informed by the Client pursuant to S 2364(2) of the CCC. The Clíent shall not

be obliged to use the licence,

Should a result or part of the performance hereunder by the Supplier
constitute an employee or collective work, which may be subject to copyright
or related ríghts or sr-ibject to the rights of the creatcr to a database produced

by him, the Supplíer shall assígn, as the employer or a person on whose

init¡atíve and under whose management the work was produced and under
whose name the work is presented publicly, the exclusive right to execute the
ownership rights of the author to the work to the Clíent as of the date on whích

the work was handed over to the Clíent; the assígnment of the right to execute

the ownership rights to the Client shall be made by the Supplíer free of charge.

The Supplier hereby declares that the author has agreed to its publication,

processing {including translation) rnodífications to the work or its name, the
integration of the work with another or the inclusion of the work in an

agglegate work and to the completion of the employee's work, as well as with

tne fact that the Supplier will publicize the employee's work under the

t00
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8.6

Supplier's name, and that the author has expressly agreed with the

aréignment of the right to execute ownership rights to the Client and from the

Clieñt to thÍrd persoñs. The Supplier hereby declares that he provided all the

authors with corresponding remuneration and that any and all dutíes and

oblígations of the Supptier to the author(s) have been duly settled. The Client
shall not be obliged to make use of the assigned ríghts'

The Supplier hereby expressly declares that he is fully authorized to dispose
of inteilectual property rights, especially in connection with the above

copyrights, and undertakes for this purpose to ensure the proper and

undisturbed use of the work by the Client, or to procure such other approval,

licences and sublicences from the author(s) of the workis) or from other third
persons who may be entitled on the basis of the copyright according to the

Copyright Act.

For the sake of claríty and the avoidance of doubt, it is hereby understood that
the licencing pro'risiôns herein above do not include licences covering the

subject of -iniellectual property rights which are thernselves subject to

technology transfers, i.e. these provisions do not include the right of access or
right to thê use of the subjects of the rights protected by industrial property

rigfrts nor any other results of own research, contract research or cooperative
research between the Supptier and other entitíes or the Supplier's founder-

COMMERCIAL SECRETS AND CONFIDENTIALITY

This article shall regulate information, documentatíon and data, which

constítute commercial {trade) secrets pursuant to $ 504 of the CCC and

simultaneously all informatíon, documentation and data, which will be

designated bythe Client or by the Supplier as confidentíal (hereinafter referred

to al "Confidential lnformation"). lt is generally understood that all the

informatíon exchanged as a result of the Services shall constitute Confidential

lnformation and the commerciat secret of the Contractual Partíes.

8.7

o

9.1

9.3

9.4

The Contractual Parties undertake, for the term hereof and subsequently
following the termination hereof without limítation, to observe the obligation of
non-disðlosure, to maintain confìdentiality and protect Confidential lnformation

of the other party, i.e- not to disclose, directly or indirectly, any Confidential

lnfonnaiion as defined he¡'eín to any thi¡'d party andicr not tc make such

Confidentíal lnformation available through its acts whether intentional or by

omission or neglígence and/or allow by its actions any third person to

familiarize itself with such Confidential lnformation.

The Contractual Parties further undertake not to use the Confidential

lnformatíon contrary to the purpose to whích it was designated by the other
party"

The Contractual Parties undertake to maintain confidentialíty ín any and all

cases in which they were provided with Confidential lnformation by any

means, i.e. verbally, in writing, electronicalty or othelwise'
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tn the event that the Client obtains Confîdentíal lnformation in a physical form
(i.e. in hardcopy, on data carriers etc.), he shall be obliged to return any such
physical ínformation to the Supplier without unnecessary delay upon request,

unless they were provided in connection with the implementation of Partial
Contracts, or for the purposes of other projects which directly follow on to the
Partial Contracts due to phasing.

The Contractual Parties shall be obliged to limit the number of ernployees and
other persons who have access to Confidentíal lnformation and to adopt
effectíve measures which prevent and stop the leaking of Confidentia!
lnformation, and to adopt, vis-a-vis all employees and other persons, other
relevant measures, expressly aimed at ensuring that these persons do not
disclose such Confidential lnforrnation and I or that competition clauses are
adopted as may be deerned necessary,

The obligatíon to maintain confídentially does not apply in the following cases:

When any document, data, materials or inforrnation subject to confidentiality
hereunder are provided without confidentiality restrictions, or these restrictions
have been subsequently waived; any such release or waiver must be made in

writing by the party which provided such a docunrent, data, materials or
information;

When the contents of any document, daia, materials or information subject to
confidentiality hereunder become publicly available through the actions of the
party which provided such a document, data, rnaterials or information or
through other actions of that party or third persons which are dírected at the
publication of the confidential / protected information contained therein

{without the assistance of the party which received such documents, data,
materials or ínformatíon hereunder);

ln cases which such documents, data, materials or information are provided

mandatorily by law or upon the request of a state adminístration body withín
their powers (vía the courts, an attorney of the state or other competent
administratíve body as mandated by the legislationi and as long as they are
used exclusively for these purposes.

NUCLEAR LIABILITY
The Client, as the owner and operator of contemplated or existíng spent
nuclear fuel disposal facilities or other nuclear facilities {"Nuclear Facilities")
recognizes that it ís a fundarnental condition for the entering into this FA or anY

Partial Contract(s) by the Supplíer that the Client shall be exclusively liable for
any darnage resulting frc¡-n a Nuclear !ncident at the Client's Nuclear Facilities.

The terms Nuclear Damage and Nuclear lncídent, as used hereín, shall have
the same meaning as assigned to them in the Paris Convention and in the
appficable enactments of the Supplier's state thereof.

The Supplier and its subsidíaríes and associated companies and its sub-
contractors of every tier or kind, including licensors and suppliers of

1A"

10.1

10.2

l,t {

10.3
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information and servíces and the employees of any of the foregoing entities
(all of the foregoíng entities and empfoyees being hereinafter referred to as
"lndemnified Parties"), shall under no circumstances and at no time be liable
far any Nuclear Damage resulting directly or indírectly from a Nuclear lncident
at the Nuclear Facílities. Consequently, the Client hereby irrevocably waives
any right to pursue a claim against any of the lndemnified Parties for any
Nuclear Damage whether based on contract, tort, strict liability or othen¡¡ise.
The term Nuclear Damage used herein shall in addition to the meaning
assigned to it in the Paris Conventíon and in applicable national enactments
also include damage to the Nuclear Facilities themselves andior to any part
thereof andlar to property on or off the site.

1ß.4 The Clíent undertakes to indernnify and hold as harmless the lndemnified
Parties iíncludíng, but not limited to, the Supplier and its sub-contractors)
against any claims by third parties, íncluding insurers, for any Nuclear Damage
whether such claims are based on contract, tort, strict liabitity or otherwise.
Further, the Client represents and warrants that the insurers of the Nuclear
Facifíties concerned shall have no ríghts of recourse or subrogation against
the lndemnified Parties (including, but not lirnited to, the Supplier and its sub-
contractors) for Nuclear Damage.

10,5 lf, followíng the enteríng into force of the FA or Partial Contract (s), any
applícable legíslation or internatíonal conventíon expires or is modified in such
a way that the lndemnífied Parties may be hetd liable for Nuclear Damage in
connection with a Nuclear lncident at the Nuclear Facilities. then the Client
undertakes to inform the lndemnified Parties promptly thereof and to ensure
by legally enforceable means (e.9. waivers of liability, government indemnity
andlor insurance) that the lndemnified Parties shall incur no such liability.

10.6 With the exception of any existing 'salelleaseback' or other fínancing
arrangement in relation to any contemplated project deliverables, the Client
represents that at the time of signing this FA, the Client is the sole owner of
the Nuclear Facilíties and that at such a time no other party has ownership or
an equivalent interest in the said Nuclear Facilities.

10.7 The provisions of thís Article 10 shall apply to:

a) any Nuclear Damage whereín the provisíon of any equipment,
Fl^^' '*^"uui-;uríreíirtation, report, tool, goods oi'sen¡ices CIr any inforrnaiíon fu¡"nished
in connection wiih the FA or the Partial Contract may have been involved
ín any manner or rnay be alleged to have been involved in any manner;

b) be in effect for as long as the said Nuclear Facilities are planned,
constructed, operated, decommíssioned and thereafter until no radioactive
material exists in the Nuclear Facilities or results from the Nuclear
Facílities;

c) be unaflected by any completion, termínation or cancellation of the FA or
any part hereof and shall prevaíl over and apply notwíthstanding any other
provisions of the FA.

t03
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LIABILITY FOR DEFECTIVE PERFORMANCE

The Supplier shall be liable to the Client for any and all breaches of hís
obligation to observe due professional care with the exception of liability
caused by the provision of incomplete or faulty instructions provided by the
Client.

ln the event of an error or other defect in the output elaborated by the
Supplier, the Supplier shall be obliged to remedy such an error / defect at his
own cost within 30 days of being notífied thereof by the Clíent-

The total aggregate liability is lirnited by the contract vaiue'

SANCTIONS
Should the Supplier be in delay with the delÍvery of an output duly ordered by
the Client, the Supplíer shall be obliged to pay a contractual penalty to the
Client in the arnount equal to 0.01% of the remuneration due under the Partial
Contract for each day of delay. The Supplier shall be considered to have
defaulted on the delivery of an ordered output upon the expiry of reasonable
additional deadlines, as may be defined by the Client in writing following the
Client not receiving the output within the deadlines defined in the Partial
Contract, and where the Client has advised on the possibility of the
enforcement of a contractual penalty.

Should the Supplier be in delay with remedying a defect I errors in his output,
the Supplier shall be obliged to pay a contractual penalty to the Client in the
amount of EUR 100 {EUR one hundred) for each day of delay'

Should the Clieni be in delay with the payment of an invoice hereunder, the
Client shall be obfiged to pay interest on the delayed payment accruing at
A.A1o/o of the overdue amount per day of delay.

Should either party breach its obligations established in Article I {Commercial
Secrets and Confidentiality), the party in breach shall be liabfe to pay to the
other party a contractual penalty amounting to 1.00CI EUR (one thousand
EUR), within 15 days of being notifíed in writing of the breach and claim to pay
the contractual penalty. The payment of a contractual penalty shall not
prejudice the right to claim damages in an amount exceeding the amount of
the contractual penalty; statutory regulated circumstances precluding liability
will not be taken into account.

CHOICE OF LEGISLATION, DISPUTES

This Framework Agreement and any and all legal relations arising herein from
shall be governed by the laws and regulations of the Czech Republic.

The Contractual Parties acknowledge and recogníze that aÍeâs not explícitly
regulated hereby shafl be regulated by the respective provisions of the Czech
Civil Code. ln the case of îaeÅual disputes regarding the services provided

IAEA documentation wíll be deemed relevant.

13.

13.1

13.2
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13.3 Any and all disputes arising in connection herewith shall be resolved by the
Contractual Parties via negotiations. ln cases in which a dispute cannot be
resolved by negotiation within sixty (60) days, such a dispute shall be decided,
following a motion of one of the Contractual Parties by a competent court in
the Czech Republic having jurisdiction according to the registered office of the
Client.

14.

14.1

14.2

14.3

14.4

14.5

14.6

FINAL PROVISIONS

This Framework Agreement represents a complete agreement between the
Client and the Supplier.

Shoufd any of the provisions hereof appear or shall be determined invalid,
ineffective, putative or unenforceable at a later date, then such invalidity,
ineffectiveness or unenforceability shall not cause the invalidity,
íneffectíveness or unenforceability hereof as a whole. ln such a case, the
Contractual Parties undertake, wíthout any undue delay, to clarify such
provisions pursuant to S 553(2) of the CCC or to replace, by mutual
agreement, any such ínvalid, ineffective or unenforceable provision hereof with
a new provísíon that most closely reflects the intentions of the Contractual
Parties at the tlme of conclusion hereof, to an extent permitted by the laws and
regulations of the Czech Republic.

This Framework Agreement becomes valid and comes into force on the date
of its signature by the authorized representatives of both Contractual Parties.

This Framework Agreement may be amended or modified exclusively in the
form of written and numbered amendments specifying the date and place

thereof, and signed by the authorized representatives of the Contractual
Parties. The Contractual Parties hereby expressly exclude within the meaning
of g 564 of the CCC, the execution of any changes hereto by any other means
or form.

Thís Framework Agreement is made out in the English language in four (4)
copíes, each having the force of an original. Each Contractual Party shall
receive two (2) copies.

By attaching their sígnature hereto the Contractuai Parties express their
consent with the content hereof in íts entirety,

15" ANNEXES:

15.1 The followíng Annexes form an integral part hereof:

15.1.1Annex No. 1 Provided servíces

15.1.zAnnex No. 2 The Supplier's team members involved in the FA actívities

15.1.3Annex No. 3 The Quality Plan

15.1.4Annex No. 4 The Order Form

15.1.5Annex No. 5 Consortium Agreement
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15.2 The above mentioned annexes complement each other and explain. ln the
case of ambiguity or conflict between the provisions of this Framework
Agreement the provisions of the afore-mentioned Annexes shall take
precedence. The provisions of the Annexes shall assume priority in the order
stated above.

ln (place)....

On (date)""..

On behalf of the Client:

RNDr. Jiií Slovák,

Managing Director

ln (place)..

On (date)" "

On behalf of the Supplier:

Posiva Oy

Janne Mokka, CEO

Posiva Oy

Tiina Jalonen, SVP

Saanio & Riekkola OY

Timo Saanio, MD
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ANNEX NO. I PROVIDED SERVICES

I HISTORYAND THE PLANNED PREPARATION OF THE DEEP
GEOLOGICAL REPOSITORY

b)

History of the $itíng Process

ïhe systematic development of a deep geological repository programrne in the
Czech Republic commenced in 1989.

ln 1992 the Czech Geological lnstitute selecied 27 sites deemed potentially
eligib,le for deep geological repository síting. A comprehensive revíew of avail-
able geological data on the selected sites was conducted and eight of the sites
were recommended for further research.

The first reference project for a deep geological repository at a hypothetical
localíty wíthin the Czech Republic was developed in 1999 and updated in ZAf
to take into account a horizontal emplacement variant with the following con-
cept:

i. the dírect disposal of spent fuel (SNF) in steel based canisters in a
crystaflíne host rock,

í¡. an operation period of 2A65 - 214A,

íi¡- a surface facitity - SNF i high level waste (HLW) reception

iv. an encapsulation facility - underground near the surface facility

v. the disposal of HLW in a separate part

Following a critical evaluation of the candidate sites in terms of meeting the
ne,cessary criteria for the siting of nuclear installations in cornpliance with
SUJB (Czech State Offíce for Nuclear Safety) Regulation No. 215/1997 and
possibfe conflicts with the protection of the environment, 11 candidate sítes
were selected in 2AO2 in three different rock types {in granitoid, metarnor-
phosed and sedírnentary rock). Subsequently, SURAO prioritised 6 of the 11

sefected sites, all in granitic rock.

Evafuations were conducted of transport accessíbílity, population densíty and
the aCvantages and disadvantages of siting at all cf the six prioritised sites
and in 2AA4 - 2005 geophysical research work was performed in order to re-
duce the spatial extent of the areas of interest.

ln 2AO4 the Government accepted, by means of Decision No. 550/2004, the
suspension until 2009 of all geological work at the six sites under investigation
with a view to deep geologícal repository síting. The reason for the suspension
consisted of the negative attitude of the communities concerned wíth regard to
activities relating to deep geological repository constructíon.

Followíng an examinatíon of archive geologicaf data, the "Kraví hora" site in
the 'Vysoðina" region was added to the líst of potential sites.

d)

e)

1.1

a)

f)

s)
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a)
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For all seven preselected sítes "Exploration area for special intervention into
the Earth's crust" status has been granted by Mínistry of the Environment of
the czech Republic with concern to surface georogicar investigation-

An examination of archive geological data has been contracted for the deter-
mination of potential sítes in the proximity of the Temelín and Dukovany Nu-
clear Power Plants (Npp).

Other related informatíon is provided at:

Repository and in the S RAO annual report accessible at

SERYICES RENDERED tsY THE SUPPLIER

Suppcrt is required in tl¡e following areas:
the assessment and/or development of procedures and rnethods for the selec-
tion of the most suitable site fon deep geological disposal, e.g.:

i. the preparatíon of DGR development strategy and project management
plan,

First we want to shortly describe the team of organÍsations that the Tenderer has broughi
together to ensure that SURAO will get the best possible value for its investment into thís
Project.

The tendering Consoi-tium consisis of Posiva Oy, Finland and Saanio & Riekkola Oy, Finland.
As subcantractors to the Consortium are SKB lnternational AB from Sweden'ãnd The
Geological Survey of Finland {GTK) These entities are shortly described in the following:
Posiva Oy

Posiva is an expert organisation responsible for the final dísposal of spent nuclear fuel of its
owners in Finland- Posiva is in charge of R&D work regarding the final disposal of spent
nuclear fuel as well as the construction and operation of the encãpsulation plant and disposal
repository. Posiva has been established in 1995 and it is owned byTeollisuuden Voima Oyj
i60%) and Fortum Power & Heat Ay gA%), both of which share the cost of nuclear waste
management. Posiva employs around 80 people and ca. 200 persons are ernployed as
subcontractors and consultants, The company had a turnover of some EUR 62 milliån ín zAß
and is headquartered in Olkiluoto in ihe municipality of Eurajoki. The personnel works in two
locations: Main cffice in olkiluoto and oNKALo project office in olkiluoto.
Praparaiíons for the final rjisposai of speni nuciear fueí in Finland began at the same time as
the cornmissioníng of the first nuclear power plants in the late 1970¡. The schedule for ihe
fínal disposal was set in 1983. when the Government decided on the objectives and
programme for nuclear waste management- Posiva has more than 40 years experience of
developíng a safe final disposal solutión for speni nuclear fuel in Finland.

Alter a long site ínvestigatíon period, Poslva agplied for a decision in princÍple which was given
to Posiva in 2001. According to decision-in-principle ratifíed by the Pailiament, spent fuel
generated in the Olkilutto plant uníts and the LoviÍsa plant uníts will be disposed of in a
reposítory to be constructed in Olkiluoto, Eurajoki.

One element of the site investigations conducted at Olkifuoto is the excavation of the
underground rock characterisatíon facility (ONKALO) that extends approximately to the depth
of 45A meters. Posiva started to construct ONKALO tn 2AA4. Research has be'en conducted
there since the beginning of ils construction. ln addition to facilitaiing bedrock research,
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ONKALO also provides an opportunity to develop excavation techniques and final disposal
techniques in realistic conditions. The bedrock is studied with methods from geology,
hydrology and geochemistry. ONKALO has aided in collecting the data needed for ihe
application for the construction l¡cence that was submitted in 2012. Later, the ONKALO
facilities can be put into use when building and using the repository.

ln December 20'12, Posiva submitted the construction license application for a KBS-3 geologic
repository in Olkiluoto. The construction license for the final disposal facility granted by
Government in November 2Aß makes it possible for Posiva to start the construction of the
encapsulation plant as well as excavations for the final disposal reposítory. According to the
preliminary schedule, the final disposal begins in early 2t2O.

Posiva works together with numerous Finnish and foreign expert organísations from a
multilude of fields, and commissions studies related to nuclea¡ waste management from
uníversities and other institutions of higher education as well as from research institutes and
consulting businesses.

Due to its role as implementer, Posiva Oy has first-hand experíence in the following:

. sÌting of a geologic repository

. dernonstration that disposal of spent nuclear fuel using the KBS-3 method is iechnically
feasible

' production of the safety case regarding long-term safety
. co-development of the so-called horizontal disposal plan {KBS-3H) in co-operation with

the Swedish company SKB.
r procêssing of the construction licence application and iis related feedback from authorities

progresses
. site investigalion for site confirmation purpose
r irnplementation following the requirements of a nuclear facilities
¡ design, operation and safety management of a nuclear facility underground
. communication with the regulatory authorities
. communication wiih ihe members of the public

o lessons learned in the managemeni of a nuclear waste management prograrnme

The dulies of the Posiva staff vary from various research, development and planning tasks associ-
ated wiih the final disposal of nuclear waste to the implementation planning and support aciivities
for the repository. For thís reason, the work environment at Posiva is broadly rnultídisciplinary:
Posiva's staff consists of experts ín fíelds including:

. geology
r geophysics
r physics
¡ chemistry

' hydrology
. rock mechanics
. structuraf engineering
. industrialengineering

and cther fields of engineering, socíal sciences and business economics.

Posiva is certified according to ISO 9001, ISO 14OA1 and OHSAS 18001,

Final dísposal solution for spent nuclear fuel attracts wide global interest and Posiva has in
2016 established a wholly-owned subsidiary Posiva Solutions Oy. Posiva Solutions provides
its customers wíth tailored expert sen¡ices related to final disposal in collaboratíon with an
extensi'¡e network of sub-suppliers and cooperation partners.
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Saaniq & Riekkoía Oy

Saanio & Riekkola (S&R) Oy is a Helsinki (Finland) based multi-discipline consultíng company
speciafised in Nuclear Waste Management and rock, geotechnical, civil, structural, HVAC and
mining engineering. S&R has a branch office also in Seoul, South-Korea, and a subsidiary
laboratory company B+Tech focusing on the development and research of engineered barrier
systems-

Nuclear waste management is the core expertise of Saanio & Riekkola Oy. The company has
been heavily involved in the FinnÌsh nuclear waste management program since 1979. This
program, in terms of realisation, is the most advanced NWM program in the world. As a result,
S&R has gained significant experience and technical competence in critical aspects of the
development of deep geologrcal repasitories. Nuclear power cornpanies TVO, Fortum and
Fennovoima, as well as the nuclear waste managemeni company, Posiva Oy, responsible for
the geological disposal of nuclear lvaste, comprise S&R's main clienis in Finland. ln addition
to clients in Finland, the company's know-how has been widely utilized ínternationally at a
variety of organizatíons, including operators, implementers and regulatory and research
bodies such as SKB in Sweden, KEPCO E&C, KORAD and KAREI in South Korea, JAEA in
Japan, and NWMO in Canada.

As a result cf our long standing experience in this field, and simifarities of this project with
work we have previously performed in the Finnish program, S&R can draw on an extensive
pool of experts with unique experience that is relevant to all areas of this reguest for proposal.
S&R will provide the necessary resources and capabilities required for the successful
coordination and execution of every work package in this project. S&R aims lo be a global
leader in píoneering NWM solutions. S&R is fully confident in being able to provide the
services described in this offer and support the needs of the client. We have the resources
and technical capability to successfully execute this project and we have earned the
knowledge and experience from similar work previously especially in the Finnish and Swedish
NWM programmes.

S&R has extensive experience in Nl/t'M projects and is one of the few ccmpanies in the worid
that can cover all five important tasks in nuclear waste management: Site selection, Technical
design, Long term safety analysis, Cost control and Public acceptance. Ihe experíence arises
from work ín 20 different waste reposítories in 12 differeni countríes in 500 separate projects.
ln addition S&R have done work for six different nuclear power facilities in three countries in
11 contracts.

The pool of about 100 qualifíed and highty educated experts at the main office has guaranteeC
good customer feedback in taking into account customer needs (flexibility), fast responses to
customer requests (there is always back up expert if the main coniact is out of reach), and
keeping projects on schedule {enough allocated resources for the work). S&R has been using
working project managers for most of the projects in engineering designing and safety
analysis for radioaciive waste repositories, and also for underground civil engineering projects.
This is the efficient every day work culture at S&R.

S&R pro,iides laboraiory services ihrough its subsidiary company B+Tech Oy. The company
performs research and development on engineered barrier system technology fo¡
environmental protection, especially with regard to clay- and rock-based engineered barriers
for spent nuclear fuel disposal. B+Tech Oy has a highly equipped laboratory and experimental
facility, as well as the modelling tools, to support such work. Detailed information of the
company is províded in w¡vr.v.btech.fi.

Site selection and site characterizaiion experience relies on the strong participatíon in the
Finnish and Swedish siting programs, including various types of expertise in-house, from site
selection criteria development and ger:technical evaluations to síte investigation know-how
including e.g. site investigations (planning, development and interpretation) during site
selection and repository development ín Finland. ln relation to síte selection also peer reviews
on the síte properties and cost estimates for siting works have been carried out"
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SKB lnternationalAB

SKB lnternational AB is a leading consulting company in spent fuel and radioactive waste
management in the world. lt is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and
Waste Management Company, SKB, and makes available the knowledge and experiences
from the development and operation of the Swedish spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste
management system to clients on the international market. The company relies on ihe
expertise and the staff of SKB and its network of consultants and experts.

Since the mid 1970ies, the companies operating nuclear power plants {NPPs) are obliged,
under Swedish law, to implement and finance all activities needed to secure the safe
management of spent fuel and radioactive waste generated from operation of the NPPs. The
nuclear power companies launched therefore in 1976 a joint company, SKB, with the missíon
to assume this obligation in practice. The responsibility of SKB includes the development and
implementation of systems for transport, storage and final disposal of all spent nuclear fuel
and radioactive waste from the operation of the NPPs iexcept for very low level waste, whích
is disposed of at the nuclear sites in Sweden).

Based on the polícy for spent fuel and radíoactive waste management established in Swedish
laws and regulations, SKB has developed the strategy for implementing the policies and
ensuring the safe management and disposal of these materials. The strategy is revisited every
three years in the RD&D (Research, Development and Demonsiration) report that the NPP
owners (ihrough SKts) is reguired to submit to the Government. Although some changes are
introduced in each report to take the ongoing developmenis into account, ihe main lines of the
straiegy have remained stable since the start of ihe work in the mid 1970ies.

SKB has developed, owns and operates several radioactive waste managemeni and spent
nuclear fuel facilities:
. ,{ Transport system {casks, containers, transport vehicles and a specially designed trans-

port ship, ihe MIS Sigrid) for spent nuclear fuel and radioactive waste, taken into operation
in 1982.

o Clab, the central ínterim storage for all spent nuclear fuel in Sweden, in operation since
1985 and extended at the end of 1990's

' SFR, the near-surface final repository for short-líved radioactive waste, which was li-
censed and started its operation in 1988. SKB has just performed the site investigation for
an extension of SFR to facilitate disposal of decommissioning waste. The extended SFR
is planned to be operaiional in the early 2A2A's.

. The underground Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory, operational since 1995, with siart of inves-
tigations in 1986.

' The Canister Laboratory, inaugurated in 1998.
. The Bentoníte Laboratory, inaugurated in 2007.

ln addition to the above facilitíes. an Encapsulation Plant and a Final Repository for geological
disposal of spent nuclear fuel are in advanced stages of desígn. Licence applicaticns for
construction of the deep geological repository for spent nuclear fuel at Forsmark and ihe
encapsulation plant adjacent to the Clab facility in Oskarshamn were submitted in March
201 1. They are based on more than 35 years of research, development and demonstratíon of
the KBS-3 method. This method has also been adopted by Posiva of Finland and used for an
application for constructing a repository at Olkiluoto in Finland.

The SKB organízatían has access to a wide neiwork of experts, both in-house and worldwide.
The company has nearly 500 employees and engages about 400 consultants on a full-time
basís. thus forrning a large platform of knowledge for all fields relaied to a radioactive waste
management programme-

SKB ís regarded as ha,¡ing world leading experience and expertise in the area of underground
storage and disposal facilities. Ihe company is unique not only in disposal facility
developrnent but also in safety asses€ment and using the data gathered to apply for licences
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and authorisations and, finally, construct and operate the facilities such as the and SFR
facility, the Äspö laboratory and the Clab facility. The company is also dedicated to its publíc
communication programme, which so far has been very successful in obtaining good dialogue
between stakeholders, thus increasing the understanding of and support for SKB's
programrne on local, regional and national level.

Every three years, SKB also submits a comprehensive cost calculation and financing scheme
for the whole life cycle of the national nuclear programme for evaluation and approval of the
authorities. This has given SKB vasi experience on how to optimise the system to save costs.
The estimated cost for the Swedish programme is approximately EUR 7.5 billion (NPP
decornmíssioning costs not included). During the last years SKB's annual turnover has been in
the order of 150 Million €.

ln summary, SKB has:

' A well-developed net'¡vork of contractors and specialists in waste management and reposi-
tory developmeni techniques.

. Over 35 years of experience and a successful track recard of planning, research, devei-
opment and demonstration and successful implementation of national radioaciive waste
managernent facilitÍes.

' Experience of characterising sites and undertaking modelling and safeiy assessment for
repositories for a range of wasies and materials,

. The implementer's perspective, meaning that we know about the needs of the authorities
and how to comrnunicate with a regulating body

. An understanding of the stakeholder drivers associated with a radioactíve waste man-
agemeni programme and means of addressing them.

The achievements of SKB have attracted international interest. ln 1984 it was therefore
decided to establish within SKB a separate departrnent for managing this interest and sharing
our expertise through consulting servíces. Out of this department, a separate engineering and
consulting company was created in 2001, SKB lnternational Consultants AB, later renamed in
SKB lnternational AB. Since 1984, contracts for more than 300 international projects have
been signed with organizations in more than 20 countries. The company is a sought after and
appreciated participant in international cooperation projecis and peer reviews.

As a 100 % subsidiary of SKB, SKB lnternational has full access to all facilities of SKB's waste
management system. This gives a unique position to offer trainíng and study visits by clients
and partners io these facilities as a means of reaching a deeper understanding of the
technical issues involved in the practical management of spent nuclear fuel and radioactive
waste- Visits or tours of facilities organised by SKB/SKB lnternational represent an added
value to the services provided by SKB lnternational. Furthermore, SKB lnternational can offer
access to SKB's comprehensi'¡e documentation regarding the design. construction and
operation of the facilities.

SKB lnternational is certified acccrding to SS-El.l iSO gCCi and ISC 140G1.

The head offíces of SKB and SKB lnternational are co-located in Stockholm, Sweden. More
information on SKB and SKB lnternational can be found on the company website,
www.skb.se.

The Geoloqical Sur'¡e,¡ of Finland IGTKJ

The Geologícal Survey of Finland (GTK) ís a leading European competence centre under
Finfand's Ministry of Employment and the Economy. We employ approximately 460 full-time
siaff and are effectively engaged in tasks at the local, national and international level. GTK
has been closely involved in the nuclear waste disposal studies since the suitabiliiy of the
Finnish bedrock for the fínal disposal of spent fuel became under consideration in the late
1970's. GTK produces geofogical and geophysícal information for power companies and
authorities to support the implementation and decision making in nuclear waste management.
ln addítion to the research coniribution, GTK has provided expert's opiníons and statements
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for national and internaiional bodies on aspects related to geological nuclear waste dísposal.
Nuclear wasie disposal research is international by nature and cooperation especially with
European and North-American research organizations is close.

ln the initial phase of the site selection process in the late 1970s and early 1980s, GTK
examined the general bedrock factors that would have to be taken into account in connection
with final disposal with reference to the international guidelines adapted io Finnish conditions.
On the basis of extensive research data, it was concluded that it is possible to find a potential
disposal site that fulfils the geological safety criteria.

ln the subsequent site selection survey covering the whole of Finland, carried out by GTK in
1983-1985, 101 potential investigation areas were discovered and classified. The grounds of
the site selection survey was a block mosaic structural model of the bedrock, in which fracture
zones of diffarent sizes border ihe bedrock blocks.

Eventually, five areas were selected by Teollisuuden voima (TVO) for preliminary site
invesiigations. The preliminary site investigations in 1987-1992 comprised deep drillings
together with geologicai, geophysical, hydrogeological and hydrogeochemical investigations.
A conceptual geological bedrock model was constructed for each site, including lithology,
fracturing, fracture zones and hydrogeological conditions. On the basis of preliminary site
investigations, TVO selected Romuvaara, Kiveity and Olkiluoto for detalled site investigations
tobecarriedoutduringlgg3-2000-After the feasibility siudies, the island of Hàstholmen,
where Fortum's Loviisa nuclear power plant is iocated, was added to the list of potential
disposal sites.

ln the detailed site investigations, addiiional data on bedrock were gathered, the conceptual
geological, hydrogeological and hydrogeochemical models were complemented, the rock
mechanical properties of the bedrock were examined, and the constructability and the o,¡erall
suitability of the sites for final disposal in terms of technical and safety aspects was evaluated.
GTK's responsibilities in these phases urrere geological mappings, interpretaticn of ground and
airborne geophysical data, drillcore loggings and geologícal modelling-

After the detailed site investigations, Posiva proposed Olkiluoto as the site of ihe final dísposal
faciiity. ln December 200A, the Finnish Government made a decision in principle in favour of
the project, and in May 2AA1, the Parliament ratified the Government's policy decision.

GTK is actively participating in the siie confirmation studies at Olkiluoto as an expert of
geology and geophysics. The main topics include construclion of the geological 3D model,
geophysical studies, geological mapping in ONKALO and investigations of thermal feaiures of
the bedrock.

Apart from ihe above, GTK has actively participated in research related to the evaluation ol
the long-term safety of geologícal dísposal concept. The long-term hydrogeochemical stability
ín crystalline bedrock, including the hydrogeochemistry and the evolution of groundwater and
the various aspects related to transport of solutes in fractured rock has been of major interest
Mígration of radionuclides and corrosion of native copper have been studied under natural
nnnÅitin^^ ^^^1.,;-^ -.wu,,q,.v,,ù apyty,rg r'äti,;iai analogue sites. Fui'ther, the effects af the glaciation c'ycie (e.9.
postglacial faulting and crustal uplifting, effects of permafrost, influence of glacial melt waters)
ha,¡e been investigated within number of domestic and foreign sites. Mosl recently a co-
operative research on micrcbes and their role in hydrosphere has been launched e.g. within
Harízon 2O2A.

PREPARATION OF DGR DEVELOPfuIENT STRATEGY AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PLAN

Ihis tender aims at supporting SURAO's site selection programme for a HLW repository (Ta-
ble 1). According to the programme the numberof candidate sites is successively decreased,
first to four sites, and then in 2A2A to two candidates among which the suitable site will be
chosen in 2A25. The site selectíon process is carríed out in parallel with a programme of geo-
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scientific investigations, development of a suitable repository design and research into long-
term safety of geological repositories. ln the early phase the geological investigations at can-
didate sites are based on a'¡ailable literature and surface-based studies, including later deep
drillings as well. However, SURAO has also access to underground facilities in Bedrichov and
Josef for generic research and demonstration purposes and is constructing a rock laboratory
in Bukov for the development of methods lor rock characterization. ln addition, SURAO is in-
volved in international çooperation including specific multilateral projects for technical testing
and demonstration and for the developrnent of processes for site selection in a socially ac-
ceptable manner.

Ïhe Consortium wifl bring in the experience and knowledge obiained by Posíva and its part-
ners in the Finnish and Swedish programmes for geological disposal of spent fuel. The idea is
not to transfer the hislorical experienca as such to the Czech Republic but instead, use the
lessons learned in other siie selection programmes during the pasi few decades for the review
and development of the Czech programme with a partlcular view to efficíent use of resources-

The proposed support programme assumes effectíve cooperation and allocation of responsi-
bilities between SURAO and the Consortium. Accordingly, ihe primary role of the Consortium
will be in províding technícal assistance in the planning of SURAO's future activity pro-
grammes, ranging from strategic planning to the planning of detailed siie investigations and
performance assessment work. Secondly, the Consortium will participate in the review and
quality assurance of the reports and other important documents produced by SURAO and its
partners" ln addition, the Consortium is ready to ofler assistance in application of various site
investigation techniques and safety assessment models as separately agreed.

Obiectíves

The overall objective of the support programme proposed is to help SURAO achieve its goals
for the site selection process. to nominate, in 2025, a site for the HLSJ repository in the Czech
Republic that ís both suitable from the long-term safety point of view and socially acceptable
both for the people living near the planned reposítory and other stakeholders, in the Czech
Republic and internationally. Meeting the overall objective requires a successful outcome of
the planned shortlisting process:

1) to reduce the number of candidate sites to four in 2A18 - 2A17

?) to select two alternative sites in 2O2A for the final comparisons

3) ìo nominate the preferred alternative as the repository síte in 2A25

These three gcals also st¡'uciure SUP"Aû's síte selection pi'ocess into three successive
phases during which an increasing amount of data and information is accumulated. The first
shortlisting will inevÍtably be based on rather generic considerations of conditions and
characteristics that are important for the long-ierm safety and practical implementation, while
the final comparisons can be based on site-specific safety assessments and evaluations of the
environmental and social aspects as a whole"
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Table l. Main stages of SURAO's programme for site selection of a HLW repository in the Czech
Republic.

STAGE

þí::¿:1
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;êi+':t1,:.:
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' i,';* Ç*¡'l¡ri¿;i:
r s;ie.Ì çii:,: ¡i+r

.-:fì-l ;¡-Ê
¿:i*- iì. " v

Geological investigation using drÌlling
8ounr1ary of host rock rnassive in the .Jepth

Preiimína r-v host rock characterisaticn
Slte specitic feasib¡l¡ty studies
Preliminary siie specific safety cases

Detail geologicai investigalion (additÍonal
borehole drilling and in siiu researchi
Detail host rock characterisation
DGR's Site specific design
EIA siudies
Site specif ic Safet'¡ cases

{
potantial

sites

car':dirjaie

2Ð17 -2A2A

2A2g -2a25

Practlca! aparaach

The proposed support programme will address SURAO's overall strategy and practical plan-
níng of projects consisting of:

1) adaptive strategic programme planning

2) development of the repository concept and associated safety concept

3) stagewíse planning and execution of the site characterization programme

4l development of the safety functions and associated performance criter¡a for the site
and engineered barrier system

5) assessment of long-term site performance based of the criteria defined

6) development of technical designs based on the repository concepts

7| stakeholder interaction with local, nat¡onal and international stakeholders

The activities listed above are closely connected together and it is foreseen that developmenis
related to a specific area will ha,te an influence on other areas as well. Therefore, the pro-
gramme needs to be based on an overall strategy and, furthermore, it needs to be adaptive to
new findings from research, developmeni and investigations as well as to changes in ihe ex-
ternal programme context. Ta achieve this in practice, strong management functions are
needed to monitor and coorCinate the acti'¿ities in the different areas to keep the programme
internally consistent. lt is proposed that a comprehensive requirements management system
should be used as a basis for such internal programme integration. The system may be fairly
general in the first phase but become mÐre detailed as new information accumulales from the
site and the engíneered barrier system.

NUMBER
OF SITES

ACTIVITIÊg SCHEÐULË

-?
f

preseiecled

Surr,ace goological investigation
Boundary of hrrst rcck massive determination
Esiímaliorr of iaulls and fracture zcnes wilh
deep water circ¡rlation
Prefeasibi lity studies updating
SalebT car;es- used only generic da[a
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It is proposed that SURAO and the Consoriium willjointly develop an organizational scheme
for the executíon of the support and review programme. The first step in the development
would be the establishment of a Joint Advisory Group UAG) consisting of SURAO executives
nominated by SURAO and members nominated by the Consortium, representíng both the pro-
ject management and expertise on planning and execution of nuclear waste disposal pro-
grammes as a whole. The JAG would discuss the strategic issues and needs of SURAO's
prograrnme, monitor the programme achievements and assess the needs for possible adjust-
ments and changes in it, and decide on the allocation of the support resources to be provided
by the Consortium.

For more detailed discussion and monitoring of the project plans in the specific areas men-
tioned above special task forces could be established. They could follow a similar structure as
the JAG and, hence, would bring together management staff and expertise from SURAO and
the Consortíum, respectively.

NWM proqram

The overall waste management plan for SNF shafl most probably have the following main
objectives:
. to describe a sustainable sofution {safe, optimised timing and cost efficient) for the dis-

posal of SNF as regards the overall interesis of society
. to provide a realistic total cost estimate for the different disposal alternatives

Re'J u i r e l¡ e n t rn a t ¡ a"Je rne nt

fulore recently, SKB and Posiva have produced further documentation related to ihe design
criteria that may be useful as background information for this work. ln these reports emphasis
has been put on the linking belween ihe design requirements of the underground openings
and the long-term safety aspects íncluding the performance of the engineered barrier systern
and its emplacement. Such reports include Design premises for a KBS-3V repository based
on results from the safety assessment SR-Can and some subsequent analyses, SKB TR 09-
22; Rock Suitability Classification, RSC-2012. POSIVA 2O12-24, Design Basis for a Spent
Nuclear Fuel Repository at Olkiluoto POSIVA 2A12-O3; Underground Openings Production
Line 2012 - Design, Production and lnitial State of the Underground Openings, POSIVA 2012-
22.

As other nuclear engineering projects, a geologic repository for spent nuclear fuel ís rnanaged
through different types of requirements: e.g. radíation safety, nuclear safety, safeguards, as
well as a special category of requiremenis related to post-closure safety. Post-closure safety
requirements apply to ihe long-term performance of the geologic repository and, in some
cases, they could be in conflict with operation and operational safety requirements. For
example, the use of cement is a standard practice in most engineering projects but
cementitious materials can ha,ye a negative impact on the clay components of a KBS-3
geologic r=pository, hence its use is limited. Another example of conflicting requirerneni is the
use of rock reinforcernent for operational safety which adds complexity to the predictions of
the performance of the engineered barriers.

The different types of requirements need to be managed ihrough a requirements management
system, whích records the origin of each requÍrement {e.9. poslclosure safety vs. operational
safety), its justificaiicn and links the requirernent at hand to the requirements {or the
constraints) set to different components. Requirements need to be organised in a hierarchical
and structured fashion illustrating the requirements verification process and to provide
transparency and traceability Requirements verification is particularly challenging for post-
closure safety due to the long time periods considered. Hence, the verification of post-closure
safety requirements relies heavily onto design requírements that can be verified during
repository construction and operation.
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The consoriium believes that operation and maintenance aspects are important in the
requirements both for the underground and surface facilities. Maintenance of the stable,
controlled conditions in the underground repository is a prerequisíte for safe operation thus
e.g. the ventilaiion and smoke control needs to be considered in seiting up the requirements.

As regard to the surface facilities, an important aspect to consider is their location, at least of
the connections to the underground repository, with respect to the location of the underground
facilities ín order to limit any potential disturbances or restrictions to use the underground
spaces.

Site selection

The assessment whether or not the "block of rock" at each candidate site within a siting area
is suitable for hosting a generic underground repository will have the following process:

. Become familiar with input documents for this task

. Review the existing (current) generic layout and make it as a base case

. Agree on ínitial input data, the design targets and handling of nonconformities in a re-
view meeting

. Organise 2-3 meetings with the client to discuss underground layoui at the candidate
sites in each siting area

n De'¡elop a list of evaluation lactors and associated weightings

' Prepare presentation and have a one day workshop of "engineering evaluatíon of can-
dídate sites"

' Prepare of four engineering evaluation study memoranda (one for each siting area) de-
scribing the relative engineering suitability of various sites for hosting an underground
reposítory

" Organise the delivery inspection at the end of the task

ii. the preparation of site descriptive models of selected sites,

A site descriptive model is an integrated model for geology, thermal properties, rock
mechanics, hydrogeclogy, hydrogeochemistry, bedrock transport properlies and a description
of the surface system. The síte descriptive model presents an integrated understandíng of the
site of interest at the completion of the sur,race-based characterisations, lt also prov"ides a
summary of the abundant underlying data and the discipline-specific models that support the
site underslanding. The description relies on background reports that address, in particular,
details in data analyses and modelling in the different disciplines.

Site descriptive model development is an iterative process that evolves wíth increasing
knowledge of the site starting with a rather rough description in the initial stage of the site
characterisation. The level of model detail increases with increased site data and knowledge.

It is proposed to base the development of the site descriptive model on the state of the art
approach developed by SKB in Sweden and Posiva in Finland- The development of the site
descríptive model comprises the iterative steps of evaluation of primary data, descriptive and
quantitatirre modelling in 3D, and evaiuation af the confidence in the resulting rncdels.

The role oi a_site description

Site characterisation should provide all data required for an integrated evaluation of the
suìtabílity of the invesiigated site for a deep geological repository. A fundamental component
in the characterisation work is the development of a site descriptive model.

Quality-assured data from site investigations, stored in databases are the input to site
descriptive modelling. The site descriptive model is then used by reposiiory engineering to
design the underground facility and to develop a repository layout adapted to the site. ln order
to ensure that all data and information needed for the repository design and safety
assessment are captured in the site characterisation work there is a need for a continuous
exchange of informaiion between the differeni technical activities:
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lnvestigations

Site descriptive modelling

Safety assessment

Repository engineering

Environmenlal impact assessment

Starting with the prelíminary site description, cornpiled from data collected during the initial site
characterisation stage, a preliminary repository layout can be established and a preliminary
safety evaluation as well as a full safety assessment can be conducted. ln the course of the
work the technícal activities will give feedback to one anoiher which will in the end ìrnprove the
site descriptive modef .

Furthermore, the work Ìs recomrnended to make use of all knowledge and undersianding
embedded in any earller rnodel versions and also of the leedback obtained from any safety
assessments as well as of other types of feedback received from any earlier versíons of the
site descriptions. The specific objectives of the work are to:

¡ analyse the primary data available from all surface and borehole investigations

r descríbe evolutionary aspects at the site from the time the bedrock formed to the
present day

. develop a full three-dimensional integrated site descriptive model covering all
disciplines

. pedorm an overall confidence assessment incfuding systematic treatment of
uncertainties and evaluation of alternative interpretations

. perforrn modelling activities in close interaction with safety analysis and repository
engineering

ln the end, a site descriptíon should be a description of the site covering the current state of
the geosphere and the biosphere as well as descriptions of on-going natural processes that
can affect their long-term evolution.

UeJno¿o¡aqy qtø oragr

The site descriptive rnodelling project is multi-discíplinary, in that it covers all potential
propert¡es of the site that are of ímportance for the overall understanding of the site, for the
design of the deep repository, for safety assessment and for the environmental impact
assessment. The overall strategy applied in the work (Figure 1) should be to develop
discipline-specific models by interpretation and analyses of the quality-assured primary data
stored in databases, and to integrate these discipline-specific models into a unified site
description.

The site descripti,re rnodeiling comprises the iterath¡e steps of e.¡aluation of primary daia,
descríptive and quantitative modelling in 3D, and evaluation of the confidence in the resulting
models. Dala are firsi evaluated within each discipline and then the evaluations are cross-
checked between the disciplines. Three-dimensional modelling, with the purpose of estimating
the distribution of parameter values in space, as well as theír uncertainties, follows. ln this
context, the geological models provide the geometrical framework for all discipline-specific
modelling. The three-dirnensional description presents the parameters with their spatial
variability over a relevant and specífied scale, with the uncertainty íncluded in this description.

Ïhe end objective of the site descríptive modelling work is to develop and document an
integrated description of the site, based on available compfete site investigation data. The
description should be supported by a large amount of data and the results of analyses and
modelfing that are mutually consistent. This demonstrates that a fundamental understanding
of the current state of conditíons and the on-going processes at the site, from the surface
down io below the potentíal repository depth, has been achieved.

a
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Recommendatian

Based on SKBS and POSIVAs experience ít ís recornmended that the Client, with the
assistance of the supplier, de.relops melhodologies for generating s¡te descriptive rnodels and
documents these ín site specific reports:

. Geological site descripti';e modelling

. Thermal s;te descripti.¡e modelfing

r Rock mechanics site descriptive rnodelling

" Hydrogeologícals¡tedescriptivemodelling

' Hydrogeochemicai sitedescriptíve modelling

. Transport properiies site descripiive modeliíng

' Ecosystem descriptive modelling

ln addition it is recommended to develcp a strategy for sufficient integraiion between the
dísciplines when developing site descriptive models.
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iii. the assessment and or/development of a geological database for data
storage,

This part of the work will mainly be taken care of by GTK under supervision of Posiva. GTK
has 20 years' experience of the capacity building for the management of geoscience data e.g.
databases, GIS {geographical information system), user interfaces and data delivery. During
the past ten years GTK has very extensively developed data processes and policies,
databases, data qualir.y and information systems to act as a national center for geoscience
data in Finland. GTK's main strengths in data rnanagement are large and versatile information
resources, the high competence of personnel for data management and information system
development tasks and high-level ICT-infrastructure. GTK is also experienced of international
data management projects for example in EU-{evel, in Africa and in Central Asia.

Based on the experiences of the earlier projects GTK can provide consultation for evaluating
and commenting each stages and tasks of the database and data management development
process described below.

1) Description of requirement anaiysis tasks

. The analysis clarifies the current state and the goal of the data management and
databases and poínts which are the detected and prioritized development needs.

. ln this phase it is necessary lo analyze current data processes, existing data and
system and technological architectures. The existing data and future needs are
characterized io conceptualize logical application domains (e.9. geology, geophysics,
hydrology, hydrogeochemistry and rock mechanics) and datasets belonging to each of
these. lt is necessary lo understand how the data is generated and which its sources
are; is it stored manually or on-line by measurement apparatus producing the data etc.
For spatial data coordinate system and geometry types are defined. One of the most
important issues is to clarify rruhich are the typicat use cases, applied software and
data formats, for example, in multidirnensional modeling. Data securíty requirements
are defined. Technical infrastructure is described in coarse level.

. Methodology: meihods and process of requirement anaiysis, user stories, use cases,
UML (unified modeling language) and other relevanl system modeling techniques

2] Description of information sysiem design tasks

. The design is based on results observed in requirement analysis phase. Design
methods are used to model what kind of solution solves the goal state's needs.

. Design phase produces data models ín conceptual, logícal and physical levels.
Physical levef database models contain all information needed for database schema
creaiion (tables, fields, field types, relationships, keys, indexes etc,..). lnternational
data model standards and vocabularies are used when it is relevant in addition to
organizational ones. Data security rules are defined as well as data and access rights
poiicies. Backup straiegies are pianned. MetaCate profile is describeC based cn
organizatianal needs and international standards. Data storing and deli'¡ering methods
and applications are also defined. lf new components are needed for technical
infrastructure, the technical architecture is designed and main decisions are made. lf
there are any uncertaínties that need to be solved, quick proof of concept (POC) style
demos can be used to identify the best available solution.

. Methodology and technologies: UML (Unifíed Modeling Language¡ class diagrams,
database design methods, user interface desígn, SQL

3) Description of implementation tasks

. Ihe components of ICT- ínfrastructure (servers, network components, server software
e.g. dalabase management system) are installed and implemenied if not already
available. Databases are created and test data stored to them. Database structures
and performance are iested using test dala to ensure that they are suitable for end
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user's needs; e.g. modeling and statistical analysis. Data input methods and
applications are implemented and tested. Old digital data is transferred to the new
database and data which is only in paper format is digitized and transferred in to the
system. Data extraction and delivering applications as well as metadaia solution are
implemented and tesied. The performance of the system is tuned by optimizing
certain parameters and indexes. Account rights to the daiabase are constructed so
that they fulfill the reguirements of data and account right policies. Backup system is
created and activated. During implementation careful unit-, module- and integration
testing is necessary.

' Methodology and technologies: e.g. Microsoft, Linux, Oracle, SQL Server, SQL, GiS,
data transformation methods, programming languages such as C#, Java, JavaScript
and Python, XML, Unit-, module and integration testing, metadata profiles

Phases 1-3 constitute iterative cycles where development is made in smaller modules and
process is repeated to aehieve agíle development with careful testing, feedback and
development.

iv. the assessment and/or development of specific síte characterisation
methods,

S ile c h a r a Çle r is e iia n p|çgta ryyïe

A comprehensíve siting process and geological in,restigations have been carried out in Czech
Republic. During corresponding tasks in Finland and after selecting the Olkiluoto Site, Posiva
continued its programme with confirmíng site investigations and suitability assessment of the
site. Confirming ínvesiigations were direct continuation of deiailed site investigations and
focused on open site related íssues" During ihese stages, lessons have been learned related
fo investigation methods, data acquisition and processing, interpretations, integration of
disciplines and producing the site description for end users such as safety assessment, design
and construction.

A site characterisation is based on r¡arious investigation meihods of different disciplines. to
achieve reasonable level of confidence in the description of the site. Based on experiences
from site investigation stages implemented by Posiva, we can offer support in review tasks
and planning of site characterisation activities and detailed investigations in areas described
later in this section.

One option to organize the detailed and confirming site investigations. are modelling teams
covering the subjects of geology, rock, mechanics, hydrogeology and hydrogeochemistry, and
a core group, consisting of representatives from the rnodelling teams, plus the task force
leader.

The core group plans the characterisation and modelling work, assesses the progress and
discusses all major findings, in crder to ensure that the ínformation and hypotheses generated
in one díscipline are disseminated and are compatible with those in the other disciplines. ln
addition, its task is to ídeniify integration requirements and consider other criticai issues.
Cross-discipline interactions ars ensured by regular and comprehensi'¡e information-sharing
sessions.

One of the main products of the site characterísation tasks ís a description or a model of the
site, describing the geometry, propertíes of the bedrock and the water, and the interacting
processes and mechan¡sms that are refevant for understanding the evolution of the site to the
present day and the potential for future radionuclide migration. Therefore, this description is
distínct from the measured data themselves. Site characterisation in general involves data
acquisition. inter.pretations, extrapolating or interpolaiing beiween measurement points and
calibrating the numerical models used to simulate the system against data, based on the
various assumpiions inherent in the conceptual rnodel(s) being employed. Ïhe site description
is Civided into the disciplínes.
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Geologv

Main daia sources for geological site description are surface-based geological inveslígations:
mapping of the outcrops and possible investigation trenches and drill core logging for
understanding the geological setting, petrology and deformation, in particular, the fractures
and briitle deformation zones. ln addition, the airborne, surface and drillhole based
geophysical surveys are a data sourte for geological site characterisation.

Ihe geological model can be subdivided into subsidiary descriptions, covering lithology,
alteration. deformation and fracturing, or other reasonable divísion. The subdivision is for the
convenience of handling different types of data and should not be regarded as of fundamental
significance. For example, the deformation zone model and fracture system model both
represent the effects of bríttle deformation at the site, describíng deterministic, large-scale
features and stochastic, small-scale features, respectively. However, this is clearly an artifìcial
subdivísion, geologically, since these feaiures are closely related with regard to their mode of
formation.

Rock mechanics

Rock mechanic site description includes e,g. hydraulic fracturing measurements in drillholes
and by an accurate stress measuring device based on the LVDT {Linear Voltage Differential
Transducer) cell and on the overcoring procedure developed by Posiva. Other data for rock
mechanics modelling are collected during geological mapping like Q classification and
Schmidt hammer tests, and by rock mechanics {uni- and triaxial tests) and petrophysical ana-
lyses (e.g. P wave velocity, thermal properties, density), and measurements with TERO tool,
developed by Posiva, for determination of the rock's thermal properties.

The rock mechanics model consists of ihe geometrical, mechanical and thermal descriptions
of the rock mass. The geometrical description is based on the bedrock geological model, as
described abor¡e. The mechanical description includes the in situ stress state and the defor-
mation and strength properties of the intact rock, the fractures, the rock mass between defor-
mation zones and the deformation zones themselves. The thermal description is based on the
thermal properties of the intact rock. The rock mechanics model also include a descripiion of
the effects of excavation.

Hydroøeologv

Data for hydrogeological site description is collected by monítoring of the groundwater table
and the rneasurement of hydraulic heads in wells and drillholes at depth with packer systems.
The hydraulic conductivity measurements and cross-hole flow measurements are carried out
with Posiva Flow Log equipment.

Hydrogeological model consists of the structural and flow description. The structure model is

the geometricai distribution of the hydrogeologicafly significant features of the rock and the
hydraulic properties of these features. One of the modelling tasks ís to describe relationship
with the geological siructures líke fault zones. The ¡ock mass between the zones also contains
more sparsely connected transmissive fractures. These rcck vclumes are described in terms
of a hydrogeological discrete fracture network mr¡del. The groundwater simulation modei, wiih
its boundary conditions and assigned hydraulic properties, is called the flow model.

Hydroqecche¡nistrv and microbioiogv

For describing the hydrogeochemistry, a large enough set of ground water samples from
various locations from shallow and deep ground waters is needed. There is also need for
chemical and possible isotope analyses of fracture filling minerals. Dissolved gases and
microbes are studied from drillholes, where the samples can be taken with pressurised water
sampling equipment {PAVE) developed by Posiva.

The chemístry rnodel consists of a description of the distríbuiion of groundwater composition
and an assessment of the processes controlfing the evolution of the composition in time and
space. This model needs to reflect some aspects of the hydrostructure model. The waier-rock
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interaction is modelled to describe hydrogeochemical and microbial interactions between
water and rock, which control the pH and redox conditions in the groundwaters.

v. the assessment and/or development of safety case and supporting safety
assessments,

Development of the safety case along with the site selection can support the site selection by
identifying the characierisiics affectíng the long-term safety and assessíng their impact on the
long-term safety of the repository. The feedback of the safety case can be used to focus the
characterisation activities on ihe key properties of the site and guide the design development.
The safety case development is an iterative process that evolves along with the design
development and íncreasing knowledge about the sites. Thus, the level of detail and the
analysis done at the early phase of the site selection can be quite coarse and simple models
are used, ihe le,¡el of detail increases along with the advance of the design and accumulation
of the site characterísaticn daia.

The elements of the safety case are defíned according io the international state of the art of
the safety case compilation. This approach is considered acceptable by the authorities and by
the public as it reflects the international consensus and has been implernented in several
recent safety cases including those supporting the licence applications by Posiva in Finland
and SKB in Sweden. Accordingly, the Consortium propÕses to structure the safety case work
according to the activities described below. The Consortium offers its support ín the planning,
executing or reviewing activities or carrying out any of the activities except for specific
numerical modelling needed for the analysis of the system evolution and radiological
consequences, âs reguested by the Client.

?laqtcr ljte fAfetLçe$,qtü srlppari the *
The first activity is to produce a more detailed plan for the safety case for the site selection
phase. To give the framework for the safety case work, the safety case plan shall preseni the
purpose of the safety case and the safety concept, summarise any existing results related to
long-terrn safety of the repository in the proposed sites or similar sites and summary of the
related legislation and requirements by the authorities.

A key element of this plan is the methodology for the safeiy case production and iis adaptation
to the increasing body of knowledge on site characterisatíon data and barriers design.
Essentially a safety case is compiled for a given step in the waste management programme
(e.g. site selection, construction, operation, closure), for a reference design and a specific
versíon of the site model. However, as the site characterisation is evolving, it can be
considered whether more focused safety evaluations of the impact of specific aspects of ihe
site properties either on the evolution of the disposal system, on the performance of the
barríers or on the radiological consequences are a more efficient way to provide feedback for
the site selection process than a full safety case-

The safety case plan presents the main elements of the safety case or the safety evaluatíons
and the supporting acti'¡ities e.g. rnodelling and data acquisition needed to carry out thern. The
safety case plan presents also discussion on how ihe uncertainties are managed, the quality
manãgement of the safeÇ case as well as plans for reporting the safety case and for
implementation of the safeiy case.

Saiet'¡ cafcept and iane-term safety related raat¡irerlenis

This actÍvity consists of documentation of the safety concept, definition and díscussion of how
the different barriers contribute to the safety i.e. the safety function of the barriers. Further, the
perlormance requirements can be defined, at least qualitati'rely, for the different barriers to
highlÍght the propertíes of a given barrier ihat are important for the long-terrn safety. The focus
in the site selection phase is naturally on the host rock. However, it is considered important to
discuss also the engineered barriers to get understanding on how iheir performance can be
affected by ihe host rock conditions.
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According to the experience of the Tenderer, it is beneficíal to deline the requirements in a
hierarchical manner, i.e. to derive the performance requirements from the safety functions and
the use the performance requirements as basis for tha requirements on the design of the
barriers and the repository including requírements in selection of the location of disposal
canisters, that shall be fulfilled at the initial state of the repository. This approach adds
transparency to the signíficance of the barrier properties to the long{erm safety and can thus
support also the development of the site selection criteria.

For the summary of the long-term safety relaied requirements, a review of the regulatory and
other stakeholder requirements is carried out, the main loads and on the repository system
during the assessment period are identified and the safety functions, performance targets and
preliminary desígn requirements are defined.

Ðescripiion .eí dlsp:sal avg!.eü

This acti,¡ity defines and docurnents the initial siate for the host rock, the engineered barríers
and the waste to the le'¡el of detail needed for the safety case. As part of the descriplion of the
disposal system, the ímpact of the repository construction on the initial state is considered, this
includes e.g. estimation of the foreign materials used. The biosphere is described to the extent
needed for the dose calculations and to address future human aciivities based on the selected
modeiling approach. This task is supporied by the preparation of the site descriptive models
(2.2.2a, ii) and assessment/development of the repository design (2.2.2a, ví) and
assessmentldevelopment of the engineered barriers 12.2.2a, vä)'

Fea!:-¡res. events and prcccsse;

This tasks aims te identify and document the features, events and processes, FEPs that affect
the system evolution or the radionuclide release and transport. This task consists of a
compilation of a generic list of FEPs from existing databases, either national andlor
international, screening of this FEP-list for the relevant FEPs for the long-term safety of the
proposed design and the specific site in question. The screening may be updated once more
as site data becomes increasingly available. A short description of the FEPs is provided in the
FEPs list. FEPs that are different for the different siles, e.g. difl'erent groundwater chemistry
processes at the site, will be considered particularly attentively as they may be of importance
for the siie selection.

Farmulation of scenariog

ln ihis task, scenarios of the future evolutian of the disposal site are defined. When assessing
the long-term safety, it is important io consider the performance of the disposal system under
both present and future conditions including varying climate conditions. This can be achieved
through the formulation and analysis of a set of scenarios. Scenarios are descriptions of
alternative possible er¡olutions of the disposal system that represents structured combinations
of features, events and processes {FEPs) relevant to the performance of the disposal system.
The methodology for defining the scenarios to support the site selection is first defined. The
airn is to cover the range of plausible future conditions at the site. A reference scenario is

defined to assess ihe nori-nal evolution of the site and engineered ba¡";-iers. Furihei" scenarios
can be defined to assess the uncertainty in ihe system evolution due to deviations from the
initíal state, uncertainties in the FEPs affecting the system evolution and especially the host
rock conditions. The safety functions and performance targets can be used as guidance for
the type of changes during the assessment period that can have an impact on the long-term
safety. Regarding the site selection, the possibility of different types of scenarios is of interest.

Anal'tsis of the svsiem evclution

This acti,¡ity consisis of analysis of the repository evolution over the assessment period under
the reference scenario and oiher scenarios to study account for the uncertainty in the sysiern
evolutíon. The aim to assess whether the barriers perform and the containment is upheld or
are the uncertainties that may lead to potential releases, which are then analyzed as part of
the Analysis of radiological consequences, see below. For the analysis of the evolution of the
system, modelling of the different parts of the system is required. Again, the focus is on the
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host rock conditions and on such changes that can affect the performance of the host rock as

barrier (as indicated by the perforrn-ance targets) o1 lea{ to conditions such that the

performànce of the engineered barrier system is declined. Such changes can be related to the

stability of the rock, 
-the flow rates and groundwater chernistry. Also the impact of the

repository construction and operation including the pre,sence of the underground

encapsulãtion plant is taken into account. ln the beginning of the site selection phase, the

modelling 
"an 

be done by scoping analyses based on analytícal or relaiively simple models'

more coãrplex can be applied onêe more data from the specific sites are available' Future

human aciions are also considered.

This task consists of the analysis of ihe radionuclide releases and doses from the scenarios

including releases. The calcuiåtion endpoinls need to be defined based on what is required by

the legijlation and authorities and what is considered as most useful in terms of comparing

and sãfecting between different sites. This task includes definition of the calculation cases

representing'the selected scenarios, definition of the data for the calculation cases, calculation

of the releaées andlor doses for the different scenarios and calculation cases considering the

near field, far field and surface environment. Future human actions are also considered'

Models 9n9!-9!q1þ

Thís activity consists of identification, description and justification of the models used for in the

site selectiôn phase tc assess the system evolution and radionuclide release and/or doses

including how the surface environment is treated. Of the various evolution models those

addresjng host rsck evolution, e.g. mechanical stability, groundwater flow and groundwater

chemistryãt the site, are of most relevance; however, if there is lack of data, elaborate models

cannot be used in ihis phase. Regarding the assessment of radiological consequences, it is
desirable to decide early on whethãr deterministic or probabilistic methods will be used'

Conceptual models, mathematical model, computer codes and selection of the data for these

rnodels need to be descríbed and justified. Relatively simple, transparent and robust models

are generally well accepted by the regulator. The models and data should describe the

relevãnt proie"sur that are capiured by tne models, their applicability to the given site and to

the assessment period. ldeally, the same models could be used for all the sites but some

adjustments may need to be áone if different processes need to be considered for different

sites. For the foilowing phases of the project, it is important to discuss the models and data

uncertainties; tne mãn reasons for these uncertainiies, potential ways to reduce the

uncertainty in the models or suggest alternative more suitable modelling methods.

Considering the data used in tne moãéls, its origin e.g. whether s.ite specific or general data,

ihe suitability of the data for the given purpose as well as the sensitivity of the model results to

a given dataset and parameter values need to be discussed'

Çg:fple ne n glv c? î1s¡d e ra t

This task is carried out to provide additional evidence, arguments and analyses to build

confidence on ihe safeiy case. Vúith respeci to ihe site seleciion phase of special interesl a¡e

observations and analyies from natural and anthropogenic analogues that can support the

understanding ol the pioce""*s related to the site evolution, e.g. palaeohydrogeology- Based

on the FEPs ielevant for the sites, a literature review of potential analogues could be carried

out.

Another topic that can be potentially assessed as part of the complementary consideration is

the potential of the natural resources at the site

Safetv case svnthesis

This task is carried out to summ arize lhe findings of the all safety case related tasks. ln case

of the safety case for supporting the site seleition phase, the synthesís can focus on the

positive and negative 
""pä"ts 

of-the different sites and the potential differences between the

iites, e.g. distinõt FEps, tomparing the results of the analyses of the system evolution and the
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analysis of the radiological consequences. Furthermore, the significance of any observed
differences between the sites, are the differences still within the range of uncertainties or are
there real differences between the sites, or can such difference be iaken care of by adjusting
to design to site-specific conditions. Furthermore, the synthesis should summarize the
feedback from the safety case with regard to the further site characterization and design
development.

F,cck Suiiabitiiy Classificatían {RS C}

Rock Suitability Classification (RSC) system development for SÚRAO can be supported by
consortium. Classification shall be developed to locate suitable volumes of rock for spent
nuclear fuel repository design and construction. The RSC syslem includes criteria and
procedures for defining yolumes of rock suitable for the reposìtory panels, to assess the
suiiability of deposition drifts or drìft sections for locating supercontainers and for the
acceptance of supercontainer sections for ernplacement. The aim is to a'¡cid features of the
host rock thai may be det¡imental to the fa'¡ourable conditions rbr safety, either initially or in

the long terrn, The RSC shall be derived from target properties, which set the general long-
term safety-related requirements for the host rock.

vi. the assessment andl or developrnent of a repository design including
manipulation system,

?tsU!!i!J a'r^dsÊist:-glig-gcllit e -q e s'gtâ.

Duríng the preliminary design stage, severaf different alternatives shall be considered.
Typically, no or minor site-specific examinations results are available. At the end of the
prelírninaiy design, the number of principal atternatives is limited (for example the number of
separate access routes in terms of operational safety). ln the outline design stage, the details
are developed and the most suitable format is chosen as a reference for further development.
lssues such as flexibility for ímplementation, logistics, ri'iorking environment and feasibility for
characterization during constructíon period are imporiant factors. These factors have atsa an
influence on site comparison and selection.

Øârse¿¡ttlnzsuÉy
A {Preffeasibility study can be produced cr supported for the whole DGR (or part of iti
including an underground dry storage for the SF and underground encapsulation plant. Some
advantages of underground hillsíde encapsulation plant and SF storage compared to buildlngs
above ground {as in Finland) could be identified fram the siting perspecfive, such as:

- natural shíelding against radiation, large aircraft crash/ missile strike
- safe from storm winds, exceptional outdoor temperatures and wild fires
- easy to shield from flood
- impact of earthquake is smaller ín rock caverns than above ground
- minimal land surface footprint, unlimited capacity, stable environment

The Basic contents of the (pre)feasibility study could be:
l^¡-^¡. .^¡:^-- tr rU uuuLrrtjt I

- Design bases and initial data
- lmplementation {facility, sysiems, safety classification, fire safeiy, layout adaptaiion, con-

struction techniques, construction schedule, enlargements)
- Operation (controlled area, radialian safety, incidenis and accidents cases, safeguards)
- Licensing
- lnvestment and operational costs
- Conclusions
- Recommendations

U ¡ úerg rrs u nd le st ia oar a torv

The task could consist, for example, of updating existÌng underground test laboraiory plani
memorandum according to the following process:
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Become familiar with input document(s) for this task
go through operation experience of SKB Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory and Posiva's ON-
KALO.
Agree on the initíal input daia, the design targets and handling of nonconformities in a re-
view rneeting
Update work of underground demonstration facility memorandum and organise 2 rounds
of meetings with client stakeholders to understand any changes needed for the facility
Organise design review meetings to check that the desígn work meeis the design targets.
The checking is declarative in iis nature" The actual checking is being carried out during
the design work itself.
Organise the delivery inspection in the end of ihe task.

Surface facllities

The basis of the work is the functional analysis of existing design and of new inputs available:
logistics, safeiy, location of each function dþ¡ided into main and service processes.

a logistic study would evaluate the following;:
c material flow amounts and staff movement into and out of the síte and inside the site
o traffic (roads, parking lots, yards and storage areas)

size of areas reserved for each building and utilities keeping in mind the possible growth
in the future
safety & security, location of buíldings
o to minimize the movements and access points into the site and especially to the pro-

tected area
c to minimize the disturbances caused by the handling of extracted rock and sealing

materials production {dust, noise, shake)
o defence zoning and barriers {passive security methodsJ, control poínts {active meth-

ods)
o location of parking lots and other risky activities
o fire & rescue; evacuation, extinguishing, construction materiafs, separations (worst

case study)
c power redundancy

impact of weather conditions
o storrn water conirol
c space for piling up snow
o landscaping

Conclusions will be adapted and documented in drawings and technical memorandum. These
conclusions will affect the site seiection.

LaypgldÊêLqr a nd d üqr! piitn

The layout desígn for the DGR is done based on the available information of the operation.
layout determiníng feaiures and other design criteria of the bedrock. For example, the effeci
an the \ayout and site suitability of operation, orientation af the maÌn príncipal sfress, thermal
praperties, fracture cleavage and stepwise ímplementatían need fo åe assessed.

Generic repository layout concept work could be described according to the following process:
- Become familiar with input documents for this task
- Review the existing (current) generic layoui and make it as a base case
- Agree on initial input daia, the design targets and handling of nonconformitÌes in a re-

view meeting.
- Review the most recent SKB and Posiva layout ccncepts KBS-3H (and 3V).
- Prepare concept layout using the following process

: Recognize the possíbie rock volume for the underground repository and area for
the surface facility.
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o ldentify compatible positions for the shafts (grouped together with the underground
services area) and the surface facility. The shafts and the underground services
area need to be connected to the surface facility so that the operation and progres-
sive excavation {separate traffìc flow in all development stages, ventilation, muck-
ing etc.) is achievable without jeopardizing ihe long term safety principles (avoiding
large scale geologic feaiures).

c Adapt the panels (perimeter tunnels, central access tunnels, panel access tunnels,
placement rooms) to the allowed rock volumes. They must also be compatible with
the operation and progressir¡e excar¡ation (separate traffic flow in all development
stages, ventilation, mucking etc.) without jeopardizing the long term safety {avoid-
ing large scale geologic features).

o De,¡elop the traffic flow planS
Review separately the possibility of elíminating lhe perimeter shafts from the design and
the flexibility of avoiding geoiogic conditions detected during underground construction.
A llexible (siting)dual central access tunnel concept (without the perimeter shafts) as
the one implernenied in Finland could be developed. S&R has developed a flexible (sf-
íng) dual ceniral access tunnel concepi (without the perimeter shafts) for Posiva and
has the knowledge needed {for example the ventilation practices, emergency exit prac-
tices and layout flexibility),
Organise design review meetings to check that the design work meets the design tar-
gets. The checking is declarative in its nature. The actual checking is being carried out
during the design work itself.
Organise the delivery inspection at the end of the task.

Ihe basic work plan and contents for the layout report could be:
- lniroduction (fuel inventory, schedule)
- DGR (URL, encapsulation galleries, SF storage gallery, dísposalgalleries, technical gal-

leries...)
- Layout design bases and initiai data
- Layout
- Stepwiseimplementation
- Alternaiive laycuts {for different amounts of SF, location of shafts...}
- Summary
- Conclusions

R o c k 
" e:t WfpetgS_ellÉ_g e fEt{AçlJSgi t p Êt êlt p ü,At U 11 !_tS.

The planning of construction could be cari'ied out according to the following process;
- Become familiar with input documents for this task
- Review the base case layout
- The initial input data, the design targets and actions caused by nonconformities will be

agreed in a review meeting.
- Prepare construction plan. Report will describe for example how construction r¡¡orks will

be done in progressive steÐs and inc|"¡de drawings and figures to illustrate the reposi-
tory and laydown area. Also the need for ihe developmeni of new construction rnaterials
is assesseC. To avoid unnecessary high (and expensivei galleries the lift heights are
studied {now it seems like optimisation for current SURAO lifting heights can be done
and it effect on some gallery rock coverage I siting). Construction method also effects
on sitíng: for exampfe, rock hoisting and shaft sinking methods need muck handling
area rÌght above the DGR ancj inciined ramp mucking and raise boring doesn't.

- Prepareschedule.
- Design review meetings are organized to check that the design work meets ihe design

targets. The checking is declarative in its nature. The actual checking is being carried
out during the design work itself.

- ïhe delivery inspeciion is organised in the end of the task.
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tevelopmenl, and desiq? ef insLallaliofr machines
- The development of the engineered barriers installation machines should be based on

the engíneered barriers' design information, which means that concept designs of engi-
neered barriers have to be ready before the concept design of installation machines.
Once the concept designs become available, these could be used as a basis for facility
layout designs.

- After site selection phase, when the designs of engineered barriers can be fixed, the
first prototypes of installatíon machines could be detailed designed and manufaciured.
The first tests could be made above ground and laler testing should be done under-
ground in real repository conditions. Prototypes could be used first in real-scale system
tests for engineered barriers installation.

' Posiva can provide consultation regarding concept development of installation ma-
chines. Review of client plans and reports concerning canister, buffer and bãckfill instal-
lation. Taking pari in workshops organised by the client, Supplier's experience on instal-
Iation demonstrations can be used to evaluate client ptans.

üevelapneqt anc! desrqn of e¡tcapsulaiion plani'g svstems
- Posiva can provide consultation regarding concept development of encapsulation

plant's systems. Review sf client plans and reports concerning encapsulation process
and main process steps and systems needed. Taking part in workshops organised by
the client- Supplier's experience on encapsulation plant designing and system lícensing
can be used to evaluate client plans" Supplier has been developed needed process sys-
tems for safe spent fuei encapsulation in Posiva's encapsulation plant.

vii" the assessment and/or devefoprnent of procedures and methods for the
development of engineered barriers;

Engineered barrier system is developed in phases: conceptual design, basic design, and
detailed design. ln Finland the concepiual design has been used for the parliamentary
Decision in Princíple phase, the basic desígn ín Construction license application and detaíled
design split in several slages when preparing the implementation phase. Posiva may support
the SURAO ín all phases, but the work should be targeted for creation of EBS basic design,
whích can be used ìn several steps before licensing procedure for DGR. SÙRAO and its
consultants have been working in many areas related to the EBS behaviour, but Posiva may
give support how to apply and combine the information into the background material for
discussions with regulatory body and different stakeholders. Posiva can support in creation of
systematic approach for bufler and backfill design including the build up of requirement
management system for subsystem components and setting the performance and design
reguirements based on the design basis and constraints. Posiva can support the creation of
three step programme for developing the design, production and performance assessment for
buffer, backfill and closure based on the informaiion gathered by Czech parties working within
disposal{like CVÙT, NRI REZ, Czeeh Geologicalsurvey).

The assessrnent¡devefopmeni of procedures and meihods for the development of engineered
barriers (buffer, backfill and closure) could be divided into the following preliminary work
packages, the content of which would be agreed in more detail in with SURAO during the
project.

Desiq:i work packaee cc¡tfcl jtgþle-þALSZS!-lirrì1ed lo.Jtle fa$o

1. Basic design development for backfillibufierlclosure

' to support basic design development of buffer, backfill and closure including the
establishment the requirement management. Review of client plans and reports
concerning buffer, backfill and closure. Taking part in workshops organised by the
client.

. to support ihe material selection for backfilllbufferlclosure and review of cfient plans
and reports concerning material selection. Preparing an experi recommendation
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document for selecting materials based on buffer/backfilllclosure performance
requirements and the physicallchemical and mineralogícal properties of the materials
and their long-term stability. One option is to discuss and review the applicability of the
procedures and methods currently used by the client. This work could include an
analysis of the methods used {weaknesses and strengths) and recommendation for
devefopment of the rnethods to be used as standard-like method in future studies.

. to study Czech bentonítes and support the quality control procedure of EBS materials
for buffer, backfill and closure. Laboratory study on selected Czech bentonites and
reference bentonite MX-80 and other possible materials. This work could be part of
the development of the methods but also to compare how the results differ depending
on the laboratorylmethod. For example, 6 pieces of parallel samples studied in Czech
couid be studied alsc in Finland with comparative methods. The results and methods
would then be compared and the differences analysed.

2. De,relopment for backfill/bufferlclosure produciion

' to support the selection of manufacturing and emplacement methods and techniques
based on the experiences gathered in F-inland and applying it to the SURAO needs.
Tc clarify the Finnish legislation and regulatory guidance and related procedures ln
addition, logistícs, quality control etc. can be taken into account in the work.

' to suppori in field tests performed by the client can be provided through the review of
the plans and reports and progress of the work in area. Additionally expert assístance
on monitoring and insirumentation and numerical modelling can be offered.

3. Performance assessrnent of backfilllbuffer/closure

. to support the creation the programme for studying the early evolution of backfill/buffer
lclosure components and how this can be used as reasoning fcr fulfilment of
requirements

r to assist the meihodology hov'r to investigate long-term stability and evolution of Czech
bentonites by reviewing of client plans and reports.

ln addition, the dífferent processes, which may influence to the initial behaviour e.g.
cement/bentonite, títaniumlbentonite and ironlbentonite interactions can be analyzed in
laboratory studies depending on the needs of the client.

Çp n c e pt d_q,/g lo o me nt qf

The dísposal concept of Surao is based on sieel canister and the concept of Posiva is based
on copper canister. Even though there are dífferences on canisters, same methodology can be
used on each assessment and development phases. Canister development can be divíded
into different assessment and development work packages stariing from conceptual design up
to detailed design.

Dev e lo p n e r¡ t ¿ f c a n i s rc t rn a n u fa c tu r i n e a :':d i n s pe c tie? teç þ ûalQÇy

Posiva can pro'ride consultation regarding development of canister manufacturing and
inspection of the components {NDT) and design of experiments of the canister development.
Posiva can also give support to project planning from concept development to qualification of
ihe manufacturing processes- Review of client plans and reports concerning canister
manufacturing and NOT. Taking part in workshops organised by the client.

Aevelasøent af the s

Posiva can províde consultation regardíng development of the sealing of ihe canister and
inspection of the sealing (NDT). Posirra can alsc support of the sealíng of the canister anC
NDT. Support íncludes evaluation of the properties of the sealing (welding) to define initial
state of the canister before disposal. Posiva can support projeet planning from concept
development to qualification of the sealing and NDf processes. Revíew of clieni plans and
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reports concerning canister manufacturing and NDT. Taking part in workshops organised by
the client.

Ðest,Jn af tlie canister components and oerfarmance assessment of the canister

To support and to consult designing of canister taking account requirements set by regulator
and standards including quality assurance of the designing and analyses in each development
phases (concept development to construction plan). Posiva could support and to consult on
requirements and managing requirements of the canister (from safety functions to design
specifications). Consultìng to design canister so that it will full fill requirements set by
encapsulatÌng and disposal processes starting from concept design to detailed design
including different analyses. Posiva can consult to design canister so that it wilf full fill
performance targets. To consult and to support performance assessment of the canister
including short and long terrn chemical, mechanical, thermal and radiation load on canister,
heat transfer and criticality analyses. Supporting cost optimisation of disposal system based
on heat iransfe¡ analysís. Review of clíent pfans and repcrts concerning canister design,
design analyses and performance assessment. Taking part in workshops organised by the
client.

a cost esiirnate activities covering the preparatÍon and construction of the
deep geolog¡cal repository and the relevant cost optimísation;

Cost estimates are needed for the síte selection phase, the síte confirmation phase and the
DGR construction. In addition, for cost optimisation, a cosi estimate for the operation and clo-
sure of the DGR is required. Cost estimates develop along with the concept developmeni and
can be used as a driver for the concept developrnent, too.

Posiva has very long experience in cost estimation from the general concept phase to the de-
tailed construction phase. Posiva's main support to SÚRqO's DGR project could be in review-
ing the cost estimates prepared by SÚRAO" Posiva's experience could also be used when
preparing cost estimaies for differeni project phases and for analysing alternatives for cost op-
timisation.

support for communicaiion activiiies with the general public, the relevant au-
thorities and NGOs.

A precondition for conducting site investigations is that the local inhabítants are well informed
about the repository project and wílling to accept and io commit to the long lasting investiga-
tions "in their backyard". A strategy for public relations would heip to facilitate Surao's endeav-
ours in regard to the site investigations in the long term. ln order to be able to proceed to de-
tailed site investigation at a late¡ stage, it would be desirabie to gain public acceptance forfinal
repository at least in two of the investigatÍon sites. Along with the building up of the local ac-
ceptance a strategy for publíc relations would cover communication measures with other rele-
vant stakeholders like authoritíes, NGOs, politicians and media.

The sirategy for public relations would cover communicatíon ¡'neasures for the first fir¡e years
of the preliminary site ínvestigation phase. Before the actual strategy can be compiled, a re-
view of the present situation of communicaiions wÍth regard to siting would be needed (current
state analysrs). This data can be readily available to Consortium, based on the previous re-
search conducted by Surao or on other data. lf not, a stakeholder survey among the relevant
stakeholders of Surao could be conducted. Current state analysis forms ihe basis for the com-
pilation of the strategy for public relations.

Based on the information gained from the current state analysis, the strategy will identify ob-
jectives, íssues and resuli indícators for communication aligníng these elements to be applied
with different key stakeholders

Wark proeram

For gathering ínformation for the current siate analysis, a workshop should be arranged be-
tween Consortium and Surao. The information presented here could consist of data of public
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opinion polls regarding acceptance of final disposal, surveys dealing with the reputation and
communication of Surao, media-analysis on lhe public discussion of final repository etc. On
the basis of the discussions and the information available, the need for furthet stakeholder re-
search will be decided.

$!Uc t u r -^ a û d c o n p i I ai i o e o f t h ç_Çp m t n u ¡t i c a ti o n st r a le q U

Based on the discussions and the information available in the workshop, Consortium would
compile a strategy for public relations that consists of the following parts:

1i lntroduction

2j The current state analysis

3) Communication at the local level

4) Comrnunication with media

5i Communication with other relevant stakeholders

6) Training program for the employees {management level, experts)

7j Key result indicaiors

8) Follow-up

9) Risks

10) fnvolvement and coordinatíon

11) ïimeline

12) Summary

The content for the different parts of the sirategy can be described as follot¡¡s

Con¡municati.*Jz plan lar the l¿¡caÌ le¡el

This plan consists of different communication measures in order to keep the local people of
the investigation sites well informed about Surao's activities and to enhance acceptance to-
wards final repository- The plan will cover organization of the local communicalion measures
including liaison groups, public information meetings, plan for information bulletin delivered to
the people in the in.restigation sites, integration of Surao's website to local communication, a
plan for local sponsorship etc.

Camrnunicat¡:on p{an for the media

The plan is based on the proactive approach, where information is delivered systematícally
along the course of investigations with a different emphasis on the local and national media.
The plan will also include delivery of background information related to final repository with the
aím of building up the generic knowledge of media on nuclear wastes and disposal.

Ççng1 rlr /;ê!p'1 -pþit :g_!Èt i çAii netetíp7!:!ü' aAS/ø*bSftfÊS

A precondition for a successful repository síting project is the commitment of decision makers
and authorities to speak and act in favour of final disposal. The plan aims at keeping up sys-
tematic communication to relevant decísion makers/authoríties with consistent messages
about the repository project.

Trainißc: çroaram iar thÊ erypíovees oi Surae

For the implementation of the strategy for public relations in the organization, management
should be committed to the strategy and be able to engage the rest of the organization to the
strategy. Since the employees are the ambassadors of the final repository project they should
be competent and credible to speak in favour of the final disposal project. ln this regard, ex-
perts of final disposal shoufd be converted to cornmunicators/spoke persons of the company,
a task that precondítions training in communication with different audiences.
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Key result indicators describe how well the organization has met the objectives set for each
stakeholder and the corresponding strategic issues that are dealt with in the communication.

Plan far the follaw-un

Communication with stakeholders should be measured systematically and continuously. For
doing this, key result indicators will be set for each stakeholder group and for each strategic
theme (e.9. safety of final disposal, economical benefits of the repository project etc.) that is
addressed with respective stakeholder group. Plan for the follow-up will entail assessment of
performance at different points of time in regard to communication with different stakeholders.

Risks relaied to the strategic thernes that are dealt with different stakeholders are assessed
and measures to mitigate the risks are presented in the strategy.

lnvolyement and coordínation point out the responsibilities for different actors withín the or-
ganization to realize the strategy.

Timeline describes timing for different communication measures in an annual level.

ln the sr¡rnmary, the communication strategy will be visualized, which supports internal com-
munication of the strategy in an effective and an understandable way.

2.2 Tl'¡e Supplier shall perform these Services via the application of his
knowledge and expertise in the above-mentioned areas, including among
others:

a) procedures and methods for the characterisatíon of selected sites (including
the preparatíon of site descriptive models)

The data for the rnultidisciplinary site description are collected based on the site investigation
programme first aimíng at the site selection and later at the site confirming. An extensive drill-
ing programrne with related drillhole investigations, including hydrogeological, geophysical,
hydrogeochemical and rock mechanical studies, is carried out and the results are used in the
development of site-scale models for each of the various disciplines. Our knowledge in meth-
ods for investigating the bedrock are described in the following.

One of the main products of the modelling is a descriptive model of the síte, i.e. a model de-
scribing the geometry, properties of the bedrock and the water, and the interacting processes
and mechanisms that are relevant for understanding the evoluiion of the site to the present
day and the potential for future radionuclide migration. This description is, therefore, distinct
from the measured data themselves. Modelling involves interpreting data, extrapolating or in-
terpolating between measurement points and calibrating the numerical models used to simu-
late the system against data, based on the various assumptions inherent in the concepiual
model(s) being employed. For example, the Olkiluoto site description is divided into the follow-
ing disciplines: surface system, geology, rock mechanics, hydrogeology and hydrogeochemis-
try. ln the final reporting. itegratíon of understanding across scientific disciplines is enhanced
by requiring the presentaiion oí informaiion from each discípline to follow a pre-set outline, in-
cluding

r Presentation of the conceptual model

r Evaluaiion of information

. Assessment of ínieraction with other disciplines

r Presentation of the descriptive modelling

r Evaluation of uncertaínties.

SKB and POSIVA have extensive experience in planning and performance of site characteri-
satíons. SKB planned and performed a dress rehearsal siie characterisation, at Aspö in the
munícipality of Oskarshamn, in ihe investigation preceding the selection of the site for the un-
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derground laboratory. The development of site characterisation methodology and techniques
to be used in the future site characterisations of the two potential sites for a deep repository for
spent nuclear fuel started with the site characterisation at Aspö during a 5 year períod be-
tween 1986 and 1990. The experiences from the successive characterisation programme at
Aspö as well as the developrnent of site descriptive models proved to be valuable in the plan-
ning and execution of future site characterisations. The verification of the site descriptive mod-
els from the constructíon of the underground laboratory further strengthens the experiences
and its application in the planning and execution of future site characterisations.

SKB initiated the planning stage for the site characterisations for the deep repository for spent
nuclear fuel, in Oskarshamn and Östhammar, in 1990's.The site specific characterisation
planning was complemenied by the development and documentation of detaíled investigation
methodologies and the preparation for the development of site descriptive models.

SKBs experience shows that a site characterisation is of such magnitude in time" space and
content thai a division in stages is necessary for a rational implementation of all examinations
and analyses. A staged implementation also gives better opportunities for a site specific inves-
tigation methodology and efficient feedback from evaluation.

' the initial site characterisation stage identifies ihe area sublect to the compfete site char-
acterisation. The complete site characterísation siage aims to develop a complete geoscientifíc under-
standing of the current state and the naturally occurring processes of the site

The ínitíal siie characterisation defines the starting point for the site descriptive model as well
as of the complete site characterisation stage. SKB has successfully divided the characterisa-
tion activities and the site descriptive model developmeni of the complete characterisation
stage into campaigns by imposing data freezes. The site characterisation prograrnme was
continuously developed based on the successiveiy increasing understanding of ihe site.

Site characterisation íncludes surface investigations, such as aerial photography, airborne and
surface geophysics, surface mapping and monitoring and ecological inventory surveys, and
sub-surface investigations through a series of boreholes. Borehole investigations ínclude core
logging, downhole geophysical surveys, groundwater sampling and hydraulic testing.

SKB has successfully carried out two complete site characterisations for the siting of a deep
repository for spent nuclear fuel in which quality-assured data from the site investigations have
been used as ínput to the development of site descriptive models. The site descriptive model
has in turn been used by repository engineers for the design of underground facilities and to
develop repository layouts adapted to the sites. The site descriptive models have also played
an essential role for the safeiy assessment, since the models are the only source for site-
specific input.

SKB submitted a licence application, in March ol 2O11, to construct a deep repository for spent
nuclear fuel in Östhamar accordíng to the Swedish Nuclear Activiiies Act and the Environ-
mental Code" ïhe application was based on the comprehensive site characterisations per-
formed in Oskarshamn and Östhammar and the site descriptive model developed in parallel to
the characterisation activities.

Posíva has essentially the same experiences as SKB in relation to the planning and perform-
ance of site characterisation for the siting of a deep repository of a deep repository for spent
nuclear fuel in crystalline rock,

ln addition to the licence application, according to the Swedish Nuclear Activitíes Act and the
Environmental Cade, to construct a deep repository SKB has in 2O14 submitted a licence ap-
plication fcr the extension of the existing repcsitory for short lived operational waste, SFR. The
application is based on the existing facility and the site characterisation performed between
2048 and 2A10.
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SKB, and Posiva alike, has state of the art experiences from the planning and performance of
site characterisalions activities in the field as well as of developing site descríptive models as
an integrated model for geology, thermal properties, rock mechanics, hydrogeology, hydro-
geochemistry, bedrock transport properties and a description of the surface system.

b) quality requirements concerning the various siting processes;

Posiva applies a management system based on the ISO 900'1:2000 slandard for all activities,
including the production of the site related investigations and reporting, and requires the pur-
suit of the same quality assurance princíples from all íts contraciors and suppliers. The system
was first launched in 1997 and has later been subject to continuous maintenance, updating
and several internal and external audits-

The purpose of Posiva's mânagement system is to ensure, in a documented and traceable
way, that Posiva's products - whether they abstract knowledge and information, are published
reports or physical objects - fulfil the requirements set for them. The general quality objectives,
requirements and instructions defined in Posiva's management system will also in the future
form the foundation of the quality manâgement for invesiigation and safety case activities. The
purpose of the enhanced process control is to offer full traceability and transparency of the
data, assumptions, modelling and calcufations.

As noted above, the quality management of the site investigaiions and the processing of the
primary measurement and observations data is based on ISO 9000:2000 and is covered by
Posíva's manâgement system. The systern also applies to the subsequent modelling and in-
terpretation activities regarding the responsibilities of the suppliers, the supplier audits, the
appfication of computer codes, the use of datasels, and the documentatíon and product con-
trol. The quality achieved also relies, however, on the application of scientific principles, such
as the critícal use of data and information, an open publication policy, the repeatability of the
experiments and the traceability of the information used, ln particular, the Olkiluoto Site De-
scriptions are subject to an expert review before publishing. The outcome of the review is
documented, together with the responses taken on the basis of the comments.

A quality plan concerníng this project has been prepared in accordance with ISO 10005 or ISO
10005: 2005 Quality management systems - Guidelines for quality plans and is attached as
the annex 3 of the Framework Agreement.

geo-d¡sciplines (petrography, geomorphology, tectonics, geochemistry, geo-
physics, engineering geology, geological modelling, remote sensing etc.)

Refated to geo-disciplines, we can offer our expertise in the following areas on the basis of
lessons learned in Olkiluoto during detailed investígations and site confirrnation stage-

Before the geological field mapping, all existing geological data will be gathered as the back-
ground data for the mapping. Processed aerogeophysical maps and digital elevation models
are used to define and complement the lineament interpretations made in the site selection
phase in order to get a more precise view of the fracture zones and the block structure of the
study síte.

ln the general geologícal mapping cf the outcrops rock types and their distribution wíthin the
study site will be determined. Also the structures of the ductile and brittle deformation will be
mapped, Detailed structural geological ínvestigations can be focused into specific key areas.
Within soíl-covered areas geological mapping will be complemented by drilling short drillholes
andiar byexcavating ínvestigation trenches. They help to locate lithological contacts and fi-ac-
ture zones more precisely than is possible by outcrop mapping.

Deiailed logging of orienied drillcores include observatíons of rock types, fractures, fracture in-
fillings, hydrothermal alteration etc. Fraciure and foliation daia obtained from the oriented drili
cores are supplemented by ihe orientation dala from the optical {OBl} and acoustic (ABl) im-
ages. From these images, the orientation of the fractures and foliation data can be determined
also from strongly-fractured dritlhole sectio ns.

c)
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Ductile and brittle deformation zones are identified and described from the drill cores and the
borehole-TV images. The orientation of these zones is determined on the basis of geophysical
methods and the orientation of fractures. The determined deformation zones coupled with the
orientation data constitute the basics of the 3D modelling. Representative samples for
petrological, geochemìcal and petrophysical investigations are taken from outcrops and drill-
cores.

The Quaternary depositslsoil cover are described on the basis of existing information. Siie
specific data can be colfected by areal soil mapping with associated laboratory investigations
in order to get more detailed information on the depth of the overburden, the distribution of dif-
ferent soiltypes and their physicaland chemicalproperties. Data of the soil cover can be used
Ìn the modelling of the geosphere-bíosphere connections, hydrogeology and hydrogeochemis-
try.

The rock mechanical observations and measurements during drilling and in the laboratory in-
clude the determination of the quality of the rock {Q'-classification}, the strength tests {unaxial
compressive strength, tension strength, Young's modulus and Poisson's ratic) and rock stress
measurements ie.g- LVDT method and HF).

Drillhole observations, statistics and experiences ín rnodelling tasks can be used for estimating
reasonable and cost-effective drilling densíty for further studies and programmas.

Geophysical surveys are done to supplement geological observations from the ground sur-
face. They provide additional information especially with depth. Several geophysical meihods.
sensitive to different physical properties and with different investigation depths, are used. lnte-
grated interpretation provides a beiter image of the bedrock structure from the grcund surface
to the depth.

Airborne low-altitude datasets (magnetic, EM and radiometric), are the starting poínt, providìng

a general picture of e.g. lithological variation and deformaiion zones of the site. Magnetic data
is processed by compiling different versions of maps for interpretation. ln qualitative interpreta-
tion, rock type units and deformation zones as well as other conducting features are outlined.
ln quantilative interpretation, the geometries and properties of geological features are deter-
mined.

GeophysÍcal ground surveys are done and interpreied to locate deformation zones and deter-
mine rock type distributíon in more details. The survey includes e.g. magnetic total field and
electromagnetics (HLEM or VLF +R). Ground penetrating radar gives information on surficial
deposits and bedrock fracturing. Electrical Resístivity Tomography (ERT) gives an overview of
distributíon of electric conductivity ín surficial deposits and shallow parts of the bedrock to ihe
depth of 100 metres. Wide-band electrornagnetic soundings extend the information down to
the depth of 1000 metres. EM soundings can be used in mapping saline groundwater or min-
eral conductors in the bedrock. A number of seismic refraction survey lines are measured
across supposed deformation zones when needed to confirm their existence. Seismic refrac-
tion soundings gíve information also on depths and properties of surficial deposiis. lf there are
mafic formations within the study area or in its near suri'oundings, a gravity suruey would be
justifiable. The survey results also provide iníormation on the thickness of the soii layer.

Geophysical drillhole investigations can be utlilized in mapping e.g, rock type distributíon,
groundwater conditions, deformation zones and even single fractures. Some methods provide

information on small-scale variations nearby a drillhole, whereas some others can be used to
characterize larger volumes around the hole. Standard single-hole loggings (for studying rock
type variation, deformation zones, porosity, fracturing, elastic properties, stress field etc.)
include natural gamma radiation, gamma gamma density, back-scattering of neutron radiation,
electric resistivity, single poínt resistance, acoustic full waveform, velocities of P and S wave,
calipe;' of the drillhole and groundwater iemperature and resistivity. Certain investigations,
imaging larger volumes around the drillhofes, need to be done as well. With seismic VSP

{Vertícál Seismic Profilingi and drillhole radar, orientatíons and extents of deformation zones
and rock type contacts can potentially be determined. Furthermore, a number of certain
specíal geophysical surveys can be done if needed, such as in situ thermal loggings. 1o study
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d)

the structure of bedrock, also rnise-a-la masse, seismíc or electric tomography or EMRE
crosshole radiowave imaging can be useful.

hydrogeology and hydrology

We can offer our expertíse in hydrogeology and hydrology on the basis of experience in

Olkiluoto during detailed investigations and site confirmation stage.

The safety of the geological nuclear fuel dísposal concept is based on the stability of bedrock
conditions and the predictable performance of the technical release barrier. Key questions for
the latter topic are the corrosion risk of the various engineered components and the behaviour
of bentonite under variable hydrogeochemical conditions. Additionally, the stability (dissolution
rate) of ihe spent fuel is linked with the prevailing redox conditions and the groundwater flow is

the only mechanism in the Finnish bedrock, which can transport radionuclides from the deep
iepository tc biosphere. ln a way or another, all these processes are controlled by the
hydraulic properties of the bedrock. Therefore, it is necessary to understand the surface and
deep groundwater conditions and the affecting factors in order to compare the candidate sites
and justify the final selection.

The aim of the hydrological surface investigations is to delineate the catchment areas, provide

estimates for the local water balance and for the direction and rate of (shallo'ø) groundwaier
flow. ln order to rnonitor the groundwater table a network of groundwater observation tubes
needs to be established. Nurnber of observation points depends on the size of the
investigaiion area, topography, and the thickness and type of the overburden, A catchment
model is compiled using available elevation rnodels and observations on surface water flow
directions.

Hydraulic conduciivity {K-value, m/s) of the Quaternary deposits is estimaied based on the
grain size distributíon of the samples collected during the insiallation of groundwaier
observation tubes, or preferentially based on in situ hydraulic tests.

Hydrogeochemícal characterization ol rain, surface waters and shallow groundwaters aims to

assess the chemistry of recharging water potentially mixing with the deep groundwaters.
Surface water samples are collectecj from springs, brooks and lakes. Shallow groundwaters
are sampled by pumping from groundwater observation tubes. ln populated areas also drilled
wells can be sampled. Field measurements (pH, electrical conductivity, temperature) are
always made during the samplings. Samples are analysed for major and minor components,
and pH and electrical conductivity are measured in laboratory. Additionally, the isotopic

composition of oxygen and hydrogen are determined.

Hydrauiic testíng of Ceep drillholes aims to provide information of groundwater flow distribution
in bedrock and hydraulic properties (water conductivity, hydraulic heads) of wate¡-conducting
zones. lt should be noted, that the testing can be done only after the hydraulic disturbance
generate by the drilling campaign has calmed down. E.g. Posiva Flowlog provides the

following information:

' Location cf the ,¡¡ater-conducting freciures and zcnes

. Transmissivity lm2is¡ of the fractureslzones

. Flow rate (ml/h) in the fractures

' Hydraulic head in the drillhole (m) as a function of depth

' Hydraulic head in índividual water-conductíng fractures/zones

. Direction of flow withín the test section (flow into holelflow out from hole)

' Groundwater temperature {"C) in the test section

. Electrical conductivity (Sim) of the groundwater within the test section

' Síngle poínt resistance (Ohm) of the bedrock with 1 cm resolution
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Geomeiry of the observed hydraulic zones can be studied with different tests. For example, by
monitoring groundwater table or hydraulic head in drillholes, or in packed-off hydraulic
sections, during pumping tests. Received data reveals hydraulic connections between the
drillholes, but it also allows to estimate ihe hydraulic properties of the connecting structures. lt
is possible io calculate the K-value (m/s) and the transsrnissivity {m2ls) for the hydraulic zone.

Hydrogeochemical characterization of deep groundwaters aims to identify the different water
types at ihe site, to define lheir hydrogeological context and to estimate the long-term stability
of the groundwater system. Possible scenarios include, for example, mixing of surface waters,
water-rock interaction and the impacts of past seawater stages or glacial meltwater inirusions,
if relevant. To support detailed hydrogeochemical studies, a rnulti-packer equipment is
installed into the drillholes, The packers prevent water flow along the drillhole and restore the
natural hydrogeological condilions. Generally each section is instrumented with pressure,
iemperaiure and electrical conducti'¿ity sensors. fululti-year monitoring generates data for the
assessment of the stability of deep groundwater conditions, e,g in response to seasonal
variations.

Studies of dissolved gases, microbes and redox sensitive elements (eg. Fe(ll) and S-) need
groundwater sampling methods, which mainlains the samples under hydraulic pressures
prevailing at the sampling depth and prevents atmospheric contamination. Samples for
standard chemistry can collected from water pumped to the surface, Preferentially open-hole
sampling should be done with double-packer equipment, ie. from isolated hydraulic sections.

Hydrogeochemical characterization involves the analyses of the main and minor elements, as
well as, the lab meâsurements of pH and electrical conductivity. Additionally, the stable iso-
tope {oxygen, hydrogen} and tritium {3H} era detarmined" The analytical prograrn will be ex-
panded later when the studies and dala needs evolve.

e) engineering and project solutions concerning deep geological disposal

NWM proqram

ln 2013-2A14 S&R produced the overall report "Fennovoima Oy's nuclear waste management
plan for spent nuclear fuel" to the client's satisfaction.

R e q u ire me nt m An aEeg e nt

Recently, SKB and Posiva have produced further documentatíon related to the design criieria
that may be useful as background information for this work. Such reports include Design
premises for a KBS-3V reposiiory based on results from the safety assessment SR-Can and
some subsequent analyses, SKB TR 09-22; Rock Suitability Classificaiion, RSC-2012,
POSIVA 2A12-24; Design Basis for a Spent Nuclear Fuel Repository at Olkiluoto POSIVA
2AQ-A3; Underground Openings Production Line 2012 - Design, Production and lnitial State
of the Underground Openings, POSIVA 2012-22.

The personnel of Saanio & Riekkola Oy ha,re been participating in the projects related to
concept de,¡elopment, design and developmeni of a safety case for a KBS-3 type deep
geological repository in Finland or¡er tr¡vo decades. These projects have included several tasks
related to development of the safety functions and desígn requirements of both the vertical
design alternative KBS-3V and the horizontal design alternative KBS-3H. The most recent
published reports were supporting the construciion license application submitted by Posiva in
2A12. The development of the KBS-3H alternative has been a joint project by the Posiva Oy
and its Swedish counterpart SKB. Currently, projects related to further development of the
requiremenis of both repository design alternatives are ongoing.

Maín tasks related to requirement management carried out by Saanio & Riekkola Oy's
personnel has been part¡cipation in the development of the r-ock classification for a KBS-3V
type repository hhal aims in adaptation of the rock facilities to the host conditions at the site. At
first, maínly the engineering aspects were considered in the requirements, but since the early
2000 the long-term safety aspects taking into account also ihe performance of the engineered
barrier system have been guiding the de,¡elopment of the requírements. ln the first projecis,
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the also other sites studied in Finland for deep geological disposal were considered and a
classification system not specific to a particular site was developed, whereas later, the focus
has been on a deep geological site developed at Olkiluoto. S&R has had a big role in
publishing reports and conference papers related to these projects including:

" Engineering rock mass classification of the Olkiluoto investigation site" POSIVA 2000-
08.

. Preliminary KBS-3H layout adaptation for the Olkiluoto site - Analysis of rock factors af-
fecting the orientation of a KBS-3H deposition hole. Posiva Working Report 2OO2-57.

' Host rock classification. Phase 2: lnfluence of host rock properties. Posiva Working Re-
port 2003-04.

¡ Host rock classification. Phase 3: Proposed classification system (HRC-system). Posi.ra
Worklng Report 20A5-A7.

. RSC-Programme - lnierim Report. App¡oach and Basis for RSC Development, Layout
Determining. Features and Freliminary Criteria for Tunnei and Deposition Hole Scale.
Posiva Working Repori 2CI09-29.

. Rock Suitability Classification, RSC-2012. PCSIVA 2012-24.

Since 2OAT S&R has been managing Posiva's technical requirernents for different
underground rock opening types including layout requirements.

Saanio & Riekkola was coniributing to the compilation of the Site Engineering Report by
Posiva (POSIVA 2A12-23) by providing expertise on Olkíluoto bedrock conditions. ground
lypes, construction of and experiences from ONKALO, editing the report and also reviewing
part of the report.

Saanio & Riekkola's personnel has participated also in the development of the requirements
for the engineered barriers maínly by reviewing ihe requirements from the perspective of the
long- term safety aspects {see e.g. POSIVA 2AP-A3} and development of ihe requirements
for the closure (POSIVA 2012-19|

Saanio & Riekkola participating in the management of the KBS-3H project and the safety
evaluation of the KBS-3H, has been involved in defining and review of the KBS-3H specific
requirements (see e"g. Safety Assessment for a KBS-3H Spent Nuclear Fuel Reposítory ai
Olkiluto, Evolution Report, POSIVA 2007-08 and Description of KBS-3H Design Variant
POSTVA, 2A12-Os).

Preíiminarv desiqn and autline desiqr¡s

S&R has produced and reported the preliminary designs and ouiline designs in 2001 and
2OO2for the Posiva ONKALO and disposalfacility (DGR) which enabled to continue with one
selected reference solution" ln 2000-2001 S&R produced alternative preliminary design for the
first part of the disposal facility of Posiva R&D -report 2001-06 (not public report with 208
pages). The published report partly dealing with this work is Posiva Working Report 2003-58
"Evaluation of Access Routes to the ONKALO Underground Rock Characlerisation Faciliiy.

(ùeifeasiþitf,t study

S&R most recent {pre)feasibility study ín analogous hilfside location has been completed in
201 6 (client confidential).

Underqrcund test laboralorv

S&R & Posiva have been involved in several experiences and demonstrations and have
operation experience also of SKB Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory and Posiva & S&R have
already good knowledge of Posiva ONKALO facilîty, because also S&R has been involved in
several investigations and demonstrations there. The Consoriiurn has an excelfent opportunity
to use the experience for the benefit of client demonstration work.

S&R has participated in SKB Äspö Hard Rock Laboratory demonstration work in Sweden (for
example pilot borehole drilling, parallel cut-sawing for plugs, EDZwater conductivity and KBS-
3H drift push reaming).
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S&R has participated in ONKALO demonstration and investigation planning and work at
Olkiluoto since the 1990's. S&R is ínvolved wíth every investigation niche and demonstration
tunnel of ONKALO (e.g. bentonite, sealing, hydraulic measurements, spalling, EDZ water
conductivity, radioactive reiention properties, disposal hole drilling and plugging).

S&R has participated in Olkiluoto Lll$/-repository demonstration tunnel planning and work
since the 1990's (e.g, disposal hole drillíng tests). S&R has had a key role in the design and
has adapted a layout positioning including demonstration tunnel at the depth of 100 m at the
Olkiluoto bedrock, Finland in 1990.

S&R has been managing Posiva's technical requirements also for demonstration tunnels and
investigation niches requirements since 2007.

Eurface facíiíties

S&R references for Posiva Oy projects:
¡ Architectural and principal design of ventilation and hoist & entrance building for under-

ground spacês (ONKALO & repository) 2008-2015.
. Principal drawings of encapsulation plant. Princípal design 2Q11-2412.

" Master plans for the surface facilities, development by years until the beginning of dis-
posal proces s in 2022: architectural design 2AA8-241 4

. Planning for the surface facilities land reser,¡ation and development tasks: architectural
design 2001-2005.

' Conceptual desígn for the surface premises and areas of ONKALO. Architectural and
principal design 2QA1 -2OA2

S&R references for Teollisuuden Voima Oy projects:
r Planning for the power plant land reservation and development iasks: architectural de-

sign 2001-2005
¡ Site layout drafts for each nuclear power plant tendering options ín alternative locations

Olkiluoto (OL3) and Loviisa (LO3) 2001-2002

i= a ya u t,Je_sjgt't jt ç d_i! e sç t i p { i Ð n -af a ê Ê r a ! i e.L

S&R have a long track record of managing Posiva's technicaf requirements for different
underground rock opening types, including also layout requirements. S&R has been invoived
with updating Posiva's DGR layout in 2O15 (Posiva working report 2015-52). Therefore we
have an excellent opportunity to use the most recent Finnish experience for the benefit of
clients layout work.

Examples of S&R layout experience is described in the followíng Finnish and international
underground nuclear facility projects for both Low and lntermediate Level Waste (LILW)
repositoríes and Deep Geological Repositories (DGR):

KBS-3V layout at the Olkiluoto in 2015
Layout for the underground LILW Repository at the Hanhikivi bedrock, Finland in 2015
Participation in KBS-3H layout work with SKB (and Posiva)
Layout development {updates) of ONKALO and disposal facility 2AO8-2415

Layout for the underground rock characterization facility (ONI(ALO) in different stages
during 2OO1-2AOg
KBS-3H layoul at the Olkifuoto bedrock in 2007
KBS-3V and -3H layout at the Clkiluoto in 20A6-2047
KBS-3V layout at the Olkiluoto ín 2003-2004
KBS-3H layout at the Olkiluoto in 2AO2
KBS-3 and medium long hole {MLH} layout at the Olkiluoto in 2000
Underground LILW Repository layout at the Wolsong bedrock, Korea in 2006.
Layout posÌtioning for the underground LILW Repository al the Olkiluoto in 1990 and an
expansion plan layout 1992.
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S&R has been managíng the Posiva disposal facility blue prints since 2000 and developed the
needed updates for the previous layouts. S&R has produced these in a non-public A3-size
drawing-reports (preliminarydesign stage 1,2004, preliminary design stage 2, 2007, ouiline
design, 2A1A and main drawings stage, 2012ì. These consisted of several one- and two-
storey layouts for the disposal facility at the depth al 42A-520 m at the Olkiluoto site. The work
has included drawings for construction licencing made by S&R in 2414 as submitted to the
Radiation Safety Authority STUK.

S&R has adapted a layout positioning for the underground rock characterization facility
{ONKALO) including also the surface facility (access routes) at the Olkiluoto bedrock in
different stages during 2001-2008 (Posiva Working reporis 2AA3-26 and 2008-01). lt consisted
of several iwo-storey layouts for the ONKALO at the depth of 420-520 m.

S&R has adapted a layout positioning example at the Olkiluoto bedrock ín 2AA7 (Posiva
Working reporl.20A7-77). lt consisted of one-storey layoui for the KBS-3H type repository at
the depth af 420 m.

S&R has adapted 3 layout positioning examples at the Olkiluoto bedrock in 200â-2007 (Posíva
Working report 2006-92). They consisted of one- and two-storey layouts for the KBS-3V and -
3H type repository in the depth range of 42O-52A m.

S&R has adapted 6 layout positioning examples at the Olkiluoto bedrock in 2003-2004 (Posiva
Working repaft 2AO4-68). They consisted of one- and lwo-storey layouts for the KBS-3V type
reposítory in the depth range of 42A-52t m"

S&R has adapted 4 layout posiiioning examples at the Olkiluoto bedrock in 2OA2 {Posiva
Working report 2002-57). They consisted of one-storey layouts for the KBS-3H type repository
in the depth range of 400-500 rn. These layouts were based on shaft access only.

S&R has adapted lS layout positioning examples at the Olkiluoto bedrock in 2000 (Posiva
Working report 2000-52). They consisted of one- and two-storey layouts for the KBS-3 and
medium long hole (tuíLH) type repositories in the depth range of 400-500 m. These layouts
were based on shaft access only.

S&R has adapted a layout positioning for the underground LILW Repository (ai the depth of
130 m) ai the Wclsong bedrock, Korea in 2006. lt was part of 15 work packages S&R did for
Korea during 20O4-2A14 including for example rock design guideline development,
engineering design, site ínvestigation programming (and analyses), technical evaluation and
licensing support.

S&R has a key role in the design and monitoring the Olkiluoto LILW repository which started
operation in 1992 and has been operated successfully over 20 years. S&R has adapted a
layout positioning for the underground LILW Repository (at the depth of 100 m) at the
Olkiluoto bedrock, Finland in 1990. An expansion plan layout design for TVO is done in S&R
in 1992.

S&R has adapted alayaul positioning for the underground LILW Repository (at the depth of
90 m) at the Hannik-ivi bedrock, Finland in 2015. !l was part of SåR work for Fennovoima
during 2013-2Q15 including for example nuclear waste management plan for spent nuclear
fuel and ground surveying program particípation.

Rac k e nq i ne e r i n.q a nd t pe r atio n & co ns tru cti o n -p ì a t¡ n i qg

OptírnisatÍon of the current SÚRAO liftíng heíghts can be done. Posiva provides experience to
simplify and optimise cosis from the manipulation systems and thorough it also the
underground gafleries heights, volumes and costs míght be lowered.

S&R has actively participated in the compilatíon of ihe construction experiences from the
ONKALO construction duríng 2A04 - 2O10. Êxperience in constructing an underground facility
in crystallíne rock to the anticipated repository depth (i.e. 42O-450 m) gives useful, additional
practical information for this task. {Site Engineering Report, POSIVA-repar|2A12-23.)
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S&R has conducted similar work in Finland first for TVO and later for Posiva, work started
early'1990's wiih a layout only considering shafts but it was later (early 2000's) updated to
include the access ramp, as well.

ln 2000-2001 S&R produced alternative preliminary design for the first part of the disposal
facility of Posiva R&D -report 200'l -06 (not public report with 208 pages). lt covers roughly the
same issues as is needed in this task (e.9. shaft sinking, cage decking equipment, headgear,
dirt disposal conveyor, mucking, heap of blasted rock, Galloway set-up/take down, grouting,
ground support, schedules, cost estimates, temporary sumps). The work was carried oui in
collaboration with UK and Canadian experts. The published report partly dealing with this work
is Posiva Working Report 2003-58 "Evaluation of Access Routes to the ONKALO
Underground Rock Characterísation Facility.

h 2A11-2A12 S&R produced a construction plan for disposal facility for Posiva. lt also covers
roughly the same issues as is needed in this task {e.9. mucking, grouting, grcund support,
schedules, cost estimates, temporary sumps, organizalion, contracts and laydown area).

ln addition to nuclear wasie-related projects S&R's every day work involves planning of the
various underground facilitíes like tunnels, caverns, storages in hard, crystalline rock
conditions. The works includes excavation and construction planning, planning of rock support
and sealinglgrouting, estimation of groundwater leakages, consiruction schedule and cost
estimation. ln crystalline rock fracture or weakness zones are often encountered and special
attention has been applied to design those rock sections. Such more fractured rock sections
with large groundwater flows require special sealing/grouting design.

S&R professionals have participated in a joint operation in controlling groundwater inflow in
ONKALO underground rock characterization facility (URCF) and also the underground
disposal facility since 2008. Currently Aimo Hautojärví is a member of Posiva's seepage water
conirol group" Before the seepage water group and at its early phases, in 2006-2009, S&R
has prepared an estimate of water inflow into the repository and participated in preparing a
strategy fcr groundwater inflow management and designing grouting of fractured zones in
ONKALO URCF, with emphasís alsc on grouting maierial development (e.g- Posíva WRs
2O0g^2,2008-45, 2OA8-44, 2AA7-102 and 2006-45). ln 2009-2010 S&R has particípated in

investigations concerning silica grouts, during which time rnateríal investigaiions and silica
grouting tesis were performed ln ONKALO URCF. As a continuation to thai S&R also
participated ín experimental silica grouting in ONKALO demonstration tunnel in 2011-2012
{Posiva WR 2012-84).

Concep! tlevelopmenl far. rnanipuiatiort s'¡stems and installation machinqs

Posiva has developed concepts for fuel and disposal canister transfer systems in
encapsulation plant and installation machines for the disposal caníster in the disposal facility.

Some references:
. Encapsulation plant design 2A12.Working Report 2A12-49

' Transfer trolley and docking station design for spent fuel cask. Working Report 2AA9-72
. Canister transfer trolley and canister transfer corridcr equipment. Working Report 201 1-

57

" The fuel handling machine and the auxíliary systems of the fuel handling cell. Working
Repot 2012-54

. Remote controlled mover for disposal canister transfer. Working Report 2O12-53

" Prelirnínary Design for Spent Fuel Canister Handling Systems in a Caníster Transfer
and lnstallation Vehicle. Working Report 2008-38.

Co nce p t de ve loorne nt of b ackfillib uffe r,dosure

With regard to the performance of engineered barrier systems and concept development the
key expertise used ín this prolect would be provided by Posiva Oy and S&RlB+Tech Oy.
Posiva is responsible for management of concept development and supervision of the work.
Posiva has been produced a comprehensive set of reports supporting the construction license
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application. Under Posiva's supervision S&R and 8+Tech has been contributed as consultants
to the following areas. S&RlB+Tech Oy held a project lead position in Posiva's 2A12 backfill
design project and is currently leading Posiva's backfill design update. Additionally, S&Ri/

B+Tech Oy has had a key role in development of the KBS-3H concept, S&Ff B+Tech Oy has
its own laboratories and has significant experience in designing and conducting small and
large-scale experiments for bentonites used in buffer, backfill and closure designs. The role of
S&Þl g+tech Oy in EBS concept development for SÚRAO would be to provide expert
support.

Some references.

. KBS-3H Compiementary studies. POSIVA report 2013-3'

' Deposiiion tunnel backfill design for a KBS-3V repository. Hansen, J. Korkíala-Tanttu,
L., Keski-Kuha, E. & Keto, P.2009.Workíng Report 2oa9-129. Posiva Oy, Eurajoki.

' Backfill production line 201 2 by Keto et. al. {201 2).
. Closure Production Line 2Q12 - Design, production and initial state of underground dis-

posal facilíiy closure. sievänen, u., Karvonen, T. H., Dixon, D,, Hansen, J. & Jalonen T.
POSIVA 2O12-19. Posiva Oy, Eurajoki. lsBN 978-951-652-200-8.Posiva2O12-19.

. Underground disposal facílity closure design 2A12.Working report 2012-5.

' Closure of the investigation boreholes by Karvonen (2015). Working report 2012-63
. Dixon D.A-, P. Keto, T. Sandén, D. Gunnarsson, J. Hansen and S. Anttila, 2tA8a.

Studies to quantify effects of water inflow rate on backfill beha.¡íour, Am. Nuclear Socie-
ty Conference, 2008 Sept. 8-11, Las Vegas.

r Koskinen K. 2A14. Effects of cementitious leachates on the EBS. Posiva 2O13-O4.

Posiva Oy, Olkiluoto, Finland.

Material selection far backfilllbuffer/ctosure i Lonç-tern-t staþillt\ . anrt svalutlpn aí Çzech
pefø-g" l S!ttd:, 

"f 
Ðr ¿ sL,alitv control of b

The key, S&R/ B+Tech Oy expert in the field of material characterisation is Sirpa
Kumpulainen. She has a long experience in the field of chemical and mineralogieal analysis of
bentonite materials and can provide assistance with regard to material selection, long-term

stability and quality control.

Some references in the field of material characterisation: ALMA alternatíve material study for
Posiva (under finalisation). Retrieval and performance evaluation of OL-KR24 borehole
closure materials by Karvonen el al. (2015 l publication pending. See also references in
.Concept development"-

Some references in the field of long-term stability: Long-Term Alteration of Bentonite in the
Presence of Metallic lron. Posiva Working Report 2A1A-71- Long-term effects of Fe-heater and
Äspö groundwater on smectite clays - Chemical and hydromechanical results from in-situ
alternative buffer material (ABM) test package 2. Clay Minerals, 2016.

Some references in ihe fíeld of quality control: Quality Control and Characterization of
Bentonite Materíals. Posiva Wor-king Report 2011-84. Characlerization of bentonite and clay
materials 2O12-2U5. Posi.¡a Working Report 2016-05.

materials

Methods for testing bentonites used in EBS have been under development by Posiva and SKB
with the aim to standardize the methods used in the studies. The key-expert in this field is Tim
Schatz / S&FUB+Tech Oy.

Some references; Laboratory Tests and Analyses on Potential Otkiluoto Backfill Materials.
Posiva Workíng Report 2An-74. Laboratory Studies on the Effect of Freezing and Thawíng

Exposure on Bentonite Buffer Performance. Posiva Report 2010-05. Laboratory Tests to
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Determine the Effecl of Olkiluoto Bounding Brine Water on Buffer Performance. Posiva
Working Report 2A1 1 -68.

Sucport in fieÍ! lestina and monitorina Qf backfílllbufferhlosure

S&R/B+Tech Oy has had a key-expert role in design, implementation, monitoring and
numerical modelling for large-scale tests for buffer and backfill by Posiva Oy. The key experts
in this field are Pieti Marjavaara, Matti Halonen and Xavier Pinlado from S&FllB+Tech Oy.

Some references: Designing, Comissioning and fulonitoring of 4O% Scale Bentonite Buffer
Test. Posiva Working Report 2A15-OS.lnitial data report for the Multi Purpose Test by Pintado
et al. (2015). LUCOEX project. THM modellíng of buffer by Toprak et. al. (2013). POSIVA
2012-47 - TH modelling of buffer and backfill by Pintado and Rautioaho (2013) POSIVA 2012-
48.

Fs!:eea!Ê-ds üprs! r aïens
Posiva has been drafted a demonstration plan lor ONKALO. Anitila,F., Arenius,ful.,
Haapala,K", Hansen,J., Hellä,P., Jalonen,T., Lahdenperä,J", Lyytinen,T., Mellanen,S.,
Vuorio,P.. a Ä¡tes,l. 2009. Testing and Demonstrations in ONKALO - Aims and Needs.
Working Report 2OQg-24. Posiva Oy, Ëurajoki. 108 p.

Posiva is currently coordinating the FP7 DOPAS Project for Full-scale demonstration of plugs
and seals and implementing one of the Experiments POPLU {a deposition tunnel end plug).

Ccn,:eJst Ce'¡e lop{ne nt af ca n ist? t'

Canister concept of Posiva is based on KBS-3, copper canister with cast iron insert- Posiva
has de,¡eloped copper-cast iron canister since early 1990's. Development consist R&D in
following fields: designing the canister and canister components, manufacturing, inspection

{NDT) of the components of the canister and sealing of the canister and NDT of the sealing"
Canister development is nowadays almost ready. Now Posiva is now finalising definition of
requirements, quality plans and construet¡on plans of canister and canister componenis.
Posiva will start qualification of manufacturing processes and NDT of the canister 2016.

Some references:
. Raiko H.: Canister design 2012, Posiva report 2A12-13,|SBN 978-951-652-154-0
. Raiko et.al, Canister Production line2A12-16, ISBN 978-951-652-197-1 .

¡ Pitkänen, J. 2AlA.lnspection of bottom and lid welds of disposal canister. Report
POSIVA 2A1A-A4, Posiva Oy.98 p.|SBN 978-951-652-175-S.

r Pitkänen, J.2A12.lnspectíon of Disposal Canister Components. POSIVA 2An-35,
Posiva Oy- ISBN 978-951-652-216-9.

" Holmberg, J.-E., Kuusela, P.2O11. Analysis of probability of defects in disposal canis-
ters.

. Posiva Workíng Report 201 1-36. Posiva Oy, Eurajoki, Finland.

. Nolvi, L. 2009. Manufacture of Disposal Canísters. Report POSIVA 2009-03, Posiva Oy.
7ãa

. Raiko, H., Meuronen, 1., Pitkänen, J., Safonen, T., Wikström, N--C., Ammälä' V.-M.
2009. EB-DEMO * Canister Sealing Demonstration. Workíng Report 2OOg-126. Posiva
Oy. 105 p.

r Meuronen, 1., Salonen,T - 2A1A" Welding of the lid and bottom of the disposal canister.
2010. Report POSIVA 2010-05, Posiva Oy. p. 90. ISBN 978-951-652-176-6.

. Purhonen, T. ; Siaie of the Ari of the'ft'elding Method for Sealing Speni Nuclear Fuel
Canister fvlade of Copper: Part 1 - FSil/, Working report 2A14'22

r Salonen T., State of the Art of the Welding tvlethod for Sealing Spent Nuclear Fuel Can-
ister Made of Copper: Part 1 - EBSI, Working report 2A14-23

. Holmström et.at, Creep Properties of EB Welded Copper Overpack a|125-175 'C,
Working Report 2AQ-A3

. Hofmström et.at, Creep Life Simulations of EB Welded Copper Overpack, Working Re-
port 201 2-96
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. Gripenberg, H., Hänninen, H. 2006. Residual Stress Measurements of Copper Canister
EB-welds. Posiva Working Report 2006-55. Posiva Oy

. Gripenberg, H., Hänninen, H. 2006. Residual Stress lnvestigation of Copper Plate and
Canister EB-Welds: Complementary Results. Posiva Working Report 2AAg-21. Posiva
Oy

r Romppainen A.-J., lmmonen E. 2ü 1. Residual Stress Measurement with Contour
Method. Posiva Working report 2011-95. Posiva Oy.

" Laakkonen, M. Residual stress measurement of electron beam welded copper plates
using Prism Hole Drilling method. Posiva Working report 2011-96. Posíva Oy. p 81.

n Aronen et.al: Simulation of Residual Stresses and Deformatíons in Electron Beam-
Welded Copper Canisters, Posiva Working report2013-20. Posiva Oy. p 68.

n Karhula, T.: Metallographic Studies of Electron Beam Welded Copper Lids: EBSD Stud-
ies of the Cross-section of XK049 at 323deg, Posiva Working Report 2t14-23, Posiva
Oy p.4A

' Karhula, I": Metallographic Studies of Eleciron Beam Welded Copper Lid: Macroscopic
Studies and Hardness Measurements of the Cross-Section of XK049 at 323deg, Posþ¡a
Working Report 2A14-24, Posiva Oy p. 54

. Karhula. T.; tVletallographic Studies of Electron Beam Welded Copper Plates: EBSD
Studies of the Cross-sections and Determination of EBSD Reference Curves by EB-
\¡l1elded Tensile Test Samples, Posiva Working Report 2A13-14, Posiva Oy p.242

. K¡ng, F., Lilja, C,, Pedersen, K., Pitkänen, P., Vähänen, M. 201'1. An update of the
state-of-the-art report on the corrosion of copper under expected conditions in a deep
geologic repository. POSIVA 2011-01. Posiva Oy, Olkiluoto.

r Anttila, M. 2005a. Criticality safety calculations for three types of final disposal canisters.
Posiva Working report 2005-13, Posiva Oy, Olkiluoto . p. 27

" Anttila, tvt. 2005b, Radioactive Characteristics of the Spent Fuel of the Finnish Nuclear
Power Plants. Posiva Working report 2005-71. Posiva Oy. p. 310

¡ Anttila, M. 199S. Criticalily safety calculaticns of the nuclear waste dísposal canisters for
twelve spent fuel assemblies. Posiva Working Report 99-03, Posiva Oy, Helsinki. p" 20

r lkonen, K. & Raiko, H.2A12. Thermal dimensioning of Olkiluoto repository for spent
fuel. Working Report 2012-56. Posiva Oy.

" lkonen K., Fuel Temperature in Disposal Canisters, Posíva Working report 2006-19,
Posiva Oy

. lkonen K., Thermal Analysís of Repository for Spent EPR{ype Fuel, Posiva Working re-
port 2005-6, Posiva Oy

an environmental impact assessment,

Fínland, like the Czech Republíc, has signed the so called UN Espoo Convention (1991),
which means that all projects, whích could possibly have environmental, social, economic or
oiher impacts in other countries, do need lo carry out the environmental impact assessment
(ElAj with international hearing and participation. All ElAs for nuclear projects {eg. nuclear
power planis, spent fuei finaÍ dispasal prajects, tow and intermediaie wasie disposal projects
etc.) are subject to international hearing and participation. Depending on the project in ques-
tion, 4 - 12 countries have participated in the Fínnish Nuclear ElAs.

PosÍva has conducted an environmental impact assessment project (ElA) for the fínal disposal
facility for spent nuclear fuel between years 1997-'1999. lt is still today one of the most com-
nral'roneir¡a Fl.Ac in Finlan¡l

ln 1999 - ZAU EiAs for nuclear power plants (NPPs) Olkiluoto 3 and Loviisa 3 were carried
out. Posiva provided information and expertise concerníng fínal disposal of spent fuel into
ihese E|A-processes, as the quesiion of final disposal of spent nuclear fuel has to be thor-
oughly addressed also in an NPP ElA, not only in SNF final disposal-spesific ElA.
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ln 2008 Posiva carried out an EIA -process for the planned enlargement of its final disposal
site in Olkiluoio. The enlargement was designed to cover the SNF to be produced by the
planned units Olkiluoto 4 and Loviisa 4.

Furthermore, in years 2AO7 - 2010 EIA's for 3 NPP-projects were carríed out in Finland;
Olkiluoto 4, Loviisa 3 (as fåe previaus EIA was already outdated\ and Fennovoima- Posiva
has provided information and expertise concerning final disposal of spent fuel inio all these
E|A-processes.

ln June 2016, Fennovoima started the EIA of its spent nuclear fuel final disposal project.
Posiva is in central role in this ElA, providing information and expertise into this EIA and also
actively participates to the interaction wilh stakeholders in Finland and abroad. This is the
newest E|A-process for SNF final disposal in the world.

ln addition, team members of the Consortiurn have been in key expert and project manage-
meni positions in nuclear EIA's also in other countries than Finland. Furthermore, Mr. Poh-
jonen has also worked as an advisor for the IAEA since 2O11 in developing the guideline for
Nuclear EIA in newcomer countries (see IAEA Nuctear Energy Senes No. ÀJG-I-3. 11; Manag-
inE Enviranmental lmpact,4ssessmenf for Construction and Aperation in New Nuclear Power
Pragrammes) and other EIA-related issues.

a safety case and support¡ng safety assessments

SAfe iy Case tlES-3V tvpe repositarv

A safety case for a geologÍcal disposal facility documents the scientific and technical
understanding of the disposal system, incfuding the safety barriers and safety functions that
these are expected to provide, results of a quantitative safety assessment, the process of
systematically analysing the ability of the repository system to maintain its safety functions and
to meet long-term safety requirements, and provides a compilation of evidence and arguments
that complemeni and support the reliability of the results of the guantitaiive analyses.

h 2ü1-2014 Saanio & Riekkola Oy's Long-Term Safely Departrnent part¡cipated in the
TURVA-2012 satety case project. This project produced the safety case for a KBS-3V
disposal facility for spent nuclear fuel at Olkiluoto, Finland supporting Posiva's construction
licence application (POSIVA 2AU4. The licence application was submitted in December
2A12, and was reviewed by STUK - the regulatory body in Finland and the licence was
granted by the Finnish Government in November 2A15" ln additisn to several background
reports, the project included the compilation of 11 major safety case portfolio reports, I of
which were compiled at Saania & Riekkola Oy. These reports are mainly published in early
2013. The project is a continuation of years of work in the field of long-term safety studies and
safety assessments for a spent nuclear fuel repository in Finland and it was preceded by the
compilation of an interim safety case mainly by Saanio & Riekkola Oy, which was completed
in 2009-2010.

Saanio & Riekkola Oy's Long-Ierm Safety Department participated in both the operation of
the SAFCA {Safety Case} projeci grcup {including prcject managemeni, the implementation of
the SAFCA project plan, work related to the SAFCA Coordination Group, SAFCA Steering
Group, SAFCA Core Group, sub-group Data Handling and Modelling to responsible for
descriptíon of the models and data, sub-group Conceptualisation and Methodology and sub-
group Assessment responsible for the FEP-screening, assessment of the performance of the
disposal system, formulations of scenarios and definition of the calculations cases. S&R
employees participated in meetings with ihe Finnish Radiation and |iuclear Safety Authority
and providíng answers to the requests by STUK. S&R employees participated also in the
compilation of the portfolio and background reports of the SAFCA project and in the work
related to the three-years Research, Technical Design and Development (RTD) programmes
for nuclear waste management at Olkiluoto and Loviisa Power Plant. Saanio & Riekkola Oy
has also participated in Posiva's Greenland Analogue Project, in the NEA-IGSC group, in the
NEA MeSa project (Methods for Safety Assessment of Geological Disposal Facilities for
Radioactive Waste) and EC PAMINA project (Performance Assessement methodoiogíes in
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application to guide the development of the safety case), in Posiva's safety group, in the
rLUPA project, in the follow-up and evaluation of several studies {e.9. fuel and canister
studies) and has assisted in the planning and coordination of SAFCA work, the compílation of
assignments, the acquisition of resources and the follow-up of the implementation of the work.

Posiva has started the work to compile the safety case to support the operation licence

application. The employees of S&R long-term safety department are currently involved
planning the safety case, definiiion of ihe requirements concerning the disposal system,

definition of the initial state of the disposal system, screening and describing the FEPs,
assessment of the performance of the disposal sysiem including a spent nuclear fuel
rapository and a repository for low and intermediate level waste from the encapsulation plant,

foimulatión of the scenariós and defining the modelling needed to support the safety case and
procadures for data management. S&R continues also to compile data and provide

understanding of the surface environment proêesses lo support the biosphere assessment.

Ça ¡e !vEva!va!.:pn-çl I ES: 3 tilÊ-ççÊ i tw:
Sínce 2014 S&R is participating in a Posiva-SKB joint project aimed to provide a safety
evaluation for a KBS-3H disposaifacility for spent nuclear fuel at Olkiluoto, Finland. KBS-3H is

a design alternative, where the canisters are emplaced horizontally in long deposition drifts
insiead of emplacing them vertically in deposition holes as in the KBS-3V alternative. Saanio
& Riekkola Oy's Long-Term Safety Department participates in both the operation of the project
group iincluding project management, the implementation of the project plan). This project is

ñot a full safely caie, but raiher aims at addressing the safety rele'rance of the specific
aspects of the KBS-3H design alternative.

ln additíon to several background reports, the project includes ihe compilation safety case
portfolic reports on the design basis, FEPs, description of the disposal system and

performance assessment, all compiled at Saanio & Riekkola Oy.

Saanio & Riekkola participated also extensively in produciion of the reports of the earlier
phase of the KBS-3H repository safety e'¡aluation reported in 20A7 including the sumrnary
report, radionuclide transport report, evolution report, process report and complementary
evaluations report.

SAfe{, Cese nr K,4,FR
(LILWI

h 2A11.2A12 S&R carried out a project to set up a generic safety case plan for the disposal of
high and intermediate-level radioactive waste and the compilation of a detailed implementation
plãn for developing a Safety Case for the Advanced Korean Reference Disposal System (A-

KRS), located at KAERI Underground Research Tunnel (KURT) site, used as a reference site,

at the request of the Korea Atomic Energy Research lnstituie (KAERI)'

The fírst aim of the projeci was to specify the main elements of the safety case and to outline

an overall plan and schedule for safety case studies. The produced report comprises the main

elements of the safety case and an overal! plan for reporting, a discussion on the contents of
the rnain elements, common aspects related to the handling of FËPs (features, events, and
processes), scenarios, calculation cases, and management of uncertaínty' a plan for ihe

safety assessment including performance assessment and a roadmap towards licensing the
disposal facílity.

The second aim of the project was a direct continuatíon for the pre'riously produced report

Generic Safety Case Plan for KAERI. lt completed the Task 2 requested by KAERI (Task 2:

The specific eiements of a Safety Case for each step in the structure of a Safety Case), and

covers Task 3: The implementation plan for each specific element of a Safety Case. The
goals were to provide a deiailed implementation plan for the specified main elements of the

iafety case defined in the Generic Safety Case Plan report, to propose a schedule for the

safety case
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Saanio & Riekkola Oy's Long-Term Safety Department was solely responsible for the projeci

and performed all related tasks, including project management,_project planning, organisation

of meetings and the compilation and eãiting of the reports "Generic Safety Case Plan for
KAERI'and "safety Case tmplementation Plan for KAERI'.

Fo-fe¡an mate¿als in tte regtsitorv - LlÐdate of estiüateC Auantities

The post closure material quantity estimations are essential data for defining safety case and

long term safety of the disposal óf radioactive material. lngress and egress of stray materials

arJ monitored in ONKAL'O URCf : the proposed underground disposal facility for spent
nuclear fuel in Finland and estimations of material type and guantity remaíning after the

operaiional period are made in this project. Saanio & Riekkola performed the initial estimation
oi these foreign material quantíties of Olkiluoto facility in 2003 and the estimations are updated

regularly as tñe work proceeds with the latest update for the construction licence application in

2013-20',t1.

A variety of materials are used during lhe construction process and the operation of the

undergróund disposal facility for spent nuclear fuel at Olkiluoto in Eurajoki, Finland' ln addition
to materials necessâry for the construction and operation, some materials may be transported

ín the facility through the ventilation air, as emissions from vehicles etc, Both of these two

types of maierials, intentionally introduced and uníntentionally transported, are considered in

tñã project and both introduced quantities and the quantities that remain in ihe disposal facility

after closure are estimated based on the most recent information available. This work is

íntended to be an update on the previous estirnations, and it takes advantage of the

experience collected during the construction of the underground rock characierisation facility

ONKALO at Olkiluoto. Thelmplemented quantities as well as designs and preliminary designs
have been used in calculating the quantities of the foreign materials"

Saanio & Riekkola personnel were responsible for gathering the required informaiion and

completing the update of post closure rnaterial quantiiies. The work included in foreign

material quantity estimatíons is as follows.

. review of materials used in constructing ONKALO'

. detection of designs and production methods for proposed disposal facility and those
volumes of On¡X¡l-O not yet excavated (e.g. closure design, grouts, blasting, rock

suPport),

. definition of the specific materíals of designed components and which of them are

considered as foreign materials,

. re-evaluation of the quantity of substances unintentionally iransported io the

underground openings (e.g. pollums, vehícle ernissions) according to previous

quantity estimations and present knowledge,

. calculating the total post closure quantities'

. defining ihe unceriainties in quantity estimations'

. defining the key issues concerníng the material quantiiies in terms of long term safety

and in relatíon to the Engineered Barrier System (EBS)

Rac k S u itabil ítv C I assifi cation { R S Ç)

Saanio & Riekkola Oy has pa¡ticipated in the Rock -suitability Classification (RSC)
programme, in the coordination of the RSC modelling reports and RSC work with the Safety

Case work and in the commenting of several RSC reports. The work in 2O11-2O14 has aiso

included the managernent of TASK 1: Target properties, background work related to the

evaluaiion and upãating of target properties and participation in the work of the RSC

Coordination Group, thã evaluãion of the criteria used in ihe RSC demonstraiion, the

compilaiion of the RSC-2Q12 Report and other tasks according to the RSC programme which

pertain to the characterisation of ihe repository site at Olkiluoto, Finland.
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cost estímation and budgeting of the preparation and construction of the DGR

Posiva has prepared the total cosi estímates of spent nuclear fuel disposal including concept
development, site selection and detailed design, construction, operation and decommission-
ing/closure of the facilities for Posiva's owners TVO and Fortum since 1996. The recent work
includes the detailed cost estimates of the construction of Olkiluoto DGR and encapsulation
plant and the cost estímate of the developrnent programme to demonstrate the fulfilment of
the regulatory requirements. Posiva has also carried out cost comparison on afternative dis-
posal concepts and cost optimisation studies concerning the operation of spent nuclear fuel
disposal facilities.

S&R has participated in calculating cost estimations for Posiva since 1995 and before that for
TVO starting from early 1980's. S&R has also done cost estimations for several organisations,
for several purpose and also for several specific technical areas. As example decommission
waste lor Finnish nuclear reactors (TVO, Teollisuuden Voima), overall cosls for the manage-
ment plan for spent nuclear fuel (Fennovoima), revier¡rv and cost estimation of síte in,¡estigation
activities for High Len¡el Slaste disposal {KAERI, Korea Atamic Energy Research lnstitute),
cost comparison between horizontal and vertical canister disposal alternatives of DGR (SKB,
Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company), closure structures for DGR
(Fosiva), cost for possible retrieval of canisters (Posiva).

Posiva and S&R can analyse the costs for each phase of the project; site selection, construc-
tion, operation and closure of DGR. The Consortium is familiar with all cost estimating meth-
ods, dependíng aiways on how detailed dalafor cost estimation is available. Depending on the
desígn and other relevant data, cost estimation can be based on reference project information,
on construction units and unit prices or if designs are detailed enough then cost can be calcu-
lated by analysing all the resources ihat are needed to produce each unit. For all methods,
Consortiums state-of{he-art -information of relevant resources, unit costs for ealaries, ma-
chinery, equipments etc. can be used.

commun¡cation skílls and experíences acquired during selection of the most
suitable síte for DGR

l-* q. ç a r: sr í.s-tats ps e U.; i s

The supplier has conducted several surveys and public opinion polls ín order to compile
strategies for communicaiions. These surveys inc{ude i.a.:

¡ Posiva's stakeholder analysis, 2002

¡ Posiva's stakeholder analysis 2006

. Media analysis 2008

Communication on the local level

The supplier has implemented several strategies that involve Posiva's communication aciivi-
tíes on the local le,¡el. fo demonstrate the success of these sti'aiegíes the lollowing lavourable
decisions have been taken by the Eurajoki municipality:

' Approval of the decision-in-princíple on the construction of the final disposal municipal-
ity in 2000 (by votes 20-7)

. Approval of the decision-ín-principle on the extension of the final disposal facility, 2009

r Approval of the construction of the fínal disposal facilily, 2O12

Co ry m u n¿c a ti o n wi th me d i a

The supplier has suecessfully conducted communícations with media" This can be verified by
the research that deals wiih Posiva's communication eonducted by the University of Tampere,
School of communicatíon, Media and Theaire (publications available in Finnish).

i)
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Cammunica.tion wíth ather relevant.stakellcldere

The supplier has been responsible for the decision-maker oriented communication of Posiva
during 1998-2015. During this time the supplier has compiled and implemented strategies that
have supported Posiva's endeavors to gain political acceptance for final disposal of spent nu-
clear fuel. The following decisions demonstrate the success of ihese strategies:

Finnish Parliament's Ratificaiion of the decision-in-principle on ihe construction of the final
disposal facility in Eurajoki municipality in 2001 by votes 159-3.

Finnish Parliament's Ratification of the decision-in-principle on the extension of the final
disposal facility in Eurajoki municipality in 2010

Traininq_proeram for the emple'lees

The supptier has organízed several training programs for Pcsir¡a's experis in order to improrre
their skills to communicate with rnedia and with the public at large. The supplier has organised
the following training prograrn for Posiva's personnel:

Media and crísis communications in 2002

Medía and crisis communication in 2047

Training of the upper management in 201û

Training of the experts, involving media training and presentation training in 201 1
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ANNEX NO. 2 THE SUPPLIER'S TEAM MEMBERS INVOLVED IN FA ACTIVITIES

Table of the supplier's team members included in FA activities
Team Member's Name Knowledge area (Article Position
and Sumame (company) 138.118 and 138.3 of the

' ftourly bltiìng iate with-
out VAT

[E{.IR] (Article 4.3 ofFA)
FA)

Aímo Hautojärví

JS&E)
Antti lkonen
(s&R)

anttiöhberg

_i!qu _ _ -Nuria Marcos Perea

1s&R)
Timo Ruskeeniemi

{Gï()
Jussi Matt¡la

_1¡9_s¡_v,a)__
lsmo Aaltonen

{Posiva}

Assen Simeonov

{SKB}
lgnasi Puígdomenech

, {s(BJ
' Birgítta Kalinowski
, (sKB)

Peter Wíkberg

{sKB)

Diego Mas lvars

isKqi
Seppo Paufamäki

lqIK) _
Markku Paananen

tGrK)
Pirjo Hellä

, {5&R}

geosciences, geologica I

modelling
geosciences

geosciences, safety
caSe

geosciences, desígn of
deep geological dis-
posal system, project
managernent planning,
en.¡ironmental as-

, SeSSment

Senior Adviser
rna.nagement plgnning,_-: 

-__ _.
geosciences, safety Adviser
case
geosciences, public
relation

Seníor Expert

geoscíences, geo f ogícal Senior Expert
modelling
geosciences, geological Adviser
rnodelling, design of
deep geologícaldis-

sal system

Adviser

Adviser

t38

lJ8

, 166

isa

I/2

Advíser

Advíser

I r)

IJÕ

t3B

t38

geoscrenceS Adviser

geosciences, hydroge- SeniorAdvíser
ology and hydrology,

. :Êfg_tv_qg!g
gon cr ío nrec

138

too

t38

geologicalmodelling

Adviser
:

,{dviser
-'-lls

geologicalmodelling SeníorExpert

geological modellíng,
data management,
project management
planning, envíronmen-
tal assessment. safety
caSe

Adviser 138



1f 4, Jl-

Heíni Reijonen
(s&R)

Niina Ahtonen

{Gï(l
Jyrki Liimatainen

llesiuai
Lasse Koskinen

lnosjvaI
Petterí Pitkänen

iPo¡iya]
Jere Lahdenperä

{Pgsiva)
Emma Jchansson

{sKB}

Magnus Oden
(SKB

Patrik Vídst¡'and

{sr(Bl
Jan-Olov Selroos
(sr(B)

Mansueto [\1orosíní

{sKBi
Paula Keto

R)
, Xavier Píntadg
.1-SÊRI

Iaina Karvonen

{s&R}
Sirpa Kumpulainen

$gu _
Jukka-Pekka Salo

i iPosiva)

iohanna Hansen
lDncir¡al

Timo Salonen
(Posivq]

i Petteri Vuorio
: lPosivai

Aki Alanko
(s&Rl
Jarí Gerlander

{saR)

hydrogeology and hyd-

L9i-o-c:{
hydrogeology and hyd-
rology
hydrogeology and hyd-
rology

Adviser

Adviser (deputy pra-

iect malage_r)
Seniar Experl

data management,

_ ¡9fety casq

data management

data management Senior Expert

hydrogeology and hy- Advíser

. drology, ¡afg!.¡ clse

TD Utilization of Foreign Experience .

Adviser t3B

Senior Adviser 166

il2

t38

138

t38

hydrogeology and hyd- Adviser
rglogy
hydrogeology and hyd- Adviser
rology
hydrcgeolog¡and hyd- Senior,Advíser
rology
hydrogeology and hyd- Adi¡iser

, rology
development of en- Adr¡iser

. gineered barriers

!t¿

138

/38

!66

t3B

t38

1?R

!t2

developrnent of en-
gíneered ba¡riers
developrnent of en-
gineered barriers
development of en-

development of sngi-
neered barriers, design
of deep geological

,. {i¡posalsystem
de'relopment of en-

. gíneered bai¡ieis
development of en-

gíneered barriers

Adviser

5enior Expert

Adviser

Adviser

f3B

I3B

Senicr Expert

Advíser

M

t 3¿t

gineered barriers
logistic of the DGR

system {transport and
manipulation), Cesígn

ofdeep geologíca!
disposal system
desígn of deep geolog- Advisei'

ical disposal system

design ol Ceep geolog- Adr¡íser

ical disposal system

Adviser l3B

t 2p
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Daniel Eklund

{IFB}
Timo Saanio
(s&R)

Kímmo Lehto

{Posiva)
Erkkí Palonen

-{l*q{vq)JuhaníVíra

LPqs'y¡l
Jussí Palmu

{Posiva}

Pohjonen Mika

{Posíva)

' Annika Hagros
(sqRl
Anne Kontula
(Posiva)

Barbara Pastina
,_{.p__o{yq)

Seppälä Timo

{s&R)
Toivo Wanne

{s&R}
Harri Issakainen

{çrrl
Janne Kallunki
(Gr¡()
Susan Pietilä

{Posíva}
"Project engineer" (to
be named to ordered
tasks accordíng to
neqd)
Elíska Vrbova
(freelancer to Posíva)

design of deep geolog-

_ _, _- iç¡l disposal system
project management
planning, príce estíma-
tíon of the DGR and

_:!g!gmlc angtysí¡
project management
plalning
project management
planning
project management
pfgnnin-g, safety case
príce estimat¡on of the
DGR and economíc
analysis
environmental as-

sessment, publíc rela-
tion
safety case

saiety case

safety case

public relatíon

geosciences, project
management planning
data management

auxiliary work {transla-
' tions, interpretatíons,

local arrangements
gtci
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Adviser 138

Senior Advíser 166

Project Manager

Seniàr gduiset

l"nioi ¿¿uìser

Adviser

Senior Adviser

Adviser

Advíser

Senior Adviser

Advíser

Advíser

Assistant

138

r66

t66

' l3g

166

I3B

Í66

r38

Seníor Expert

data management Seníor Expert

publíc refatíon Senior Expert

Less demanding work Project engineer

138

t1)

tt)

I t2

4C

CVs of the supplier's teann rnernbers íncluded in FA activities
are presented in the following, parts 1 3, 14, 15 and l6 of the proposal.
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,,{nne,x Ns.3

QUALITY PLAN

I P¡eface

2 Posiva * companv infcrmation

3 Objectives of the assignment

4 Orgar:isatian tbr the assignment

This quality plan has been drawn up as an attâchment to the tender
submiited by Posi.ra ûy to SÚn¿O" The tender toncems the provision
of se¡vices relatçd lo SUR*{O's site seiection process as w'el1 as serviÇes
related to lhe assessment oflcosts. This Quality Plan has been prepared in
a;çardançe r¡¿ith ISC 10005 or ISO 100Û5:2Û05 Quality management
systems - Guidelines for quaiity pians.

Posiva ís an expert organisatíon, established in 1995, responsible for the
fìnal dispcsal of the spent nuciear fue1 of its shareholders {Teollisuuden
Voima Oyj and Fortum Oyj).

Posiva has in piace fcr lhe management cf quality and safety a

managemenf system cerlificC to the ISO 90G1:2008, lSO 14Û01:20Û4

and OHSAS 180û1:2{}O7 standards. Posiva's operations fulfii the
requirements set out in the standards for quallty management.
enr. i¡onrnenhl rnanagenent, as well as occupational health and safety"

Fosiva's objeciives in the assignm€nt include the execution of the
research activities according to high quality and scientific standards to
ensure that the data produced cari be utilised by the Client for the
intended purpose" The goal is to assist the Client in the preparation of
C*cumenieticn rhal F;lfils the requirements set oul in 1a'øs and
regulations in order to facilitate the progress of the irnplementation of
geoiogical final disposal.

The preliminary project organisation is described in the tender" The
fu(anagemenf Group of the project consists of persons appointed by the
Supplier and the Client. The Project Group consists of the Project
hlanager and persons specificaliy appointed by Posiva for project control
tasks. Both G:oups convene once a month, or as necessary'

Sâhk<iises tä alkuperäiskappaleesta h:los¡i : 4.7 .2A 1 6 / KIRO - 
S EL¡í À

Tarkjsta asiakirjan ajan tasaisuus
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I IVIuistio Laatija:

Organisaatio:

L¿adith.r:

Julkaistu:

Lehio Kimmo

Hankkeen Hallinta

17.05.2416

Tunnus:

Vsrsio:

Kohde: Yleinen

Tarkenne:

2 {5)

f Cl Ë {VtT Sisäinen

4.1 Personnei

5 Supply chain and managem€nt of supply chain

6 Input data

The organisaticn will be described in the project plan to be ptepared lot
ihe project in more detail according to the tasks to be executed in the
project.

Posiva can boast decades of experience in the execution of research,
de-u'elopnient and implementalion activities related to the final disposal
of nuclear lvaste" The extensive special expertiss of Posiva's personnetr

covsrs the v?nÐus sub-ar€as of site characterisation sf¿dies,
impiernentaticn cf nuclear facilities as well as licensing.

Thc CVs of the persons who execute the work ¡,vìii be submitted to the
Client. Posiv'a's personnel has becn provided with training in the general
procedures follow-ed in the nuclear ind,-rstry. Training speciäc to the
project v¡illbe pro.,'iderl to persons involved in the project'

{f req;;1¡eç!, Posiva's suppliers wili be used in the assignmenl as sub-
sLippliers fcr the assigment.

Posiva has experience in the practices used in the nuclear indush'7 and in
lhe iarplementati*n of supply chain management. Fosiva's purchasing
practices have baen specified in accardance with ISO standarCs and the
YVL Guides of tile Radiatron and N':clear Saftty Authority of Finland
as well as the requiren:ents of IAEA (e.g. GS-R.-3).

The procedures related to supplier selection and assessment are

described in Posiva's management systern. Posiva only purchases

producrs and se-'*vices &om suppliers who have been assessed. Pcsiva
will nct otder an"ylhing tioin suppiiers who have not been assessed and
apÞroved. Al1 suppliers wi:o suppfy products that are signitìcant tc safety
are subjected co audjts.

The approval of thE Ciient w:,11 alwzys be acquired in advance fcr all the
sub-suppliers io be used in the assignmanl. The Project Manager
appointed for the prcject is in charge of the control of the sub-supplier's
operation.

füe Ciient shall pro','ide Posiva in advarrce with documentation

coniaining all input data relevant to the execution of woik. A start
meeting will be organised befotc work is sta¡ted to review all the
requirements" regulations and bo,-tndary conditions that a¡e relevant to

Sähköisestä aikuperäiskappaleesta n¡losti : 4.7 . 2A 1.5 I K-fRO S ELtu'lA
Tarkisfa asiakirjan ajantasaisuus
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Organisaatio:

tåadittu:

Julkaistu:

Lehto Kimmo

Ha¡kkeen Hallinta

17.45.2015

Tunnus:

Versio:

Kohde:

Ta¡keue:

Å" 4/
:l / ç'l

3 (s)

Yleinen

{:,fr ã ¡VË Sisäinen

the execution t¡f lvork. If Posiva finds anrv shortrromings or e{rofs in the
input data provided by the Client, Posiva will infonn ths Client about
lhffn.

7 Regulations and instructions for the assignment

Posi'¡a's activities shal1 comply w:ith Posiva's oI/vn managerrtent systom

as well as lhe instructions and requirements specified by tha Clien;.

8 lvlanagement system processes

Tha processes of Posiva's manag€rûent system, which have been

specifi.ed based on the needs of Posiva's final disposal project, sha1l be

used in the assignment"

The site characlerisation sludies conducted by Posiva are described in
Posiva's pïocess "specification ol final disposal soluiion". trYork related

to cost sstimalçs is dsscribed in Posi,¡a's procsõs "design of final
dispcsal solution".

Fosiva's purrhasing procedlire is described in ihe proç€ss "purchasing
and prodact contrcl" v¡hicir also includes suppli"-r assessments"

In lcng-term projects, Poslva targets internal audits at the projects for
purposes of the verificalisn and developrnont of qualit,w and safety

management.

9 Risk management

Risk idcntification" assessment and managelnent procedures ate
implømented in compliance with Posi'¡a's risk managelnenl procedure

which is in line with the ISC-3 i 000 standa¡d' The project plan shall
include a risk n:.a¡agefüent plan which describes risk management in this
ptaject. The risk rnanagemînt plan dascribes the prccedr:res and reccrds

ia be usec in ord*r to veriíy tbat e'tety'body ínvolved in lhc project is

awat? of the nsks,

l0 Execution and conlrol of w-crk and communicaticn with Client

Siis chffaciensaijon studies are dividad intc phases which ín,3iude the

design, tha execution and the n'ìodelling of the site characterisation

studies- The responsibiiities and the confol procedures raiated to the

sub-prcjects shall be specified for each phase.

At eaclr phase. a. startmeeting and an end meeting aro organised between

the Ciient, th* Suppliør and any sub-suppliers. The matters addressed in

Sähköisestä alkuperäiskappaleesta tulosti; 4.7 .2ç L5 1 KYRO S ÐLÀ/{.{
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the start meeting includc the input data documentation, the risks and
procedr.res related to ths execution of work, as well as the objectives of
r,vork. The end meeting deals with the results of r,vork and the experience
g ined" The progress of the pmject is monitored in meetings in which
also representatives of th€ Client are invited, if necessary. Joint follow-
up meetings with lhe Client arc agteed on during the assignment.

\&'ork is executed using methods used and pta\ieÍ\ in Posi-¡a's own site
characterisation studies. The management of these methods is based on
Posi*¡a'6 managemÊnt system.

Posiva sha1l inform the Ciient of any n€eds for changes immediatoly if
such needs are ideniified. Ali changes sha1l be agreed on and lire Clieat's
approval for them sha.ll be acquired in ad.¡ance"

I I Handling of nonconfbrrnances

Posi,¡a's management syslem contains instructions for the management
of noncanforrnances. All nonconformances aie recordeC in a centralised
nonconfcrmancs manageneni system (KELPOi" The causes that have
resulted in nonconfcñnances are determined and recorded in this s,vsiern.

The elirnination of the non-conformance as weli as corrective and
pre';enåive actions are also documented in the sarte sYstem.

AII nonconibn¡ances are roported to the Clienl ímmediately when
identified and again aÍ1er the handiing process has been completed.

In addition to nonconformances, also safety observations and
environmental accidents are recorded and handled in complíance with
the principles of nonconformance handling.

12 Document management and delivery of results to Ciient

Posi'¡a's managrment system contains descriptions of and instructions
fi¡r th-e procedures used in dccurnent manegÈmenc, incluCing
management o f information security.

Document controi in the project shall be described in the project plan
w.irå specifications for the review and approval of project documents as

well as recording locations. As a n"¡le" the Pmject lv{anager approves the
project documents.

Documents are archi,¡ed in electronic form in Posiva's document
mânagflnent system {Kronodoc). The infomation security procedures
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13 Occupational safety

14 En'"ironmerital aspects

jq Àzleinlonancp nÊo',rli¡r, nlan

specified by the Clieni are complied with v¡hen handling data provided
by the Cliçnt.

The documentation produced as a resr.rli of the assignment shali be
delivered to the Clieni in electronic fonn" The documents to be delivered
to tlre Clienl undergo arevia\N and app¡oval procedure at Posiva"

The Project Manager is in charge of occupaiianal safety in the prcject.
The Safety Function at Posiva supports the Project &Ianager in the

$râr\ã.Sar¡:Ler\t and dç'¡clop¡'nent of occupational safety. Posiva's

managam€nt systern v¿hich has becn certified to OHSAS 18001

describes the procedures tc be used for the managernent of occupational
safety.

?he procedures to be used lor the management of occupational safety are

specified on the basis of the risks involved in work" T'Tre occupational

safÊty goal is zero accidents.

The Project Manager is in charge of environniental safet;r in tl:e project.

The Safety Function at Posiva supports the Project Ulanager in the

management and development of environmenlal aspects. Posiva's

managemsnt systern w'hich has been certified tc ISO 14001 describes the

procedures tc be used for the management of environmenlal saf*ty.

The work covered by the tender does not invoive any significant
environmsntal aspscts, as it is office work in nature. Hûwever,
environmental aspects are taken into consideration in the design of the

project as concerns e.g" travelling. The impact on the environrnent shaii

be kept as smail as possible.

The pcints described in the quality plan sha1l be described in the project

plan lo be prepared for thç project md maintainsd at the various phases

ofthe project.
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TD Utilization of Foreign Experience -.

ANNEX NO. 4 THE ORDER FORM

Utilization of foreign experience in the siting process for a deep geological repository
for radioactive waste in the Czech Republic

Name of Partial Contract: xx

Areas of Services: xx

lD of Service$: xx

nctíon Name Date

Project
Manager

1

Supplier
approved for

Project
Manager

2

Parlial
Contract

, approved by
: the Client

Farlial
Contract
approved by

XX

the S ier

CLIENT'S ASSIGNMENT

Requirenrents for the scope and technical specification

The Client specifies the purpose of the Partial Contract activities to be
achieved.

The Client shall hereínafter state bríefly the requírements concerning the spe-
cific activities to be periormed by the Supplier and specifies all the outputs of
the performance that the Supplier Ís required to hand over to the Client.

The Client shall hereinafter state any requírements in a break-down of the
Services for partial performance.

1.2 Required Services deadlines

a) The Client shall state deadlines (rnilestones)for specific activities.

Client
approved for

lng. llona
Pospíðková

Managing
Director

1

1.1

a)

b)

RNDr. Jiií
Slovák
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TD Utilization of Foreign Experience

There may also be índícated a period of time from the handover of the docu-
ments of the Client to the Supplier to the handover of the required outputs of
the Services to the Client.

Esti¡nated labour intensiveness or its limitatíon

The Client shall hereinafter state hís estimation of labour intensiveness in per-
son-hours broken down according to the categories of Services stated in the
FA or,

fulay state a límit for the labor¡r íntensiveness in person-hours which should not
be exceedeC by the Supplier.

Price of tl"¡e Partial Contract
Ïhe Supplier states here the price limit of the Partial Contract which must be
based on labour intensity determined ín accordance with Article 2.4 of this
document and the rates specified in A¡'tícle 4,3 of the FA.

Ïhe Supplier shalljustify all his necessary íncídental expenses.

Arganizalion of Services

The Supplíer shall specify the actívities corresponding to the schedule and the
persons ínvolr¡ed in those actívities, theír roles and their labour intensity by

1.3

a)

b)

'ä "4

a)

Specific requirernents concerninE the organisation of tl'le Services

The Client shall state requírements concerning those experts to be included ín
the Services,

Place of the performed Services,

Other specific requirements.

b)

c)

2 CONFIRil,IATION / ti,lODlFltATlON OF THE ASSIGNMENT OF
SERVICES BY THE SUPPLIER

2"1 Scope of Seruices and tecfinical specification
a) The Supplier should confirm the assignment of Services by the Client stated ín

Article 1.1 or suggest its modification or partial changes.

b) The Supplier should elaborate the scope of servÍces in greater detail vr¡ith the
aim of "tuning" them to the needs of the Client.

2.2

a)

Fulfilrnent dates

Ïhe Supplier should include here a time schedule of the Services rendered ín
respect of the Partíaf Contract that should be in compliance with the deadlines
staied in Article 1 .2 by the Client.

Ïhe Supplier may suggest changes to the paúial deadlines; however, the fÍnal
deadline shoutd be in line wíth the requirernents of ihe Client.

b)

2.3

a)

b)

2.4

a)
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TD Utilizatíon of Foreign Experience .

category of work according to Article 4.3 of the FA. When determining labour
íntensity, the Supplier shall take into account the limit required by the Client in
Artícle 1 .3 of the Partíal Contract.

The Supplier shall describe in detail the way in which project management is
performed and the organisation and accountability of the individual persons
invofved in the PartialContract.

Risk identification

The Supplíer shall describe in detail the risks and potential problems assocí-
ated r¡¿ith the solution of the Fartial Contract and provide suggestions on how
to reduce or elírninate those risks.

CONCLUSION OF THE PARTIAL CONTRI\CT
Here shall be a statement from the Contractual Parties that indicates devia-
tions from the agreed Articles nurnbers 1 or 2 of this Partial Contract or con-
firmation of their validíty in full" The sub-project is subject to the approval of
persCIns authorised in contractual matters pursuant to Article 1.3 of the FA.

The Partial Contract will be concluded in line with Article 5 of the FA.

Thís Partial Contract becornes valid and comes into force on the date of its
sÍgnature by authorized representatives of both Contractual Parties.

2.5

a)

3

aj

b)

c)
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ANNEX NO. 5 CONSORTIUM AGREEMENT BETWEEN POSIVA OY

AND SAANIO & RIEKKOLA OY

CONSORTIUM

AGREEMENT

FoR rue

"Utilization of foreign exper¡ence in the siting process for a
deep geological repository for radioactive waste in the

Czech Republic"

BETWEEN

POSIVA OY/POSIVA SOLUTIONS OY

A¡,¡o

SAANIO&RIEKKOLA OY

tí
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This CONSORTIUM AGREEMENT (hereinafter'Agreement") is dated as of 30rh of June,
2016

BETWEEN

POSIVA OY, a joint stock company duly organized and existing under the laws of Finland or at
its directions on behalf of Posiva Solutions Oy (hereinafter referred to as "POSIVA"), with its
registered office: Töölönkatu 4, 0A100 Helsinki (Finland),

AND
Saanío&Riekkola Oy, a joint stock company duly organízed and existing under the laws of
Finland (hereinafter referred to as "S&R"), with íls registened office: Laulukuja 4, AQ42A
Helsinki (Finland).

Hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Parties" and índíviduafly as a "Party"

WHEREAS
A. On Apríl8,2A16 SURAO (sprava úloZiËt radioaktivních odpadts, Dlâidéná 10A4/6, 11A ACI

Praha 1, Öesk¿â repubtika) hereinafter referred to as the "Client", has íssued a public
tender invítation, which the Parties íntend to participate by submitting a tender ias
hereinafter referred to as the "Tender"), with the followíng subject "UnLtzATtoN oF
FOREIGN EXPERIENCE IN THE SITING PROCESS FOR A ÐEEP GEOLOGICAL REPOSITORY FOR
RlÐloActlvE wAsre tN THE Czecr¡ REpuBLlc", hereinafter referred to as ihe "Project", for
which a Contract (as hereinafter defined) may be awarded as a result of ihe Tender.

B. The Project is financed by SURAO

C. The Parties now wish to jointly prepare a Tender for the Project and, if the Parties'Tender
is successful, they shall jointly negotiate, initialise and sign and implement the Contract
with the Client-

D. As a result of the willingness to particÍpate ín the tendering phase of the Project and, Íf
successful, implement the Project, the Parties have agreed to enter into this Consortium
Agreement, which sets out the respective rights and obligations of the Partíes with respect
to the preparation and submíssion of the Tender, negotiation and finalisation of the
Contract with the Client, as well as implernentation the worklservices pursuant io the
Contract.

E. Thís Agreement shall automatícally ierminate upon the occurrence of the circumstances of
terminatíon set out in clause 11 {Duralion) and clause 17 {Coniinuing Obiígations).

NOW THEREFORE, ín consideratíon of the foregoíng, the Partíes agree as follows:

1" INTERPRETATION

1"1 la thís Agreement the fof lowing terms shall have the following meanings unless the
context requires othenruise:

"Agreement" means this Consortium Agreement;

"Glient" means SURAO
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"Contract" meâns the contract to be entered into between the Client and the
Consortium stipulating all terms and conditions relevant to the supplies and services to
be provided;

"Contract Price" means the aggregate fee payable by the Client pursuant to the
Contract;

"Gontractual Work" means those supplies and services to be provided to the Client
by the Parties pursuant to the Contraet in consideration of the payment by the Client of
the Contract Príce;

"Consortiurn" means the unincorporated Consortium formed by the Parties pursuant
to the Agreement in order to develop and execute the Project according to the Contract
with the Client;

Draft Framework Agreement: FA template incfuded in the RfP {Tender lnr¡itation
Documentation) for the Project

"lntellectual Property" rneans any and all intellectual property rights pertaíning to and
subsisting in any country throughout the world including but not limited to any patents,
trademarks or service marks (whether registered or unregistered), registered designs,
utility models, copyrÍghts, design rights, rights in databases, topography ríghts, know
how/show-how, technical information, confidential process information and any
applications and any rights to apply lor any of the foregoing;

"Lead Party" means POSIVA Ay orland Posiva Solutions Oy;

"Loss' rneans any and all fiabiiity arising under or otherwise in connection with this
Agreement and/or the preparation of the Tender including wíthout lirnitation:

{a) Damages;

{b} Costs and expenses;

(c) Fínes,

(d) Penalties;

(e) Liquídateddamages;

(f) Surcharges; and

{g) lncreased costs incurred in providing services;

"Project" rneans the project af "UtuzeTloN oF FoREtcN EXPERIENCE tN THE StTlNc
PROCESS FCR A DEËP GEOLOGICAL REPOSI'IORY FOR R,ADIOACTIVE WASTE IN THE CZECH

RrpueLtc", performed by the Consortiunn under the Contract.

"Task" and "Subtask" means work scopes as defined in the Annex L

"Tender" means the Parties formaf documentation to pañícipate in the tender phase;

"lender Submission Deadline Date" means the date by which the Tender must be
nit¡øn fn tlro Îlíanf that ic 14 lt¡nt 2(11Arv I i vv.,

"Thírd Parly" means any naturaf or legal person(s) other than Posiva or S&R or the
Clíent.

"Working tay" means any day other than Saturday and Sunday and any other day on
which major clearing banks in Fínland are authorized ta be closed.
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'Illork-share" means in respect of each Party their share of the Contractual Work to
be compfeted and the responsibilíties to be assumed by that Party pursuant to and in
accordance with the Tender;

"Work-share Value" means in relation to each Party ihe value of that Party's Work-
share including recoverable costs.

1.2 The headings in this Agreement are far convenience only and are not to be used in
construing this Agreement.

1"3 Any reference ín this Agreement to:

1.3.1 Any siatute, decree, law, statutory instrumeni or other regulation having the
force of law shall be deemed to include any lawful modifications thereto or re-
enactments thereof after the date of signature of thís Agreernent:

1.3.2 The plural shall include the singular and any reference to the singular shall
include the plural and any reference to one gender shall include ali genders,

1"3"3 A person shall include natural persûns, partnerships, firms and other
unincorporated bodies, companies and all other legal persons of whatever kind
or however constíiuted ;

1"3"4 An annex shall {unless othen¡vise stated) be a reference to an ânnex to this
Agreement and any reference to a clause shall {unless othen¡rise stated) be a
reference to a clause of this Agreernent;

1"3.5 "including" or "includes" or any sírnilar phrases shall be construed without
limitation to the generality of the preceding words;

1.3.6 "approval" shall be construed to mean an approval ín writing;

1.3.7 Any English legal term for any action remedy nrethod of judicíal proceeding

legal document, legal status, official or any other legal concept shall in respect
of any jurisdiction be deemed to include the term or legal concept whích most
nearly approximates ín that jurisdíction to the Englísh term or legal concept.

2" CONSORTTUMPRTNCTPLEg

2.1 The Parties hereby ãgree to collaborate, accordíng to the principles of this Agreement,
for the preparation and submissíon of a Tender lor the Project and for the negotiatÍon,
signature and implementation of the Contract with the Client in case of Contract award
hr¡ tha fllionlv, Èr rv

2.2 The Partíes shall co-operale fully with each other in good faith ín the best interest of the
Consortium in order to promote the successful award and implementation of the
Contract and shafl refraín from any action or conduct which may work contrary tc this
principal objectíve.

2.3 Shoufd the final Contract's terms and condítíons differ from what has been proposed by
SURAO ín the Draft Framework Agreement (part of the Tender lnvitaiion
documentationi, the Parties may modify the terms and conditions of this Agreement on
unanimous decision. ln such case any further rights and oblígations of the Parties
applicable to the phase of Contract implementation that may be defined by the Parties,
shall be incorporated into this Agreement.
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3. SCOPEANpWORKSHAßE

3.1 The Parties agree that each Paily's particípation in the Consortium is based on the
following Work-share Values ('!):

POSIVA 4A o/o

S&R 4A o/o

For the sako of clarity: Thi¡'d
Parties SKBI and GTK
{Subcontractors}

max" 2O a/o

Each party's final Work-share will be based on the final negotíatíons with the Client and
the actual Task Orders received under the Contract, if awarded the Contract.

3.2 Subject to príor written consent of the other Party, not to be unreasonably wíthheld,
each Farty may subcontract part of its tasks in accordance with the terms of the
Contract, however, offering the task in question first to the other Party.

4. ORGANI_SATTON OF THE CONSORTTUM

4.I STEERING COMMITTEE

4"1.1 A Steering Committee shail be set up after Contract award and composed of four
members, two of each Party appointed respectively by the Parties. Each member
can appoint a subslitute, The member nominated by the Lead Party acts as the
chairman-

Decísions to be taken by lhe Consortíum shall be made by unanimous approval of
the Parties, during meetings of the Steering Committee held quarterly and, if
needed, upon the request of a Parly indicating the subject. The Steering Committee
meetings will be called by the chairman by a bro weeks prior notice by e-mail with
confirmation of receipt índicating the time, place and subjects of the meeting-

ln ihe case of continued inability to agree upon a specific matter, the Parties wíll

face the problem by recourse to theír respective executíve Management.

lf the Partíes ãgree, decisions can be made in wrítíng afte¡- due information and by
unanimous approval by the Parties.

The Lead Party shall co-ordinaie and keep mínutes of ihe meeting of the Steering
Committee and shall record decisions taken by the Consortium during the meetings
or otherwise, and shall send a copy a'f any such i'ecord to the othei'Party within 14

days after the decision recorded was taken" Unless the Lead Party receives written
objectíon to any such record within another 14 days counting from the date of
receipt thereof, such record shalt be deemed to be a correct and complete
reflectíon of the decísíon made by the Consortíum.

4.1.2

4.1.3

4.1.4

4.1.5

4.2 THF LEAD PARTY
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4.2.1 The Lead Party shall be responsible for co-ordinating the activities of the Partíes

under this Agreement and administering the Tender generally'

4.2"2 The particular responsibilities of the Lead Parly under and for the duration of this
Agreement are.

. Co-ordinate and liaison between the Parties;

r Submit the Tender to the Client within the Tender Submission Deadline Ðate;

¡ Act as a single point of contact for Tender matters and negotiation and
Contract implementation activities thereof with the Client;

r Transmil a copy of all relevant correspondence with the Client to other Party.

r Co-orCinate the preparation af and compile the documents to be submitted
for the Tender;

" Co-ordinate the interfaces between the Tasks related to Contract
implementatíon;

r Liaise and co-ordinate all activity with the Cfient as and when requíred.

r Receive from the Parties their deliverables as required ín the Contract and
deliver them to the Client

. Draw up and present the administrati.¡e reports, if any, to the Cfient;

. Send lnvoices, receive payments on behalf of the Consortíum and forward to
the others Party the sums due to them respectively [as stated in financial

arrangements 5l;

. Represent the Consortium with regard to Third Parties, in aspects related to
the Contract.

4"2.3 The Lead Party shall not take any decisíon engaging the other Party withoui the
prior written consent of it.

5. FTNANGTAL¿\REANçEMENTS

5.1 All invoíces shall be drawn up in Englisn and all amount ínvoiced and paid shall be in
EURO.

5"2 The Lead Party shall invoice and receíve payments on behalf of the Parties according
lo the Cont:-act. lt shall fon¡¡arc! to the other Party and to the Third Parties all sums due
to them, as soon as pcssible, however within a rnaximum term of ten {10) days from
receipt of the payments from the Client" Sharing of a payment to the Parties and the
Third Partíes is defined by the realized work dir¡ision in each Task performed.

5"3 In the event of non-payment of any invoice, the Lead Party shall send a remínder to the
Client and a capy at the reminder to the other Party. ln the event the Clíent refuses to
pay an ínvoice ot any part thereof, the Lead Party shall immediatefy notify the other
Parly and may. when necessary, ínstruct the othei' Parly fa assist him to conduct all
dealings with the Client. The other Party will be paid accordingly to the payments

actually made by the Client, ln thís case, the other Party shafl not hold the Lead Party
responsible for non-payment or delay in payment of an invoice"
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5.4 The Lead Party charges a fee of 10 olo of the work invoicing of the other Party. For
clarity, this 10 % shall not be applied to expenses, which shall be dealt "at cost"
between Parties.

5.5 Each Party shall bear the bank charges for handling the payrnents for its share of the
Work.

6. TAXES

ô.1 Each Party shall bear all taxes, fees, duties and social insurance or similar expenses
whatsoever related to its activities levied in its own country.

7" S1'ts¡ljlllis¡ON OE TENÐER ANÐ CONTRACT NEGOTIAT¡ONS

7.1 Without prejudice to or derogation from clause 4 abave, lhe Lead Party shall have
overall responsíbifity for the structure and defínition of work division of the Tender to
ihe Client but will be reasonably supported by the other Party,

7.2 Each Farty is responsible for preparation of íts sections of the Tender according to the
work division and in time schedule deäned by the Lead Party. Additionally the Parties
shall exchange such inforrnation as is necessary and as is requested by other Party to
facilitate the preparation of the Tender as promptly as possible and in any event to
enable the Tender to be submitted at the latest by the Tender Submission Deadline
Date and otherwise in accordance with the requirements of the invitation to Tender.

7.3 The Parties shall provide the fínancial infcrmation necessary in order to allow the Lead
Party to prepare the financíal part of the Tender.

7.4 The Lead Party shall compile the Tender and submii ít to the other Parties for approval
prior to its submission to the Client, and the other Parties shall promptty notífy the Lead
Parly of its approval of or comment on the Tender. ln any event the other Party shall
notify the Lead Party within reasonable period as defined by the Lead Parly at the time
of submíssion of the finalised Tender for approval. The time periods required in the
invítation to Tender will need to be considered and observed with respect to
submíssion of the Tender.

7.5 No Tender shall be submitted by the Lead Party to the Client unless such Tender has
been unanimously approved by the Parties. Once the lender has been submitted to
the Client no Party may wíthdraw from the Tender and if the Tender is accepted by the
tiieni it shaii be binding on the Parties røho shali be jointly and severally responsible to
the Client for its performance-

7.6 Ïhe Lead Farty shall have to co-ordínate and conduct all negotiations with the Client
following submission of the Tender and the oiher Party shall participate in such
negotiations, if not othenruise agreed with the Lead Party, ln any case the other Party
shall support the Lead Party during such negotiations in a tímely manner as and when
required by the Lead Party and in particular shall supply to the Lead Party such
information and documentation as the Lead Party shall reasonably require for such
purposes. The Lead Party will advise the other Parly ín a timely manner, of any
proposed material change, by the Client, to the Work-share andlar Work-share Value
of an/ of the Parties and of any proposed material change to the Tender generally. The
acceptance by the Lead Party of a materlal change proposed by the Client to the Work-
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share andla( Work-share Value of a Party shall be subject to the príor agreement of the
Parties and unanimously approved by the other Parties.

7.7 Where the Client requires clarification of any item in the Tender or in the Contract
activities, it is intended that the Party having responsibility for the performance of that
item, shall provide such information as is necessary for ihe Lead Party to respond to
the Client.

7"8 Where the Client seeks to persuade the Parties to change any príce or other material
aspect of the Tender it is intended that such changes can only be agreed in writing
(letter or email) by the Parties.

7"9 The Lead Party shall have no liabifity for loss suffered by the other Party oiher than in
reiation to ihe Lead Party's fraud.

7.18 lf the negotiations befrueen the Client and the Consortium after submission of the
Tender lead to a Contract which deviates from the Tender such Contract shall be
unanimously approved in writing by the Parties before signature of the Contract.

8. EXCLUSIVITY

Ll Fss¡ Party undertakes that it wíli not during the contínuance of this Agreement eíther
cn its own account or as a subcontractor for any other person or in conjunction with or
on behalf oÍ any other person directly or indirectly:

8.1.1 Submit, or partícipate in the submission of , any tender or offer for the provision to
the Client of services in competition with those anticipated by the Tender or enter
into discussions with any person(s) other than the Parties in accordance with thís
Agreement with respect to the possible provísion of such services to the Client or
said Group Company of the Client; or

8.1.2 Provide goods or services to the Client or any Group Company of ihe Client the
same as or substantially similar ts or in competítíon with any of the services which
are anticipated by the lnvitation to Tender.

9" TENÐER*C_OSTS AND EXPENSES

9.1 Each Party shall bear its own costs and expenses in connection with the preparation,
submíssíon and negotiation of the Tender unless otherwise agreed in written.

9,2 Where additional reasonable expenses are incurred in executing the actívíties
antícípated by thís Agreement, and such expenses are agreed in writing and in
advance betvr¡een the Paúies, such expenses shall be itemised and the cost of the
same shared behøeen the Parties pro rata theír respective Work-share Value.

10. eRoJECT TMPLEMENTATTON

10"1 The work to be performed shall be alfocated to each Party in tasks as shown in artícle
[3.1] of thís Agreement, and in article l4.2lfor the specific obligations of the Lead Party.

10,2 The usual place of work wíll be on-site orat the Parties own respective offices.

10.3 Each Party shall províde all supplíes and services required for the proper fuffilment of
the Work-share allocated to it, including any revision(s) requíred under the Contract,
províded that it is related to that Party's Work-share. However every such Work-share
revision required under the Contract and agreed with the Client, Client requesting for
changes, has to be confirmed in wríting by the Lead Parly to the Parly.
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The Party

J Shalf fully comply with the requirements of the Contract;

Shall perform the work diligently, in a professional manner in
accordance with good engineering practice;

Shall províde sufficient people with the necessary skills and experience
throughout Work-share implementation

Shall co-operate effectively with ihe other Party or the Third Parties for
completion of the Project.

Shall report regularly the progress of the work in their Subtasks to the
Lead Party.

10.4 Each Party shall immedíately inform in writing the other Parties of any rnatters, which
may atfect performance of the Contract or the other Parties'Work-share.

10"5 Any extension or amendment to the Contract shafi require express agreement of the
Parties,

1I. DURATION

ll.lThis Agreement shall become effective upon the date of the signature by the Partíes
and shall remaín in full force and effect until the occurrence of the first of the following
events:

1. The Tender is unsuccessful;

2. The Parties agree not to submit the Tender or agree to withdraw the
ïender;

3. The Parties mutually agree in writing to terminate thís Agreemenl;

4. Upon successful completíon of the Contract activities-

11.2 Notwíthstanding anythíng contained ín this Agreement, termination of this Agreement
shall not affect the ríghts and liabilities of the Parties accrued prior to the date of
termínation.

12. AGE|)¡TS

No Party shall be entítfed to hold itself out as being the agent of the other for any purpose
whatsoever wíthout receiving the prior written consent of the other Party.

13" Assrq{MEl¡T

No Party shall sefl, assign or in any manner transfer its interest or part of its interest in this
Agreement by operatíon of law or otherwise without obtaining the prior written consent of the
other Party"

t

a

I
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14. DEFAULT

14"1Far the purposes of thís Agreement a Defaulting Party is a Party which

. ls in fundamental breach of its obligations under this Agreement which is
capabie of being remedied and fails to remedy such breach wÍthin 30 days from
receipt by it of a written notice from the other Party expressly referring to thís
and requiring the remedy of such breach; or

. ls in fundarnentaí breach of its oblígations under this Agreement which is
incapable of being remedied.

14.2 Nter the occurrence of any such default as referred to in clause 14.1 in the event that
the non-defaulting Party serves a written notice upon the Defaulting Party expressly
referring to and invoking the provisíons of this clause then forthr¡¡ith upon the service of
such notice, the Defaultíng Party and its administrators, trustees Ðr representatives
shall have no right to partìcipate in the administration of the Tender or Contract or to
any dístribution of compensation from the Tender or Contract. The Defaulting Party
shall be liable for the costs, excluding indÍrect and consequentjal costs of performing
the Defaulting Party's obligations in relation to this Agreement.

f5. çoNFTDENT|AL|TY

l5.lThroughout the continuance of thís Agreement and îar a period of two years thereafter,
all information acquíred by a Party (or from a Third Party in relation to the Tender) and
any inforrnation jointly prepared by the Parties refating to the Tender from a Party for
the purpose of preparing, submitting and negotiating ihe Tender shail be treated as
confidential by the recipíent and shall not be used for any other purpose withoui the
prior written consent of the other Party providíng such information" unless such
information. 

,, o,- later becomes pubfic knowredge other than by breach of this
Agreement; or

ls or was lawfully already in the possession of the recipient with full ríght
to disclose prior to its receípt from the other Party; or

ls or was lawfully acquired by the recípient from a third party having the
fufl right to disclose it on a non-confidential basis; or

ls required to be discfosed pursuant to its obligations under this
Agreement or other documents relalirrg to ihe Tender, or pursuani to the
operation of law.

15.2For the purposes of thís clause references to a Party shall include Party's personnel,
its subsidiaries and controlling companies and their personnel as well as nominated
sub-suppliers for the Project approved by the Consortium.

16" INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

16"1 Far the avoidance of doubt, the rights {íncluding but not limited to the rights of use and
dísclosure), and any limitaiíons thereof, in regard of any lntellectual Property,
confidential information, other informatíon and material andlor project results arísing
from any earlíer agreements beir¡¿een the Partíes shall remain in force as agreed upon
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in such earlier agreements despite the execution of this Agreement and the Project by
the Parties.

16.2 Save as expressly provided for herein, nothing in this Agreement shali afford to a
Party any ríght in or to the lntellectual Property of the other Party.

16.3 lf so allowed by the Contract and unless otherwise agreed in writing, informatíon,
know-how or invention jointly developed by the Parties within the framework of the
Project and not on the basis of the other Party's lntellectual Property, shall be common
property of the Parties and shall be legally protected as the Parties may agree.

17. CONTINUING OBLIGATIONS

17.1 The Obligatíons of this Agreement are valid as long as any of the consofium
oblígations of the Contract or any open obligations betuveen the Parties, whichever is
later.

17.2 Without prejudíce to clause 17.1, the provísíons contaíned in clauses 15
(Confidentíalíty), f 6 {fntellectual Property Rights),21 (Publicity) and 23 {Governing Law
and Arbitration) shall survive the termination under subclauses 11.1.1...11.1.4 of this
Agreement.

I8. INSURANCE

18"1 The Parties shall be responsible in providing all the necessary insurance to their and
their subcontractors' personnel in such manner that each Party shall be responsíble of
any darnage that may be caused by its personnelto third parties.

18.2 Each Party shall contract any other necessary insurance covering all its and iis
subcontractor'aciivities to be developed during implementation of ihe works object of
the Contract and this Agreement.

I9. LIAEILITY

19.1 lt is agreed between the Parties that they shall be jointly and severally liable to the
Clíent only.

19"2 ln the event of the Parties joint and severally líability being called upon by the Client, it
is expressly agreed that the Party responsible for the portíon of Work giving rise to the
claim shall hold harmless and indemnify the other Parties from the result of such claím.

19"3 lf the Clíent makes a direct claim agaínsi a Party who is not responsible, such Party
shalf irnmediately inform the Party responsible, who shall without delay hofd harmless
the Party against whom the claim was made"

19.4 lf the Parties are joíntly responsible for events subject of a claim by the Client, each
Party shall be líable to the extent of its degree of responsibility for those events. lf the
degree of respective responsibility cannot be establíshed or can only be established
withín an unreasonable period or at an unreasonable cost for such claim, the Parties
should satisfy on a prorate bases according to the Work-share Vaiues.

19.5 ff the Partíes are in dispute as to which Party ís responsible for satísfying a claim of the
Clíent, the Partíes shall provisionally make payment in proportion to the Work-share
Values. Followíng the provisional payment, if an agreement is reached as to which
Party is liable and in what amount, or if the matter has been decided by arbitration
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according to the rules of article 23, the Parties shall reimburse each other accordingly,
within nineteen days following the agreement.

19.6 Each Party shall be personally líable for the Work entrusted to it and its employees or
subcontractors and any consequences of such Work as regards Third Parties.

19.7 The Party responsible for any event giving rise to the Third Party to clairn shall handle
the event givíng ríse to a claim by a Third Party and such Party shall bear the cost of
any damages resulting therefrom"

19.8 lf a Third Party makes a direct claim against a Party who is not responsible, such
Party shall immediately inform the Party responsible, who shall without delay hold
harmless the Party against whom the claim was made.

19"9 lf the Parties are jointly and se'rerally responsible for a claim, each Party shall be
liable to the extent of the degree of its responsibilíty or, if this cannot be established
wiihin a reasonable period or at reasonable cost, in proportion to its Work-share Value.

19.10 No Party shall, wíthout the príor approval of the other Party, recogníse claims or
gîve any statement involvíng the responsibility of the Consortium or the other Party in
whole or in part.

19.11 No Party shall Þe liable to the other Party for any, special, punitive, indirect, or
consequential darnages or losses (including any loss of business, revenue, profits or
contracts) arising 'from any breach or non-observance of this Agreement or otherwise
at law and, regardless of whether such losses were foreseeable and/or arose from the
negligence or negligent mísstatement of such Party.

19,12 As between themselves the Partíes shall be fully líable for the work entrusied to
thern wheiher handled by such Party itself or its subcontractors and excludíng liability
for consequential damages, indirect damage" loss of profit or production stoppage.

19.13 With respect of nuclear cívil liability and non-nuclear civÍl liability the Parties will
endeavour to have in the Contract, written so that the Client shall fully indemnify the
Parties and their subcontraciors from any nuclear liabílity and against any claims by
third parties including the insurers of the Clíent.

20, FORCE MAJEURE

The Force Majeure {Exemption) clause of the lnternational Chamber of Commerce (lCC
Publicatíon n"421j is hereby incorpcrated ín this Agreement.

21. PUBLICITY

No pubficíty of any kind concerning this Agreement or the Tender or the Contract shall be
made by any Party wíihoui ihe prior wrítien consent of the other Parties.

22. ANT|-CORBUPT|pN

The Parties declare, guarantee and accept lhat, ín relation to the Agreement:
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22.1{ave complied and shall cCIntinue to comply wíth all applicable laws governíng
anticorruption and shall certify compliance with the anti-corruption laws, as reasonably
requested by the other partner, by signing the certificate provided for this purpose.

22.2 Have not promised, offered or paid and shall not promise, offer or pay, directly or
indirectly, any bribes, payments to facilitate transactions or other improper payments to
any third party in connection with this Agreement.

22.3 Have not corruptly promised, offered or paid, and shall not corruptly promíse, offer or
pay, directly or indirectly, anything of vafue in order to (i) influence any act or decision
of a third partf (ii) ensure any undue advantage for the Parties; or (iii) induce a third
party to influence the acts or decisions of a gorrernment official.

22.4 Shall not gírze, offer, promise or make coniributions, donations or other payments of
any itenns of value or in any manner, r'elating to this Agreement, to any government
official withoui the prior written authorisatíon of the Parties

22.5 Shall not communicate or meet with a governm€nt official in relatíon to the Contract
without the prior consent of the Party,

22.6 Shall notify the other Party i'f any of hís or her employees, directors or officíals is the
object of an investigation relating to corruption or any other unlawful conduct during the
course of this Agreement.

22.7 Shall keep precise and complete books and records in relation to this Contract at any
related actívity, including the records of payments tc third parties, ín accordance with
the generalfy accepted accounting principles, which shall remain at the disposal of the
Parties.

22.8 Have no knowledge of any government oflicial who benefits personally, directly or
indirectly from this Agreement or from any other related activity.

22.9 Have not contracted any commercial agent or business consultant and, should he or
she '¡¡ish to do sc, the partner shal! be duly notified and no such contract may be
signed without the príor written authorisation of the partners and wilhout a wrítten
contract requiring that such third parlies comply with all anti-corruption rules.

22.10 Shall act ín accordance with its own code of conduct

Notwíthstanding any provisions to the contrary in thís Agreement, in the case of a material
breach of this Agreement, the compliant Party shall have the unífateral right to terminate
thís Agreement and take other suitable measures in accordance with the terms of this
Anraornpnt

23. G_OVERNíNG LAW AryD ARB¡TRATTON

23.1 Any differences or disputes arising out or in connection wíth ihe validity, interpretalion
or execution of this Agreement shall be settled by an amicable effort of the Parties.
Such effort shall be deemed to ha,¡e faíled when the Party so notifies to the other Party
in writíng. lf the etfcrt. as settlement has 'failer1, the dispute shall be finally settled by
arbiiratíon in accordance with the Arbitration Rules of Finland Chamber of Commerce,
by one arbitratar appointed in accordance with the said Rufes. Any award given by the
Arbítrator shall be final and bíndíng to the Parties and shall be in lieu of any other
remedies.
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23"2The arbitration shall be held in Helsinki, Finland. The language of the arbitration shalf
be Finnish.

23.3 The Agreement, in all relative to the interpretation, application, execution, fulfilment or
resolution, shall be govemed according to Law of Finland.

24" CONTACTPERSONS

24.1 The official addresses and contact persons for each Party are as follows

Each Party may modify its address for notices by advance wrítten notice to the other
Party.

25. ENTTRE AGREEMENT OR MOD|F|CATION

This Agreement contains the entire agreement made among the Partíes with respect to
the Project and supersedes any and all prior understandings, correspondence or
agreements (oral or wrítten) between them. No change or modification of this Agreement
shall be valid or bínding upon a Farty unless such change or modification shall be in
wriiing and duly signed on behaíf of the saíd Party.

Add¡'ess:

Contact Person:

Email:

Tel";

Töölönkatq,¡ 4, 00100 Helsinki, Finland

Mika Pohjonen

m i ka. pohjone n@pos iva.f i

+358 40 525 141V

Address;

Contact Person:

Email:

Tel":

Laulukuja 4, 0A42O Helsinki

Timo Saanio

tímo.saanío@sroy.fí

+358405065671

s&R
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lN WITNESS whereof this Agreement is made in English in two {2) original copies and signed
by duly authorized representatives of each Party as of the date first written above.

POSTVA OY

{i? ¿Þ r.'

SAANIO&RIEKKOLA OY

Tímo Saanío, Managing Director
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